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The U.S. needs to fundamentally reassess its approach to competing and cooperating with China and Russia. Its present path has tilted more and more towards a poorly structured approach to confrontation focused more on worst case wars than on the broader forms of military and civil competition the U.S. needs to address. It has failed to integrate civil and military competition, to address grey area operations, to look at the global nature of this competition, and to focus on the fact that most forms will either not involve direct combat or will do so at low levels of combat. It has not given the proper priority to address America’s strategic partnerships or to develop net assessments of the longer-term patterns in this competition.

This analysis addresses the failures in the current U.S. efforts to implement the new National Security Strategy and National Defense Strategy issued in 2017 and 2018, respectively. More broadly, it addresses the nuclear balance and the shortfalls in the U.S. approach to modernizing its strategic nuclear forces. It highlights the fact that the U.S. also cannot focus on major conventional combat with Russia and China or on combat at the theater level, and that most actual military competition will probably take place at the gray area, hybrid warfare, or irregular level.

It stresses the fact that the U.S. must compete on a global level as China and Russia will often compete indirectly and target U.S. strategic partners, other states, and non-state actors. This will require that the U.S. continues to deploy strong forces at major command levels in every region of the world, and especially in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. The strategic partnerships between these U.S. commands and key allied states will determine both the overall patterns of U.S. success, and they will be critical to deterring and defending against escalation to major conflicts and nuclear war.

It notes that U.S. strategic partnerships must also evolve to create interoperable conventional forces that can actually implement what has come to be called Joint/All-Domain Warfare, and it will compete with Chinese and Russian rates of modernization, force improvements, and changes in operational range and tactics.

At the same time, the analysis focuses in depth on the civil side of competition, and the fact that both China and Russia – and especially China – integrate military and civil competition at every level, including the development of their international trade and investment, their national technology base, as well as their political and diplomatic efforts. These are areas the U.S. needs to give far more attention, along with the need to compete in information warfare and at the public diplomatic level.

The analysis is supported by some forty charts that attempt to quantify the current military, economic, and technological balances as well as the nature of the key patterns of competition – including the scale of the military and defense efforts of each state. It is supported by two chronologies that illustrate the level and nature of Chinese and Russian activity. It also examines the risks to the U.S. in taking an ideological approach to competition, focusing on strategic intentions rather than their implementation, and needlessly alienating America’s strategic partners.

It concludes that major changes are needed to the ways the United States competes. If the U.S. is to develop a more effective approach to its national security strategy, it needs to look beyond just
the need for military competition, and it cannot take its strategic partners and other states for
granted. If the U.S. is to compete effectively, it must:

- Focus on all Chinese and Russian uses of civil, military, and economic gray zone tactics
  and their accumulating impact on a given strategic interest. The U.S. cannot ignore the
destabilizing activities of Russian and Chinese gray zone operations due to its own
compartmentalization of civil, economic, and military actions.

- Take a true whole of government approach to making joint military and economic
  assessments in the ways similar to which China, Russia, and other states compete with the
United States and its strategic partners. These are not priorities the U.S. can ignore because
of the Coronavirus crisis. If anything, the crisis makes effective competition more urgent.

- Approach the military side of competition by addressing all gray area military operations
  and to develop suitable strategies for each country and region by using its major combatant
commands. The U.S. needs to give the right priority to the abilities of the functional
commands to support such operations – including the Strategic and Space Commands to
provide mutual assured deterrence (MAD).

- Focus on building and strengthening strategic partnerships in ways that look far beyond
  the narrow area of direct U.S. competition with China and Russia. The U.S needs to seek
a broad allied recovery from the Coronavirus crisis as a key strategic objective and to find
ways to work with its strategic partners and allies to contain and deter Chinese and Russian
competitive efforts and push them towards global cooperation where possible.

- Develop an integrated strategy based on net assessments that address all areas of
  competition together. The U.S. needs to respond by directly comparing its capabilities to
deter, conduct gray area and lower-level military operations, and provide economic growth
and development.

The U.S. must also compete far more effectively on an unclassified level. Many aspects of such
efforts have to be classified, but a primary emphasis should be placed on open-source reporting,
revealing areas where competition is illicit or covert, exposing Chinese and Russian official and
covert activities by name, citing the use of third countries and non-state actors, and showing the
history and patterns in such activities. Public information is the key to building an understanding
of these threats posed by such forms of competition, recognizing the need to counter them, and
growing an awareness that using information is a weapon in countering disinformation.

Finally, the U.S. will need to develop plans, programs, and budgets that actually implement a
practical and cost-effective strategy to counter the Chinese and Russian challenge, and one tailored
to addressing the new issues raised by the new emerging industrial age and the lasting
repercussions from the Coronavirus. The U.S. needs to be smarter in utilizing its current resources
and allies at their highest potential, but it is also clear that if the U.S. does act more wisely, it has
the strategic partners and the domestic resources in its civil and economic sector to compete
successfully with both China and Russia.
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Looking Beyond the Current U.S. Approach to Competing with China and Russia

“Victorious warriors win first and then go to war, while defeated warriors go to war first and then seek to win…The greatest victory is that which requires no battle…To win one hundred victories in one hundred battles is not the acme of skill. To subdue the enemy without fighting is the acme of skill.” — Sun Tzu, The Art of War

The new National Security Strategy (NSS) that the White House issued on December 18, 2017, did mark the start of addressing the need for more effective U.S. competition with China and Russia.¹ The strategy did identify terrorism, extremism, and rogue regimes like Iran and North Korea as serious threats, but it now placed primary emphasis on both the civil and military threats from China and Russia: ²

Three main sets of challengers—the revisionist powers of China and Russia, the rogue states of Iran and North Korea, and transnational threat organizations, particularly jihadist terrorist groups—are actively competing against the United States and our allies and partners. Although differing in nature and magnitude, these rivals compete across political, economic, and military arenas, and use technology and information to accelerate these contests in order to shift regional balances of power in their favor. These are fundamentally political contests between those who favor repressive systems and those who favor free societies.

China and Russia want to shape a world antithetical to U.S. values and interests. China seeks to displace the United States in the Indo-Pacific region, expand the reaches of its state-driven economic model, and reorder the region in its favor. Russia seeks to restore its great power status and establish spheres of influence near its borders. The intentions of both nations are not necessarily fixed. The United States stands ready to cooperate across areas of mutual interest with both countries.

For decades, U.S. policy was rooted in the belief that support for China’s rise and for its integration into the post-war international order would liberalize China. Contrary to our hopes, China expanded its power at the expense of the sovereignty of others. China gathers and exploits data on an unrivaled scale and spreads features of its authoritarian system, including corruption and the use of surveillance. It is building the most capable and well-funded military in the world, after our own. Its nuclear arsenal is growing and diversifying. Part of China’s military modernization and economic expansion is due to its access to the U.S. innovation economy, including America’s world-class universities.

Russia aims to weaken U.S. influence in the world and divide us from our allies and partners. Russia views the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and European Union (EU) as threats. Russia is investing in new military capabilities, including nuclear systems that remain the most significant existential threat to the United States, and in destabilizing cyber capabilities. Through modernized forms of subversive tactics, Russia interferes in the domestic political affairs of countries around the world. The combination of Russian ambition and growing military capabilities creates an unstable frontier in Eurasia, where the risk of conflict due to Russian miscalculation is growing destabilizing cyber capabilities. Through modernized forms of subversive tactics, Russia interferes in the domestic political affairs of countries around the world. The combination of Russian ambition and growing military capabilities creates an unstable frontier in Eurasia, where the risk of conflict due to Russian miscalculation is growing.

… Every year, competitors such as China steal U.S. intellectual property valued at hundreds of billions of dollars. Stealing proprietary technology and early-stage ideas allows competitors to unfairly tap into the innovation of free societies. Over the years, rivals have used sophisticated means to weaken our businesses and our economy as facets of cyber-enabled economic warfare and other malicious activities. In addition to these illegal means, some actors use largely legitimate, legal transfers and relationships to gain access to fields, experts, and trusted foundries that fill their capability gaps and erode America’s long-term competitive advantages.

We must defend our National Security Innovation Base (NSIB) against competitors. The NSIB is the American network of knowledge, capabilities, and people—including academia, National Laboratories, and the private sector—that turns ideas into innovations, transforms discoveries into successful commercial
products and companies, and protects and enhances the American way of life. The genius of creative Americans, and the free system that enables them, is critical to American security and prosperity.

...Today, the United States must compete for positive relationships around the world. China and Russia target their investments in the developing world to expand influence and gain competitive advantages against the United States. China is investing billions of dollars in infrastructure across the globe. Russia, too, projects its influence economically, through the control of key energy and other infrastructure throughout parts of Europe and Central Asia. The United States provides an alternative to state-directed investments, which often leave developing countries worse off. The United States pursues economic ties not only for market access but also to create enduring relationships to advance common political and security interests.

Roughly a month later, the Department of Defense released an unclassified summary of a new National Defense Strategy of the United States that built upon the National Security Strategy, and emphasized the same themes:

China is a strategic competitor using predatory economics to intimidate its neighbors while militarizing features in the South China Sea. Russia has violated the borders of nearby nations and pursues veto power over the economic, diplomatic, and security decisions of its neighbors. As well, North Korea’s outlaw actions and reckless rhetoric continue despite United Nation’s censure and sanctions. Iran continues to sow violence and remains the most significant challenge to Middle East stability. Despite the defeat of ISIS’s physical caliphate, threats to stability remain as terrorist groups with long reach continue to murder the innocent and threaten peace more broadly.

...The central challenge to U.S. prosperity and security is the reemergence of long-term, strategic competition by what the National Security Strategy classifies as revisionist powers. It is increasingly clear that China and Russia want to shape a world consistent with their authoritarian model — gaining veto authority over/other nations’ economic, diplomatic, and security decisions.

...China is leveraging military modernization, influence operations, and predatory economics to coerce neighboring countries to reorder the Indo-Pacific region to their advantage. As China continues its economic and military ascendance, asserting power through an all-of-nation, long-term strategy, it will continue to pursue a military modernization program that seeks Indo-Pacific regional hegemony in the near-term and displacement of the United States to achieve global preeminence in the future. The far-reaching objective of this defense strategy is to set the military relationship between our two countries on a path of transparency and non-aggression.

Concurrently, Russia seeks veto authority over nations on its periphery in terms of their governmental, economic, and diplomatic decisions, to shatter the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and change European and Middle East security and economic structures to its favor. The use of emerging eastern technologies to discredit and subvert democratic processes in Georgia, Crimea, and eastern Ukraine is concern enough, but when coupled with its expanding and modernizing nuclear arsenal the challenge is clear.

Long-term strategic competitions with China and Russia are the principal priorities for the Department, and require both increased and sustained investment, because of the magnitude of the threats they pose to U.S. security and prosperity today, and the potential for those threats to increase in the future. Concurrently, the Department will sustain its efforts to deter and counter rogue regimes such as North Korea and Iran, defeat terrorist threats to the United States, and consolidate our gains in Iraq and Afghanistan while moving to a more resource-sustainable approach.

Deterring or defeating long-term strategic competitors is a fundamentally different challenge than the regional adversaries that were the focus of previous strategies. Our strength and integrated actions with allies will demonstrate our commitment to deterring aggression, but our dynamic force employment, military posture, and operations must introduce unpredictability to adversary decision-makers. With our allies and partners, we will challenge competitors by maneuvering them into unfavorable positions, frustrating their efforts, precluding their options while expanding our own, and forcing them to confront conflict under adverse conditions.

Enduring coalitions and long-term security partnerships, underpinned by our bedrock alliances and reinforced by our allies’ own webs of security relationships, remain a priority:
- **Expand Indo-Pacific alliances and partnerships.** A free and open Indo-Pacific region provides prosperity and security for all. We will strengthen our alliances and partnerships in the Indo-Pacific to a networked security architecture capable of deterring aggression, maintaining stability, and ensuring free access to common domains. With key countries in the region, we will bring together bilateral and multilateral security relationships to preserve the free and open international system.

- **Fortify the Trans-Atlantic NATO Alliance.** A strong and free Europe, bound by shared principles of democracy, national sovereignty, and commitment to Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty is vital to our security. The alliance will deter Russian adventurism, defeat terrorists who seek to murder innocents, and address the arc of instability building on NATO’s periphery. At the same time, NATO must adapt to remain relevant and fit for our time—in purpose, capability, and responsive decision-making. We expect European allies to fulfill their commitments to increase defense and modernization spending to bolster the alliance in the face of our shared security concerns.

**Deterring “Worst Case” and Nuclear Wars Is a Key Mission, But It Is Not the Central Focus of Long-Term Competition**

Unfortunately, the efforts to implement these new strategies have since focused far too narrowly on the military dimension and on providing each U.S. military service with forces that are needed to fight “worst case” wars at higher theater levels or defend against nuclear strikes. They have made only limited progress in addressing the civil challenges posed by China and Russia and in addressing their focus on using non-military or “gray zone” threats by carrying out low-level and indirect military operations in the form of “hybrid” warfare.

The U.S. has not properly addressed the fact that most U.S. military competition with China and Russia will take form in the gray area and hybrid warfare mix through Chinese and Russian low-level military operations in order to influence other nations, to maximize opportunities from conflicts, and to gain strategic leverage. These are forms of military competition which involve far less risk of escalation, and ones where China and Russia can pick their targets on a global and regional basis, limit their intervention (often to a spoiler role), and achieve gains at minimum cost and exposure.

The U.S. cannot ignore the need to deter major wars with China or Russia – particularly wars that escalate to the use of nuclear weapons. The United States must be able to fight them if it is left no choice. At the same time, real as such threats can be, they involve levels of conflict that can end in doing so much damage to both sides that these threats become the equivalent of “mutual assured destruction” (MAD).

China and Russia have leaders that fully understand that the only winner in a major nuclear conflict would be a power that could actually find a way to stand aside from a major nuclear exchange – or a high level of conventional theater warfare – between the other two. To quote a passage from the movie War Games, “the only way to win is not to play.”
Giving Priority to Military Competition in the Gray Zone, Hybrid Warfare, and Lower Levels of Conflict

More broadly, the U.S. has not addressed many of the key challenges posed by the other ways China and Russia actually execute their long-term strategic competition. It was not until July 2020 that the U.S. gave high priority to the civil and economic challenges the U.S. faced from China, and it still did not address such challenges from Russia. It also did not address the need for an integrated civil and military effort, and it came far too close to focusing on a short-term confrontation rather than finding stable ways to deter and compete on a secure and stable basis.

It did not make any public efforts to provide full net assessments of the patterns in competition and the priorities for U.S. action. It did not address the fact that China and Russia also compete on a broad range of other civil levels with the United States or the fact that this competition is equally – or even more – serious as military competition.

The U.S. still needs to reshape its strategy for competing with China and Russia to properly address the fact that they have found ways to compete effectively using civil, gray zone, and hybrid operations which rely on non-military political and economic competition alongside mixes of more limited forms of military “warfare.”

The U.S. talked about the importance of U.S. strategic partnerships while it focused on burden sharing and reducing U.S. costs and forces overseas. It paid little more than lip service to arms control. It also failed to address the need to find ways to go beyond deterrence by offering China and Russia options for competition and cooperation that provide both mutual security and benefits. They may not be willing to accept such options, but the choice should have been clearly available and have given a clear signal that competition could take place in peaceful and productive ways for all sides. The U.S. should always offer both the regime, the people of China and Russia, and the world clear evidence that it is seeking peace and offers a real diplomatic alternative to confrontation and conflict.

Focusing on the Military Threat from the Gray Zone, Hybrid Warfare, and Low-Level or Indirect Military Operations

This analysis focuses on these failures to define an effective strategy for competing with China and Russia. It is a working document that analyzes the risks in focusing on worst case wars. It addresses the importance of Chinese and Russian gray zone, hybrid warfare, as well as low-level and indirect military operations. It also addresses the nature and scope of civil competition and the need to actually implement a U.S. strategy for dealing with the longer-term patterns in civil-military competition. In the process, it stresses the need to adopt integrated all-domain strategies, U.S. force postures, and strategic partnerships.

This analysis is also supplemented by two illustrative chronologies of Chinese and Russian civil-military and gray zone operations. One is entitled Chronology of Possible Chinese Gray Area and Hybrid Warfare Operations and is available on the CSIS website here. The second is entitled Chronology of Possible Russian Gray Area and Hybrid Warfare Operations and is available here.

These chronologies show that the Chinese and Russian focus on lower-level military operations – as well as on civil competition on a global basis – had a critical impact on their long-term strategic
competition with the United States, even before the Coronavirus created today’s massive uncertainties in global economics.

Both the main report and chronologies illustrate the complexity of these Chinese and Russian operations over the last two decades. These analyses show both Chinese and Russian civil-military character and their efforts to limit the use of their own national forces by instead exploiting those of other countries and non-state actors. These documents also provide a range of partial cases that warn that the global impact of the Coronavirus and the resulting economic and political crises in country after country will offer many new opportunities for China and Russia to challenge the U.S. and exploit the civil dimension as well as third country conflicts.

Even in those cases where some form of actual combat is involved, it is likely to be a limited part of a broader focus on winning without actual major warfare – China and Russia pursue the strategies advanced by Sun Tzu in *The Art of War* – while the present U.S. strategy focuses on classic forms of conflict war as defined by Clausewitz in the earlier chapters of *On War*.

Combined with this analysis, these chronologies also show that the Coronavirus crisis has made understanding these aspects of Chinese and Russian competition even more critical, that the U.S. must compete on global basis – rather than weaken or withdraw from global strategic partnerships – and that the U.S. cannot ignore third country and non-state actors. It warns against demonizing or misstating the nature of the current Chinese and Russian regimes, but it also warns that advances in areas like precision strike; all-domain forces; as well as longer term civil-military competition in areas like science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) may all be at least as important as near term military challenges.

**Recognizing that Civil Competition Is of Equal or Greater Importance than Military Competition**

As for civil competition, the analysis shows that senior U.S. officials only began to give this aspect of competition the priority it deserved in June and July of 2020, and they often seriously misstated the challenges the U.S. faces. As a result, China and Russia have benefited from the fact that the U.S. has not focused properly on civil, gray zone, and hybrid warfare forms of competition.

Further, the U.S. has not properly addressed the fact that they have benefited from having state-driven systems that allow them to shape their economies to serve their strategic objectives, just as much as their military forces. Due to their authoritarian nature, China and Russia can play by “their” rules, which bypass the rules of democracy and the rule of law abided by the United States.

While there are many areas where China and Russia do not directly compete with the United States, there are many other cases where their strategy for such competition now applies to ongoing civil and military competition on a global level. China and Russia have already recognized these needs and are now competing with the United States at the civil level with “gray zone” tactics.

At the same time, China and Russia utilize indirect uses of force in low intensity military operations involving third countries and non-state actors to deter or help fight higher levels of conflict. Where possible, both China and Russia use their military power in what might be called “wars of influence” and in ways that do not involve actual fighting. When they do use force, it generally takes the form of limited or demonstrative uses of their own forces; covert operations; or the support from forces of other states, non-state actors, or factions.
If the United States is to deal effectively with such competition, then the U.S. must refocus its military strategy and forces to give gray zone and hybrid conflicts at least the same or even more priority as it does to higher levels of warfare. Above all, the United States needs to refocus its national security strategy to address the impact of Chinese and Russian civil competition at a global, regional, and national level by fully integrating its military strategy and operations with its political and economic strategy and operations.

The need to deal with civil challenges has become even more important because of the Coronavirus crisis. It is still far from clear how much the Coronavirus crisis will affect the relative competitiveness of the United States versus China and Russia. All three countries have suffered a major shock. The U.S. has reached unemployment levels equal to those of the Great Depression, and it has already spent more than $3 trillion dollars in an effort to ease the economic strain on its people and to help prepare for recovery. It will certainly face problems in both maintaining its planned levels of national security spending while meeting its new economic needs.

The Coronavirus challenge not only affects the U.S., but China and Russia. China too has suffered a major blow in terms of employment, trade, and economic growth – although the data available prove to be uncertain – and the same is true of Russia. Both China and Russia have the potential advantage to use their state-driven systems and enable their leaders to directly allocate resources and to keep funding competition in ways that may demand more sacrifices from their peoples. Both are almost certain to keep competing with the United States and to continue seeking and exploiting any new opportunities in other states that are facing political and economic crises.

At the same time, conflicts between lesser powers, civil wars, and extremism are creating new windows of opportunity for China and Russia throughout the world, which make it easier to exploit sustained areas of local and regional competition. North and South Korea, Iran and the Arab Gulf, India and Pakistan are all long-standing examples. Syria, Turkey, and Libya are more recent cases that illustrate how exploiting new and unpredictable opportunities shaped by outside events can have a major impact on U.S., Chinese, and Russian civil and military action that may or may not fit prior models or any formal definition of warfare.

This makes it even more important that the U.S. refocus its efforts to compete. It means that the integration of the military and civil aspects of competition must occur at a wide range of levels. Whether one calls it “irregular warfare” or competition, the true meaning of “joint” and “multi-domain” has now become the need to integrate military and civil operations in every major region where the U.S. competes with China and Russia and in every relevant aspect of politics, technology, and trade.

The U.S. must focus the combined use of military forces, economic resources, and political tools to maintain deterrence, shape its strategic influence, and control war fighting. In practice, this also means that the U.S. will deal with strategic partners, other countries, and non-state actors by treating them to be just as important as dealing with China and Russia.

The U.S. must also shape its approach to great power competition in ways that fully recognize that it cannot afford to focus solely on China and Russia. They already compete by creating ongoing mixes of political, economic, and national security competition that actively involve other states and non-state actors. In many cases, the center of such competition is indirect and driven as much by information warfare as by any form of physical action. In other cases, it focuses more on the civil dimension than on the military one – by using “multi-domain” operations at the civil level and exploiting civil technology in asymmetric ways.
The Broader Structure of U.S. Strategic Competition with China and Russia

“If your enemy is secure at all points, be prepared for him. If he is in superior strength, evade him. If your opponent is temperamental, seek to irritate him. Pretend to be weak, that he may grow arrogant. If he is taking his ease, give him no rest. If his forces are united, separate them. If sovereign and subject are in accord, put division between them. Attack him where he is unprepared, appear where you are not expected.” — Sun Tzu, The Art of War

There is a natural tendency in national security to focus on the military dimension while limiting the attention given to civil challenges only to the extent of domestic politics, trade, or international finance. The same is true for organizations, including combatant commands and government agencies, which focus solely on their area of expertise.

The present U.S. focus on large-scale war fighting against China and Russia is also partly the heritage of both American engagements in the two World Wars and a reaction to the massive nuclear and theater warfare threats that emerged during the Cold War from 1947 to 1991. At the same time, it has been shaped by frustrations from engaging in two long wars that were driven by counterterrorism and extremism since 9/11.

It is scarcely surprising, therefore, that the rise of China and the return of a Russian threat since 1991 have led the United States to return to a Cold War-like focus on major wars with an emphasis on nuclear forces in order to prepare for levels of theater conflict that could escalate to mutual assured destruction (MAD). These are areas where the U.S. has seen its past lead erode, where both China and Russia continue to make improvements in their forces, and where history warns that nations repeatedly miscalculate and escalate to the self-destructive levels of conflict regardless of the risk.

Preparing for major wars, however, is only one military aspect of the ongoing Chinese and Russian competition with the United States. In fact, the failure to deter a general war would likely end in the equivalent of massive damage and to the de facto defeat of all the powers engaged. China and Russia understand this, and their competition focuses on a civil basis or at lower levels of gray zone and hybrid operations, which involve far less risk and make a real strategic victory possible.

Unlike Nazi Germany, Imperial Japan, and the former Soviet Union, China and Russia recognize that even an escalation to a major regional conflict is likely to be more costly to all the parties involved than its gains are worth. Occasional bursts of rhetoric aside, there is no ideological imperative to drive China or Russia to take such risks.

Having a more authoritarian government – with central authority over the military and every aspect of domestic security that can exploit the civil and economic sector that can also operate outside the norms which limit the United States – also offers China and Russia an important advantage.

The United States is facing opponents with very different levels of state control, public accountability, and economic systems from the U.S. – including the ability to use force with far less regards to the rule of law.

One of the key reasons why the U.S. has been slow to react to these realities is because the United States does not have such a state-driven political system and economy. The U.S. relies on democratic competition between political factions, free-enterprise economics, and the priorities set by blocs of voters. It sees military power largely in terms of deterrence and defense, as well as the ability to react to outside military threats.
The U.S. economy is regulated but also driven by private businesses and investment. The U.S. government does not control or have the capability to directly manipulate key parts of the economy, and it especially does not seek to exploit that control to directly influence or defeat other states. Nevertheless, the U.S. tacitly assumes this system is superior in competing with China and Russia rather than analyzing the comparative strengths and weaknesses of each system in detail.

As a result, the United States largely separates national security strategy into political, military, and economic compartments. U.S. politics have focused on topical domestic issues, and it rarely addresses long-term civil strategy beyond a broad support for democratic systems and values. The U.S. may regularly issue strategy documents, but most are little more than statements of broad intentions, and they fail to be justified by adequate net assessments and discussions on U.S. strategic partnership. Most are oxymorons in the sense that they describe goals and intentions in vague ways with no tangible plans, programs, and budgets.

At the same time, U.S. diplomacy has normally been driven by short-term needs and crises, and it has rarely focused on long-term strategies to enhance U.S. power abroad. When it comes to the military dimension, the American political system often leads U.S. military planning to be driven by immediate or near-term term military priorities. At the same time, the comparative isolation of American defense planning from its civil politics and economic sector has led to a focus on using U.S. power to deter or “win” worst-case wars.

**Broadening the Definition of Gray Area, Hybrid, and Irregular Operations**

This does not mean that U.S. strategists have not addressed many of the key issues in competing with China and Russia, and there is a surprising amount of theory that attempts to precisely define the different aspects of U.S., Chinese, and Russian civil-military competition and conflict. These issues have led to many debates over exactly how to define terms like “Gray Zone,” “Hybrid Warfare,” “Irregular Warfare,” and increasingly integrated “all-domain” competition and warfare.

In some ways, these debates have become as counterproductive as the efforts to separate the military and civil dimensions of Russian and Chinese competition with the United States. There are no rules or rigid patterns in Russian and Chinese competition with the United States, and there is no way to precisely define the differences between civil and military operations or to gauge the practical importance of global competition through the use of third parties, military posturing and intimidation, and low levels of conflict.

Efforts to create a strategic taxonomy which assumes that such rules exist is counterproductive, and it ignores the fact that the history of war has often begun after decades of competition at a civil level; in outside states; and through the use of military forces to intimidate or pressure third countries, create hostile partnerships, and shape strategic environments that have often led to unintended levels of conflict.

These realities need to be kept in mind when analyzing U.S. competition with both Russia and China. The history of war is at least as much the history of irrational decisions, unpredictable attacks, and escalation as it is the result of the rational dictates of a prewar strategy. Today, this risk of irrational behavior is being steadily increased by major changes in great power relationships, the individual civil and military actions of great powers and lesser states, as well as the major shifts in military technology that have unpredictable real-world impacts.
Moreover, global competition means that much of the competition between the three great powers – the United States, China, and Russia – takes place in shaping the behavior of other countries and non-state actors through a complex mix of actions at both the civil and military level. Russia is clearly seeking to develop its overall economy and the supporting elements of its civil society in order to compete directly with the United States.

At the same time, however, the United States and Russia – and to a much greater extent the United States and China – are involved in a constant process of both civil and military competition on a global basis where civil trade, investment, and presence in foreign countries play a critical role. In many areas of military competition, they may not use their own forces at all – or use them in very limited ways – and economic competition may become more critical over time than military competition.

These broad streams of competition do not fit a narrow focus on the United States, China, and Russia – and they do not preclude many areas of cooperation and compromise between the competing powers. In many cases, specific areas of competition are shaped by opportunism and a process of action and interaction that will never fit any given attempt at military taxonomy or efforts to develop a clear doctrine.

**Defining the Undefinable**

Nevertheless, the more recent efforts at taxonomy deserve attention precisely because they do end in showing the need to avoid narrow or fixed definitions on the forms of warfare or how the U.S. should compete with China and Russia.

Irregular warfare operations first garnered recent popular attention when Frank G. Hoffman labeled it as “hybrid war” in his 2007 *Conflict in the 21st Century*. He has since then revised his definition in 2009 to describe “hybrid warfare” as:

Any adversary that simultaneously and adaptively employs a fused mix of conventional weapons, irregular tactics, terrorism and criminal behavior in the battle space to obtain their political objectives.

Hybrid warfare is also interchangeably used with the term “gray zone operations,” which Hoffman defines as,

Those covert or illegal activities of non-traditional statecraft that are below the threshold of armed organized violence; including disruption of order, political subversion of government or non-governmental organizations, psychological operations, abuse of legal processes, and financial corruption as part of an integrated design to achieve strategic advantage.

In 2013, the Chief of the General Staff of the Russian Federation’s Armed Forces, General Valery Gerasimov, gave a speech that was recognized by many U.S. academics for defining the Russian understanding of irregular warfare known as “non-linear warfare,” which is when,

Wars are no longer declared, and having begun, proceed according to an unfamiliar template…the role of non-military means of achieving political and strategic goals has grown, and in many cases, they have exceeded the power of force of weapons in their effectiveness. The focus of applied methods of conflict has altered in the direction of the broad use of political, economic, informational, humanitarian, and other non-military measures – applied in coordination with the protest potential of the population. All this is supplemented by military means of a concealed character, including carrying out actions of informational conflict and the actions of special operations forces.

It is important to note, however, that Gerasimov’s article has been incorrectly labeled as the “Gerasimov doctrine,” and the Russian understanding of “non-linear warfare” has been recognized
by many scholars and strategists to be a mirror image of Russia’s perception of U.S. activities in the irregular warfare domain.

In 1999, the Russian Major-General Vladimir Slipchenko believed that “sixth generation warfare” – or “no contact warfare” – would result in the next evolution of warfare that would become distant warfare that did not require contact. The transition to “sixth generation warfare” calls for technological advancement to ensure strategic leverage with limited conventional forces in a contemporary world that uses nuclear weapons.

Also in 1999, two Chinese military analysts released a Chinese version of irregular warfare operations and labeled it as “unrestricted warfare.” Colonel Qiao Liang and Colonel Wang Xiangsui describe unrestricted warfare as, … a war that surpasses all boundaries and restrictions. It takes nonmilitary forms and military forms and creates a war on many fronts. It is the war of the future.

The Chinese use of “unrestricted warfare” has been further analyzed and sometimes referred to as “quasi warfare,” which is marked by the “three non-wares: non-contact (fei jierong), non-linear (feixianshi), and non-symmetric (feiduicheng).”

Non-contact (fei jierong) is warfare conducted in which the more advanced side is outside the immediate geographical zone of the enemy’s weapons, and therefore impervious to strikes while also retaining the ability to conduct its own direct strikes on the enemy. Non-linear (feixianshi) is warfare that has no distinguishable battlefield due to the advancement of technology and codependent nature of the relationship between the sides – and it is usually carried out over the information space. Non-symmetric (feiduicheng) is warfare that engages the adversary in every strategic aspect with the use of limited military resources.

**The Evolving U.S. Official View of Gray Area, Hybrid, Irregular, and Multi-Domain/Integrated-All Domain Operations**

From a U.S. viewpoint, the ongoing debate over how to reshape U.S. forces to provide advanced capabilities for multidomain – or joint-all domain – operations seems to provide the best picture of how the uses of military force are now shaping U.S. competition with Russia and China. They are also indicative of the sweeping changes that are coming in joint warfare, military technology, and tactics. They are not limited to a specific type of warfare, and the U.S. military and intelligence community increasing recognizes that the terms should be “multidomain,” “joint-all domain”, or “integrated all-domain” operations – involving mixes of military and civil action, purely civil forms of competition, as well as strict warfare.

These concepts are not fully developed, and they are just beginning to reshape the strategy, programs, plans, and budgets of the various departments of the U.S. government – as well as those of Russia, China, and other advanced powers. The Department of Defense (DoD), the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the military services, and the major U.S. military combatant commands have made major efforts to address how military forces will need to be transformed to support such operations over at least the next three to four years, but progress is difficult at best and has been limited by the unstable political leadership of U.S. national security efforts since 2016.

The U.S. has announced a number of major efforts in developing strategies for joint and integrated all-domain warfare. Nevertheless, the U.S. is almost certainly at least half a decade away from
fully developing plans, programs, and budgets for such multi-domain operations. It will face a range of changes in technology, international business, and force capabilities. It also seems likely to keep making striking changes in the conditions for multi-domain warfare indefinitely into the future.

Each military service has taken a different path to even defining the terms “multi-domain” or “all-domain” operations. The Army has made several of these definitions public. One report released by the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command focused relatively narrowly on lower-level operations.\(^{10}\)

Multi-Domain Battle is an operational concept with strategic and tactical implications. It deliberately focuses on increasingly capable adversaries who challenge deterrence and pose strategic risk to U.S. interests in two ways. First, in operations below armed conflict, these adversaries employ systems to achieve their strategic ends over time to avoid war and the traditional operating methods of the Joint Force. Second, if these adversaries choose to wage a military campaign, they employ integrated systems that contest and separate Joint Force capabilities simultaneously in all domains at extended ranges to make a friendly response prohibitively risky or irrelevant.

Another TRADOC document took a broader and more realistic view.\(^{11}\)

Four interrelated trends are shaping competition and conflict: adversaries are contesting all domains, the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS), and the information environment and U.S. dominance is not assured; smaller armies fight on an expanded battlefield that is increasingly lethal and hyperactive; nation-states have more difficulty in imposing their will within a politically, culturally, technologically, and strategically complex environment; and near-peer states more readily compete below armed conflict making deterrence more challenging. Dramatically increasing rates of urbanization and the strategic importance of cities also ensure that operations will take place within dense urban terrain. Adversaries, such as China and Russia, have leveraged these trends to expand the battlefield in time (a blurred distinction between peace and war), in domains (space and cyberspace), and in geography (now extended into the Strategic Support Area, including the homeland) to create tactical, operational, and strategic stand-off… For the purpose of this document, Russia serves as the pacing threat. In fact, Russia and China are different armies with distinct capabilities, but assessed to operate in a sufficiently similar manner to orient on their capabilities collectively.

In a state of continuous competition, China and Russia exploit the conditions of the operational environment to achieve their objectives without resorting to armed conflict by fracturing the U.S.’s alliances, partnerships, and resolve. They attempt to create stand-off through the integration of diplomatic and economic actions, unconventional and information warfare (social media, false narratives, cyberattacks), and the actual or threatened employment of conventional forces.\(^{2F3}\) By creating instability within countries and alliances, China and Russia create political separation that results in strategic ambiguity reducing the speed of friendly recognition, decision, and reaction. Through these competitive actions, China and Russia believe they can achieve objectives below the threshold of armed conflict.

The U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command also released **Chart One**, and the supporting text noted that:\(^{12}\)

- **Central idea.** Army forces, as an element of the Joint Force, conduct Multi-Domain Operations to prevail in competition; when necessary, Army forces penetrate and dis-integrate enemy anti-access and area denial systems and exploit the resultant freedom of maneuver to achieve strategic objectives (win) and force a return to competition on favorable terms.

- **Tenets of the Multi-Domain Operations.** The Army solves the problems presented by Chinese and Russian operations in competition and conflict by applying three interrelated tenets: calibrated force posture, multi-domain formations, and convergence. Calibrated force posture is the combination of position and the ability to maneuver across strategic distances. Multi-domain formations possess the capacity, capability, and endurance necessary to operate across multiple domains in contested spaces against a near-peer adversary. Convergence is rapid and continuous integration of capabilities in all domains, the EMS, and information environment that optimizes effects to overmatch the enemy through cross-domain synergy and multiple
forms of attack all enabled by mission command and disciplined initiative. The three tenets of the solution are mutually reinforcing and common to all Multi-Domain Operations, though how they are realized will vary by echelon and depend upon the specific operational situation.

- **Multi-Domain Operations and strategic objectives.** The Joint Force must defeat adversaries and achieve strategic objectives in competition, armed conflict, and in a return to competition. In competition, the Joint Force expands the competitive space through active engagement to counter coercion, unconventional warfare, and information warfare directed against partners. These actions simultaneously deter escalation, defeat attempts by adversaries to “win without fighting,” and set conditions for a rapid transition to armed conflict. In armed conflict, the Joint Force defeats aggression by optimizing effects from across multiple domains at decisive spaces to penetrate the enemy’s strategic and operational anti-access and area denial systems, dis-integrate the components of the enemy’s military system, and exploit freedom of maneuver necessary to achieve strategic and operational objectives that create conditions favorable to a political outcome. In the return to competition, the Joint Force consolidates gains and deters further conflict to allow the regeneration of forces and the re-establishment of a regional security order aligned with U.S. strategic objectives.

Still another definition of “multi-domain” used by the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) focused on actual battle:13

**Multi-Domain** Battle requires converging political and military capabilities – lethal and nonlethal capabilities – across multiple domains in time and space to create windows of advantage that enable the Joint Force to maneuver and achieve objectives, exploit opportunities, or create dilemmas for the enemy.

Multi-Domain Battle necessitates that the U.S. view the operating environment, potential adversaries, and their capability sets from a different perspective. We must define the warfighting problem based on the complexities of the modern battlefield, the rate of change in terms of information access and decision, and the role that non-traditional or proxy/hybrid actors play to shape operations, especially prior to armed conflict. Multi-Domain Battle requires the ability to maneuver and deliver effects across all domains in order to develop and exploit battlefield opportunities across a much larger operational framework. It must include whole-of-government approaches and solutions to military problems and address the use of multinational partner capabilities and capacity.

Multi-Domain Battle entails collaboration and integration of comprehensive effects and enablers. The rapid pace of modern conflict requires a mission command construct for executing Multi-Domain Battle that includes common networks, tools, and knowledge products. It also necessitates mission orders, shared understanding and visualization of the battlespace, and subordinate commanders executing operations with disciplined initiative within the senior commander’s guidance that is empowered from above. Command and control is only a component of that philosophy.

To conduct Multi-Domain Battle, all domains and warfighting functions are integrated to deliver a holistic solution to the problem. Federated solutions will not work. We need a comprehensive, integrated approach inherent in our forces.

Secretary of Defense Esper and the Joint Chiefs of Staff focused on finding ways to approach these issues in 2019 and 2020, but Secretary Esper only became Secretary of Defense on July 23, 2019, and he was later fired by President Trump for unrelated issues on November 9, 2020.

Nevertheless, General John Hyten, the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, did announce a new U.S. Department of Defense joint war-fighting concept at a meeting held at the Hudson Institute on July 2020, which was one designed to define at least the military side of future all-domain operations and to cut across the service barriers that affect different military operations. General Hyten made it clear that he was only talking about military operations, and that the issues involved were still under review even at the conceptual level, but he stressed that,14

> If you look at our joint doctrine now and you look at how we fight wherever we go, wherever we go if we have to fight, we establish the forward edge of the battle area. We establish the fire support coordination line, the forward line of troops and we say, okay, Army can operate here, Air Force can operate here. That’s
transitioned into the desert into defining kill boxes where we assign areas of operation in order to operate into there, but naval forces can go here, air forces can go here, naval air forces go here, allies can go here. Everything is about lines.

In the future, those lines are eliminated, which means an army capability can have on its own platform, the ability to defend itself or the ability to strike deep into an adversary area of operations. A naval force can defend itself or strike deep. An air force can defend itself or strike deep. Marines can defend itself or strike deep, everybody, and in order to do that, the key piece to do that altogether is an integrated version of command and control which is called Joint All-Domain Command and Control, but it’s really combined in Joint All-Domain Command and Control because we have to be able to do it with our allies and partners too because if we figure out how to do it in the United States, but then since we do everything as a coalition, when we bring a coalition together, they have to understand how to fit in it because we have to draw the line for them.

We’ve now defeated the whole advantage we get, but if we can do this altogether, we create such a huge advantage for the future joint combined force that it will create huge challenges for our competitors around the world to try to figure out how to do it. So, that’s the path we’ve been going down for a while and it’s starting to actually mature and come to fruition now, so it’s pretty exciting to see.

… So, one of the things we always watch is how China and Russia deal with each other. So, I won’t get into the detailed scenarios that we do in classified exercises, but I’ll just say that we always look at worst case situations and make sure we understand them and make sure that we have the ability to respond to a worst case situation.

When we talk about allies and partners we always talk about how they’re our greatest advantage over our competitors, and they are, over every adversary that we can think of, the fact that when we get in a scrape we have a lot of friends that come with us. That’s probably our biggest advantage in the world today and will be as far as I can see in the future. But as we’ve worked with our allies in the past, we’ve tried to have combined interoperability is the catchphrase. We want to make sure that when our allies come with us, whether they come with us in the air, at sea, on the land, that they have capabilities to allow them to interoperate with the tactical units they’re falling in with.

So, if they’re flying a fighter, you want to make sure the fighters can communicate. If they’re falling in on the ground, you want to make sure that this platoon can talk to this platoon and you don’t have to come up with a different structure, but what we see as we look into the future is that the real challenge is going to be integrating at a command and control level above the tactical level, so when you get to the operational and even the strategic level.

So, when we as a joint and combined force give direction to the force, the entire force has to understand it, so they can respond quickly. It’s actually one of the basic tenets of how you operate as a military. It’s what we learn when we’re lieutenants is how to execute with mission-type orders when you’re young and when you’re taught centralized control, decentralized execution, but because we’ve been in a fight against violent extremism for the last 20 years, we haven’t actually practiced that as much as you would think.

In many ways, it’s going back to the basics, but going back to the basics with new capabilities that really change the battlefield completely, which means our allies now, it’s not just at the capability level, they have to be able to understand at the operational level, which means we have to share information at that level, which we haven’t been able to do. So, that command and control relationship is going to be critically important to build as we go forward.

Towards the end of 2020, the U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps, and U.S. Coast Guard provided a formal view of an all-domain maritime strategy in a formal report entitled Advantage at Sea: Prevailing with Integrated All-domain Naval Power that they issued in December 2020.15

Integrated All-Domain Naval Power—synchronizing the complementary capabilities, capacities, roles, investments, and authorities of the Naval Service—multiplies the traditional influence of sea power to produce a more competitive and lethal total force. Together, we expand our ability to deliver effects across the competition continuum and in all domains: from the sea floor to space; across the world’s oceans, littorals, and coastal areas ashore; and in the information environment, cyber domain, and electromagnetic spectrum.
The Naval Service does not compete, deter, or fight alone. We are an integral part of the Joint Force and work closely with allies, partners, and other government agencies. We are also part of America’s broader maritime enterprise, which includes commercial ships, merchant mariners, port infrastructure, and shipbuilders. All of these relationships are paramount to guarantee free use of the maritime domain, ensure our security, and protect our prosperity.

**The Naval Service will partner, persist, and prevail across the competition continuum, employing Integrated All-Domain Naval Power through five lines of effort:**

**Advance global maritime security and governance.** We will operate with allies, partners, other U.S. agencies, and multinational groups to maintain a free and open maritime environment, and uphold the norms underpinning our shared security and prosperity.

**Strengthen alliances and partnerships.** We will maintain and expand our large and diverse network of allies and partners. Acting with unity of effort, like-minded-nations generate enormous power to modify behavior in the maritime domain. Allies and partners must be ready and willing to bring capability and capacity to operations across the competition continuum.

**Confront and expose malign behavior.** Together with whole-of-government partners, we will deny the obscurity that our rivals exploit, holding them accountable to the same standards by which others abide. Exposing and attributing malign behavior imposes reputational costs, diminishes the effectiveness of propaganda, and galvanizes international resistance.

**Expand information and decision advantage.** We will maintain superiority in coordinating, distributing, and maneuvering our forces. We will sense, decide, and act more quickly and effectively than our adversaries. Maintaining decision advantage removes adversary leaders’ sense of control, inducing doubt and increased caution in crisis and conflict.

**Deploy and sustain combat-credible forces.** Forward deployed, combat-credible forces enable all lines of effort. We will deter potential adversaries from escalating into conflict by making that fight unwinnable for them. Should our adversaries choose the path of war, naval and joint forces will defeat adversary forces and impose global costs by leveraging our wartime operational concepts.

…In strategic competition, interactions between our forces and those of our competitors may occur at varying levels of intensity, in different locations, and in multiple domains simultaneously. In the following three sections—day-to-day competition, crisis, and conflict— we illustrate how our naval forces operate seamlessly across the competition continuum leveraging these five lines of effort.

…Effective competition upholds the rules-based order, denies our rivals’ use of incremental coercion, and creates the space for American diplomatic, political, economic, and technological advantages to prevail over the long term. Building interoperability with allies and partners increases our collective deterrence and secures access, basing, and overflight to support our distributed operations. If conflict occurs, effective competition will have set the conditions for victory, enabling our naval, joint, and combined forces to defend the U.S. homeland, protect our allies, and defeat our adversaries.

It is striking that the new approach to maritime strategy in *Advantage at Sea* did not include the U.S. Air Force, U.S. Space Command, U.S. Strategic Command, or U.S. Army – although such efforts must occur if “integrated all-domain operations” are to meet the goals outlined by General Hyten. At the same time, it did focus on competition with China and Russia, and it did address more of the different elements of readiness and modernization – as well as the need to integrate combat elements and weapons in areas like capabilities, networks, battle management, IS&R, and space.

It also again addressed the critical role of strategic partners, and it highlighted the need to develop “new intermediate force capabilities (IFCs)—scalable armaments that can deliver effects short of lethal force.” It focused on the need for new forms of planning, war gaming, and net assessment to experiment with new tactics and invest in innovation. It stated that the U.S. military services would need to,
... design our forces for future operating environments. In addition to our doctrinal key attributes—agile, mobile, expeditionary, scalable, sustainable, versatile, networked, and lethal—future forces will have increased scalable autonomy, enabling us to distribute more broadly and accelerate our decision cycles. Effective operations also require our forces to have the capacity to meet global demands and generate sufficient strategic depth. We will also adhere to design principles that ensure our forces stay relevant throughout their service lives. For instance, they must have the ability to incorporate leading-edge technologies rapidly. They must provide capabilities for day-to-day competition, while being able to operate and deliver effects in contested and persistently surveilled battlespaces. In both netted and non-netted environments, they must maintain decision advantage and be logistically sustainable. Throughout our force design efforts, we must also address the possibility of combat damage and loss.

These early efforts are certain to continue to evolve and change with time. Like the speeches of General Hyten, however, they all define a path towards creating all-domain forces for peace and war, and they highlight a new approach to U.S. strategy and force planning that must dominate the U.S. approach to military competition with China and Russia – and to ultimately execute a revolution in virtually every aspect of weapons and military technology; in the use of space, long-range precision strike, hypersonic systems and matching defenses; in every aspect of C4, IS&R, battle management, and communications; and in linking the civil and military advances in technology in every area from artificial intelligence to ergonomics.

It is also clear that such efforts will be shaped as much by the relative progress in every aspect of development in the civil STEM capabilities as well as in the military ones – and also by the ability to compete in advances in the civil dimension as well as the military one. Given what is already known about the coming advances in technology, there is no currently foreseeable point in time in which this complex matrix of interacting innovations will achieve anything approaching real stability in the next quarter century – if ever.

As General Hyten noted, they will also be reinforced or limited by the advances made by strategic partners and by their level of interoperability and integration with U.S. operations. This is particularly true because at both the civil and military level, an effective strategic partner will often be a far more cost-effective solution to a given aspect of global competition compared to any action directed by the United States.
Chart One: Multi-Domain Operations (MDO) Solutions

Taking the Right Approach to Defining Multi-Domain Warfare and Integrated -All Domain Operations

Here, it is important to remember history and to act upon it. Combat is only one use of the military forces, and their main purpose today is to deter major wars and to achieve strategic objectives without risking such conflicts. As was the case between the Napoleonic Wars and World War I, as well as between World War I and World War II – that many multi-domain operations will be civil and will not involve military forces in any way. Many others will be designed to avoid or minimize the risk of any direct clash between the U.S. and China or Russia, as well as to avoid any serious form of war or battle.

China, in particular, is likely to use its growing economic strength by using the manipulation of “geoeconomics.” Both China and Russia are likely to use military force in ways more similar to the “geopolitical” competitions of the late 19th Century rather than the ideology-driven conflicts of the 20th Century, regardless of their continued use or non-use of Marxist and Communist rhetoric.

Accordingly, terms like “gray zone,” “hybrid,” “irregular,” and “multi-domain/integrated and joint-all domain” are used generically and loosely to describe many forms of hegemonic competition and many operations that do not involve any form of combat. There will be many shifts in the execution and in components of these efforts, but for the purposes of this analysis, these terms can refer to any range of action from non-violent economic/civil manipulation to low levels of violence using mercenaries.

They can involve changes in deployment, basing, advisory missions, arms transfers, or military exercises; claims to military zones; use of sanctions and trade barriers; economic warfare; technological competition; information warfare; support of other states and non-state actors; and other forms of competition designed to gain strategic and tactical advantage as part of the current competition between the United States, China, and Russia.

Evolving the Right Approach to Strategic Competition

Every U.S. military service, military command, and civilian element of the Department of Defense seems to be undergoing a similar process in its own efforts to define multi-domain operations. Press reports indicate that senior U.S. military planners are examining a similar approach to competition with China and Russia, although they continue to focus on the need for new approaches to multi-domain battle as critical elements in both deterring war and dealing with major levels of conflict if they occur. There are also some reports and background briefings that the NSC and the State Department are examining new approaches to analyzing and countering all civil and military forms of competition with China and Russia.

Integrating all of the elements of the U.S. national security structure will be critical. The problem with any definition, however, is that military competition will only be part of such operations. Many multi-domain operations will not involve the actual use of military force. Multi-domain operations will often be entirely civil or economic – using non-military means to achieve a strategic or tactical objective. It many other cases, the use of military forces will be demonstrative, involve sharply limited operations, or be entirely in support of other state or non-state actors. Multi-domain operations will be the tools of Sun Tzu rather than Clausewitz.

Looking Beyond the Present Patterns of Competition and Response
Moreover, most such operations will be part of an enduring process of competition – and sometimes confrontation – between the United States and China, the U.S. and Russia, or the U.S. against both China and Russia – where today’s weapons, technology, and the strategies and tactics they support will have a limited lifespan and also where the overall level of national technology, manufacturing, and every aspect of operations will change with a speed that nations have never before had to deal with at the same rate or level.

This is a process that now seems likely to continue indefinitely into the future, in many different ways, and in many different forms on a global level – with each major or smaller power pursuing different approaches to its strategic partners and other states.

The failure of the new national and military strategies – which the U.S. advanced in 2017 and 2018 to adequately address the fact that direct military competition between the world’s three leading military powers – was only part of a broad mix of different forms of global competition – most of which were likely to be dominated by civil, gray area, and hybrid operations involving strategic partners and third countries – and is a critical failure in strategic thinking the U.S. still needs to correct.

Many such operations will be part of a “culture” of competition that is initiated and executed on something approaching a government-wide level and probably without some detailed master plan or level of coordination. Some forms of competition – like information warfare, space competition, using the Internet as a battleground, or many lower-level industrial and technical espionage – will require mass efforts while others will be conducted on a target of opportunity level. This is clear from the number of lower-level Chinese and Russian actors that have been identified in open-source background briefings and from the number of reports on commercial, cultural, media, and trade efforts that are not associated in any way with the Chinese or Russian military.

In fact, one of the key issues for the U.S. is how to develop new intelligence and analysis capabilities that are capable of tracking the full pattern of diverse Russian and Chinese civil-military competition, and that can assess the relative impact, risk, and need for countermeasures. Another key question will be for the U.S. to determine who in the Russian and Chinese governments is actually making such decisions, what are the organizational centers of such activity, how much do they coordinate, how do they relate to other countries on a global basis, and what U.S. response is needed.

In practice, finding new ways to compete that cut across the boundaries between civil, gray zone, and hybrid warfare – and actually implement multi-domain approaches to each challenge – is already proving to be a critical part of American strategic competition with Russia and China. So far, it is unclear that there is any clear structure in the various departments of the U.S. government – or in the U.S. intelligence community – that actually addresses the overall patterns in Russian or Chinese strategic competition on these levels.
Chinese Strategy for Civil, Gray Zone, and Hybrid Competition

This need to look beyond the boundaries of any given type of competition is illustrated by the fact that when one examines the full range of actual Chinese and Russian competition with the United States, it becomes clear that there is no practical way to separate civil, gray zone, and hybrid operations. It becomes all too clear that both China and Russia supplement their military activities by using opportunist and pragmatic versions of all three streams of efforts to help meet their strategic objectives and expand their influence as a great power.

The separate chronology of Chinese operations shows that China is conducting a number of broad campaigns that use all of these methods of competition interchangeably,

- **The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) campaign** is China’s effort to connect Asia, Africa, and Europe through both economic networks and physical infrastructure. China has partnered with the following countries for its Belt and Road Initiative: Russia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Afghanistan, Nepal, Maldives, Bhutan, India, Mongolia, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, Singapore, Philippines, Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos, Brunei, East Timor, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Oman, Iran, Turkey, Israel, Egypt, Kuwait, Iraq, Qatar, Jordan, Lebanon, Bahrain, Yemen, Syria, Palestine, Poland, Romania, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia, Estonia, Croatia, Albania, Serbia, Croatia, Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia, Estonia, Croatia, Albania, Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, and Moldova. The current chronology lists the official recognized projects under the BRI by country; however, there are many projects – including many currently in the approval process that may not have been listed.

- **The Trade War campaign** is the use of economic gray zone operations against the United States, which has partly devolved into a tit-for-tat exchange on traded goods between China and United States, but also involves a Chinese government directed set of trade, investment, aid, and loan activities in many countries throughout the world and especially in Asia. It is linked to China’s effort to develop new trade organizations and increase its influence in existing international and regional organizations as well as to create new trade groups.

- **The Espionage campaign** involves a wide range of conventional intelligence activities, but it also involves a major effort to acquire military and industrial technology and to penetrate into U.S. research and development centers, university and teaching institutions, as well as U.S. NGOs and corporations. For example, China is now targeting the development of technological innovation from the United States. For example, the Chinese tech giant, Huawei, is in direct competition with the United States to develop a 5G network.

- **The Disinformation campaign** takes place in the United States, the European Union, Australia, and even South America to advance Chinese interests, to counter any criticism of the Chinese state, and to conduct selective attacks or to undermine the United States. For example, it targets any condemnation on China’s role in the spread of Covid-19. The campaign is a larger sustained effort to manipulate information on social media platforms.

- **The Maritime - South China Sea - campaign** now focuses on China’s geopolitical claims to artificial islands and its maritime and air zones in the South China Sea and East China
Sea that affect several key countries in the Pacific and Southeast Asia. China conducts extensive gray zone operations, including aggressive military demonstrations of force and illegal construction of reefs. It is, however, steadily expanding to deal with Taiwan, claims against Japan, other island chains in the Pacific, Australia, the Indian Ocean Area, the Gulf and Red Sea, naval/air exercises, and port development and facilities. It combines military and diplomatic pressure with continuing efforts to assert claims to islands as well as to sea and air control in the region.

- **The Taiwan Campaign** represents China’s most important claim to a specific territory and to what some other nations recognize as a separate country. It is a campaign that has been critical to China since the defeat of the Kuomintang on the Chinese mainland, and it is a key source of tension with the United States. It has a major direct military dimension and its own military balance. It represents what may be the most critical area in terms of an actual potential conflict between the United States and China.

- **The Indo-Pacific campaign**, where China is increasing its basing and power projection capabilities in the Indian Ocean, its ability to counter Indian and U.S. naval power, its basing facilities and port access from Southeast Asia to Pakistan, and its capabilities to project forces into India in disputed land border areas.

- **The Persian/Arab Gulf and energy supply campaign**, where China is expanding its military and commercial influence in the Gulf, has established a base and port in Djibouti in the Red Sea, maintains anti-piracy forces near Somalia, and may be considering a major commercial and arms transfer deal with Iran. The campaign is tied to efforts to reduce its vulnerability to reduction in its oil and gas imports from the Gulf through measures like a Russian pipeline and other shifts in its balance of energy imports.

- **The Precision Strike campaign** seeks to give China countervailing power by acquiring a wide-ranging family of precision guide weapons – ranging from drones and short-range missiles to “Assassin’s mace” -like weapons such as hypersonic glide weapons and long-range ballistic missiles – with conventional, nuclear, and dual capable warhead delivery. These systems may allow China to compensate for U.S. superiority in naval forces and conventional power projection capability in a wide range of scenarios – ranging from Taiwan and anti-carrier operations in the South China Sea to making China a far more serious strategic nuclear power, and one that must be taken far more seriously in terms of deterrence, arms control, and warfighting.

- **The Russian-Relations/Strategic Partnership** campaign is China’s attempt to work with Russia to help China compete with the United States and the West. It involves major technology transfers from Russia and steadily growing cooperation in exercises – especially in the Pacific.

- **The Separatist campaign** is China’s response to separatist movements in Xinjiang, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Tibet. These gray zone operations use economic deterrence, military shows of force, and political demonstrations of disapproval.

- **The Arctic campaign**, which China sometimes refers to as the “Ice Silk Road.” is the cooperation and development of science and trade with Arctic countries, specifically Russia.
**Russian Strategy for Gray Zone Competition**

The chronology of Russian operations identifies a similar mix of campaigns that again combines civil and military tactics and operations while tailoring the weight of efforts between any given use of civil, gray zone, and hybrid activities to suit the objective,

- *The Active Measures campaign* is a broad influence campaign specifically against the United States. These gray zone operations range from espionage to cyber-attacks to election meddling.

- *The Nuclear Campaign* is Russia’s attempt to maintain a strategic advantage against the United States with its nuclear arsenal.

- *The Broader West/EU campaign* is similar to the Active Measures campaign, but it targets mainland Europe, and more specifically NATO. Gray zone operations also include espionage, cyber-attacks, and meddling, but they also heavily use trade coercion and military demonstrations near NATO sites.

- *The U.S.-Russian Bering Strait Air and Maritime Campaign* is a passive military campaign which engages U.S. forces by challenging the Alaskan Air Defense Identification Zone and the Bering Strait maritime border.

- *The Southeastern Europe/Western Balkans campaign* is a more targeted campaign towards the geographical and cultural region that can be coerced to sharing favorable relations with Russia. Many of these countries either already have membership to the European Union and NATO or they have attempted to join, but these countries also have the opportunity to be influenced more heavily by Russia.

- *The Western Border campaign* includes the Baltic states, Ukraine and Georgia. These countries are more favorable toward the West and hostile toward Russia. This campaign is more specific than the Near Abroad campaign because although these countries are also post-Soviet states, Russia uses more aggressive and negative gray zone operations, specifically the threat of territorial occupation.

- *The Near Abroad campaign* uses gray zone operations on states of the former Soviet Union (FSU) including Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, and Moldova. Many of these operations involve positive trade unions and diplomatic relations.

- *The Syrian campaign* reflects Russia’s military efforts in the Syrian Civil War, which also involves Russia’s relations with Turkey.

- *The Middle East campaign* reflects Russia’s attempt to expand its influence in the Middle East with the Gulf States, Israel and the Levant. There has been limited progress in this campaign, but it is still notable to track with Russia’s presence in Syria.

- *The Sino-relations campaign* shows the history of the Russia’s attempts to develop a stronger relationship with China.

- *The Africa campaign* has recently received high levels of attention by the Kremlin to expand its influence on the African continent. This campaign includes debt forgiveness,
Russian access to natural resource, military training, and a practice ground for Russian private military companies (PMCs).

- **The Latin America campaign** reflects Russia’s expanding influence in the backyard of the United States. Although Russia has very novel relationship with most countries in Central America and South America, it has already developed notable relations with Venezuela, Cuba, and Nicaragua.

- **The Southeast Asia/India campaign** is a campaign that expands Russia’s relationship in the region. However, due to China’s strong presence, Russia has only formed initial relationship although they do include some arms sales.

- **The Arctic campaign** focuses on Russian gray zone operations to stake a claim to the natural resources and strategic military position in the Arctic.

**Calculating the Balance of Power in Broader Terms**

The following sections of this analysis – that compare national security spending and then compare economic power and civil competition – show that China currently has a significant edge over Russia in executing such efforts, and it has far more civil resources in competing with the United States. Over the last decade, China has increasingly shown that it can make major strategic gains by competing at different levels of “warfare” and by using unconventional means.

Simply creating modern Chinese military forces in ways that match the growth of its economy has made China the second ranking power in the world. Taking actions like fortifying islands in the Pacific, regardless of their vulnerability, has given it a major new strategic profile. So has debating maritime and air control zones with Japan, as well as actions like building a token carrier force – and taking that carrier through the Taiwan Straits – which have produced the same effect.

While China’s global economic expansion has triggered growing concerns outside the United States, its “Belt and Road Initiative” (BRI) approach to geo-economics has almost certainly done more to enhance China’s status as a great power than its military build-up. Just as important as the modernization of its military forces – and its expansion to the “second island chain” in the Pacific – its status in trade, investment, and economic links to other states and its ability to create an expanding zone of economic influence – that extends through Asia, it border areas with Russia, and the Strait of Malacca to the Arab-Persian gulf – have given more power and influence to China with greater benefits than any potential use of force – that could lead to a serious conflict – would be able to accomplish.18

Russia has not been able to challenge the U.S. at an economic level, but it has made its own gains in Eastern Europe, Ukraine, and Syria by making very limited use of its forces and supporting other states and non-state actors. Russia has combined political, economic, and demonstrative military efforts to put pressure on the NATO states closest to its borders. More recently, there are reports that U.S. intelligence sources have assessed that Russia offered bounties to the Taliban to kill U.S. soldiers stationed in Afghanistan – although these have not been confirmed by the Secretary of Defense or senior military commanders.19

Russia has used its energy exports, trade, and economic weapons as well. Russia is also attempting to diversify its economic partnerships in Africa – with the Central African Republic, Sudan, and others – by making contracts concerning natural resource deals and the use of private military companies (PMCs). It has done an increasingly expert job of exploiting the fault lines between the
U.S. and its strategic partners with arms sales and advisory efforts – and more specifically by taking advantage of the political tensions in the Middle East. While it unclear that Russia focuses on the teaching of Sun Tzu, they clearly recognize that there are many areas of competition where they do not need to win, but they merely have to deny any form of “victory” to the U.S. or other national targets.

There is no way to predict how the Coronavirus and the overall process of civil competition between the great powers will affect these patterns of competition, or just how serious and enduring it will become. It is not yet possible to predict its relative impact on the United States, China, and Russia – or on their economic strength, their military spending, and their national security goals and operations. It is all too possible, however, to predict that it will create a massive new set of economic and political vulnerabilities in other states, and that China and Russia are already deeply engaged in a form of competition, which they use to exploit the new opportunities that they helped to create.
Competition and the Impact of Nuclear Forces and Mutual Assured Destruction

The art of war teaches us to rely not on the likelihood of the enemy not coming, but on our own readiness to receive him; not on the chance of his not attacking, but rather on the fact that we have made our position unassailable — Sun Tzu, *The Art of War*

The following chapters explore the military aspects of competition with China and Russia in gray area, hybrid, low-level, and indirect warfare operations, as well as in the many levels of civil competition. This chapter, however, emphasizes the fact that the practical success in the military competition between the three powers depends on the degree to which major power is deterred from high level theater conflict and the equivalent of nuclear warfare. It assumes that each of the three major powers will not escalate to levels of conflict that are so high and costly that no power could benefit from such escalation, and that each major power will act decisively to ensure no other competitor could assume the vulnerability to such forms of conflict.

Each power needs to deter in ways that provide a capability for mutual assured destruction. At the same time, each power has existential reasons not to avoid higher levels of war. The human, economic, societal, and political cost of an actual nuclear conflict is too high – as is the cost of any major conventional theater conflict or the use of nuclear arms that can cripple or exhaust a given power’s economy.

The costs and risks inherent in major theater and any form of nuclear war between the major powers – and the success of every aspect of the military competition and arms race between the three major powers – depends on the assumption that each power will act rationally and show intelligent restraint in using force, that ideology will not triumph over common sense, and that none of the three powers will become involved in a process of escalation or mutual miscalculation that they cannot control. So far, their recent history justifies these assumptions, but history in general is far less reassuring.

This makes civil competition – as well as limited and indirect forms of military competition – a far less dangerous option for China and Russia compared to any major nuclear or theater conflict with the United States, and this assumption has to be kept in careful perspective. It scarcely means the U.S. can afford to lag behind in competing in theater, nuclear, and more intense forms of warfare. The history of modern warfare is in many ways the history of irrational levels of escalation made by miscalculation or mistake.

*No One Wins a Truly Existential War*

At the same time, great power competition cannot ignore the fact that the nuclear arms race between major powers have created warfighting capabilities that can become uncontrollable at the levels far beyond the destructiveness of the past two World Wars. Any nuclear exchange between major powers involves far greater risks, and the human and economic costs can be truly existential in character. At least until recently, this has led the major power to limit or reduce their nuclear forces rather than build them up.

**Chart Two – Part One** displays open-source estimates of the historical trends in the stockpile of nuclear weapons of the U.S. and the former Soviet Union (FSU), as well as in the current U.S., Chinese, and Russian nuclear forces. Looking at these numbers, it is clear that the United States and Russia are the current two nuclear superpowers – although Chinese nuclear weapon holdings
are growing more rapidly, and China is introducing a wide range of new nuclear and dual capable delivery systems.

The graph at the top of **Chart Two – Part One** demonstrates that the rise and fall of U.S. and Russian nuclear weapons holdings also relay an important message. There has been a good functional reason for the sharp decline in the peak nuclear weapons holdings of the Former Soviet Union (FSU)/Russian Federation and the U.S. that led to a massive decline in total weapons after the mid-1980s with an emphasis on arms control. Once the United States and Russia – and also now China – escalate to strategic nuclear strikes on another major power’s territory, there is a significant probability that this will inevitably lead to nuclear attacks on population centers.

**Chart Two – Part Two** provides a SIPRI estimate of all the world’s nuclear forces as of January 2020. It does show a sharp decline in U.S. and Russian weapons compared to their peak holdings. At the same time, it reflects a rise in China’s total inventory to 320 nuclear weapons versus 1,750 deployed weapons for the United States (total inventory of 5,800) and 1,750 deployed weapons for Russia (total inventory of 6,375).

These numbers also do not reflect the rising accuracy and reliability of the strategic weapons in each country over time or in the trends in delivery systems and yields – and there are major uncertainties in such estimates – particularly for China. These are explained in depth in the SPIRI report from which the table is taken – which is the “World Nuclear Forces” chapter of the *SIPRI Yearbook 2020: Armaments, Disarmament and International Security*.

What is clear, however, is that the current number of active Russian and U.S. strategic weapons is still high, and there is a large number of stockpiled weapons that could be actively redeployed in the future. The U.S. State Department report on the balance of U.S. and Russian strategic nuclear forces allowed under the START Treaty as of March 1, 2020 listed the following figures:

- Deployed ICBMs, Deployed SLBMs, and Deployed Heavy Bombers – United States: 655; Russia 485.
- Warheads on Deployed ICBMs, on Deployed SLBMs, and Nuclear Warheads Counted for Deployed Heavy Bombers – United States: 1,372; Russia: 1,326.
- Deployed and Non-deployed Launchers of ICBMs, Deployed and Non-deployed Launchers of SLBMs, and Deployed and Non-deployed Heavy Bombers – United States: 800; Russia: 754.

As later parts of this analysis show, it is also clear that the number of Chinese weapons is rising, and China has options in which even its present numbers could do devastating damage to either the U.S. or Russia.

**Preserving Mutual Assured Destruction**

None of today’s three major powers will grant another power a meaningful edge if it can avoid it, and China, Russia, and the U.S. all have the material and technical capabilities to maintain a high level of mutual assured destruction regardless of the other powers’ efforts. Ironically, this both stabilizes the balance and limits the willingness to engage in a major war as long as each power carefully weighs the risk of escalation, but this simultaneously makes it harder to predict and control the process of escalation once a major conflict begins.
This means the U.S.-Chinese-Russian nuclear balance needs to be measured in terms of the present and future ability to inflict counterforce and countervalue strikes; to defend against them; and to survive with the subsequent end result of such an engagement in terms of human casualties, economic damage, and the ability to recover its social structure and political system.

It is the end result of using such systems – rather than the numbers and capabilities of nuclear weapons, delivery systems, and defenses – that count. Given the growing integration of U.S., Chinese, and Russian social and economic systems – and their increasing hyper-urbanization – this vulnerability has vastly increased since the early 1990s when doubtful studies indicated recovery of some pre-exchange norm would be possible.

Unless a given major power can avoid nuclear “mutual assured destruction” on even a comparatively limited basis, it has lost the war in any meaningful terms. The moment nuclear war approaches this level of escalation – through limited strikes, limited yields, or targeting the other side’s nuclear forces – the risk becomes unacceptable to any rationale power. In short, it is far more important to estimate the consequences and probability of a U.S., Chinese, and Russian nuclear conflict than it is to compare each nation’s trends in nuclear delivery systems, warhead storage, and nuclear modernization.

Moreover, the emergence of China as the world’s second ranking major economic power has radically changed the balance that existed during the Cold War. The United States, China, and Russia are now competing in the equivalent of a “three-cornered race.” The grim reality – between any combination of two out of the three major nuclear powers that participate in a nuclear exchange would face – is that if the third nuclear power can stand aside, it will “win” in very real terms. Any nuclear war that becomes an exchange between the United States and Russia alone would make China the winner, regardless of its smaller nuclear inventories.
Chart Two – Part One: Estimated Global Nuclear Weapons Inventories: 1945-2020

Estimated Nuclear Weapons 1945-2020

Estimated Nuclear Weapons in 2020

Chart Two – Part Two: Worldwide Holdings of Nuclear Weapons in 2020

All figures are approximate. The estimates presented here are based on public information and contain some uncertainties, as reflected in the notes to tables 10.1–10.10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Year of first nuclear test</th>
<th>Deployed warheads(^a)</th>
<th>Stored warheads(^b)</th>
<th>Other warheads</th>
<th>Total inventory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>1 750 (^c)</td>
<td>2 050 (^d)</td>
<td>2 000 (^e)</td>
<td>5 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>1 570 (^f)</td>
<td>2 745 (^g)</td>
<td>2 060 (^e)</td>
<td>6 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>215 (^h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Korea</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>[30–40]</td>
<td>[30–40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong> (^i)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 720</td>
<td>5 620</td>
<td>4 060</td>
<td>13 400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) These are warheads placed on missiles or located on bases with operational forces.
\(^{b}\) These are warheads in central storage that would require some preparation (e.g. transport and loading on to launchers) before they could become fully operationally available.
\(^{c}\) This figure includes approximately 1600 strategic warheads (about 1300 on ballistic missiles and nearly 300 on bomber bases), as well as c. 150 non-strategic (tactical) nuclear bombs deployed outside the USA for delivery by US and other North Atlantic Treaty Organization aircraft.
\(^{d}\) This figure includes c. 80 non-strategic nuclear bombs stored in the USA.
\(^{e}\) This figure is for retired warheads awaiting dismantlement.
\(^{f}\) This figure includes approximately 1370 strategic warheads on ballistic missiles and about 200 deployed at heavy bomber bases.
\(^{g}\) This figure includes c. 870 warheads for strategic bombers and nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) in overhaul and c. 1875 non-strategic nuclear weapons for use by short-range air, air defence and naval forces.
\(^{h}\) The British Government has stated that the process to reduce the stockpile to 180 warheads is under way. Although some sources suggest that the stockpile remains at 215 warheads, it is possible that, under this process, the stockpile may have already been reduced to 195 warheads.
\(^{i}\) There is no publicly available evidence that North Korea has produced an operational nuclear warhead for delivery by an intercontinental-range ballistic missile.

**Note:** SIPRI revises its world nuclear forces data each year based on new information and updates to earlier assessments. The data for Jan. 2020 replaces all previously published SIPRI data on world nuclear forces.

The Real-World Cost-Risk Impact of Nuclear War

A war between three major powers that uses such weapons may seem unthinkable. However, history warns about how often wars escalate in ways that the nations involved failed to predict, and then failed to control these wars from happening in the first place.

These START numbers – and China’s potential delivery capabilities – are more than adequate to destroy most of the core urban populations of any opposing major power if a nuclear war should escalate to attacks on countervalue targets like cities and major population centers. As Chart Three shows all too clearly, the total population of 10 to 20 of U.S., Chinese, or Russian major cities is a warning of the massive damage that countervalue strikes on these cities would do to the population and economic base of each country, and it makes it clear the outcome of such a war would be a de facto defeat for all of the powers concerned.

The same would almost certainly be true of countervalue strikes targeting their holdings of nuclear weapons and their nuclear delivery systems, which would often require ground bursts and produce massive amounts of fall out. Some classic studies of such effects – like the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) study on The Effects of Nuclear War that was published in 1979 – have been largely forgotten.

There are fewer land-based strategic delivery systems and key military targets today in Russia and the U.S. than in 1979, but any serious exchange of nuclear strikes on land-based counterforce military targets, such as attacks on an opposing superpower’s holdings of strategic nuclear delivery systems – particularly ICBM launchers, bomber bases, and nuclear facilities – will still have a major effect in terms of immediate collateral damage and the cumulative effect of fall out. Hundreds of ICBMs remain deployed in hardened silos on each side, and they can only be destroyed by large surface bursts of nuclear weapons, which would produce massive fall out. In addition, a counterforce strike might target key command and control sites, reserve nuclear weapons, and other associate facilities including bomber bases – and both Russia and the U.S. are developing new ICBMs to keep such forces operational indefinitely into the future.

Moreover, it seems unlikely that any of the three major powers would accept the unilateral loss of most of its nuclear forces in a counterforce exchange without retaliating. Such losses would leave its cities too vulnerable, and shifting from counterforce strikes to countervalue strikes on an opponent’s cities and major economic centers would become all too possible.

The combined short and long-term costs of such nuclear wars would not destroy whole nations, but they would be devastating by prewar standards. They also would lead to massive changes in the political, economic, and social structure of each target state.

Put bluntly, the dead, injured, and starving will not be concerned with the pre-strike or post-conflict number of nuclear warheads, delivery systems, or the details on the weapons system which delivered the final blow and whether it was hypersonic or some new form of nuclear torpedo. The survivors will have to live with the aftermath and will stay vulnerable to different degrees. The “winner” – in terms of the power with the fewest dead and dying – will have lost so much that the end result will also be a defeat, and a broken-back series of further exchanges would only make things worse.
### Chart Three: Mutual Assured Destruction: An Illustrative Target Base

**Population in Millions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>8,537,673</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>4,030,668</td>
<td>Saint Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>2,867,682</td>
<td>Novosibirsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>2,340,814</td>
<td>Yekaterinburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>1,679,243</td>
<td>Nizhny Novgorod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>1,573,688</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>San Antonio</td>
<td>1,541,456</td>
<td>Omsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>1,438,080</td>
<td>Kazan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>1,359,133</td>
<td>Rostov-na-Don</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>San Jose</td>
<td>1,030,796</td>
<td>Chelyabinsk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top 10**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Austin</td>
<td>983,366</td>
<td>Ufa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Jacksonville</td>
<td>907,529</td>
<td>Velikograd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Fort Worth</td>
<td>893,997</td>
<td>Pern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>888,653</td>
<td>Krasnoyarsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>880,182</td>
<td>Saratov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>873,363</td>
<td>Voronezh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>860,902</td>
<td>Tolyatti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>746,046</td>
<td>Krasnodar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>719,116</td>
<td>Ulyanovsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Washington DC</td>
<td>702,756</td>
<td>Izhevsk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top 20**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>El Paso</td>
<td>692,100</td>
<td>Yaroslavl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>687,584</td>
<td>Barnaul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Nashville</td>
<td>673,008</td>
<td>Vladivostok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>665,713</td>
<td>Irkutsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>658,347</td>
<td>Khabarovsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>653,865</td>
<td>Khabarovsk Vtoroy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>653,840</td>
<td>Orenburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>649,243</td>
<td>Novokuznetsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>619,287</td>
<td>Ryaan’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>601,188</td>
<td>Tyumen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top 30**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Des Moines</td>
<td>567,240</td>
<td>Novosibirsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>560,761</td>
<td>Khabarovsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>McAllen</td>
<td>557,186</td>
<td>Novosibirsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>553,502</td>
<td>Novosibirsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>San Antonio</td>
<td>551,917</td>
<td>Novosibirsk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Imploding Efforts at Arms Control

At the same time, the days in which START seemed to be a prelude to the end of the nuclear arms race between great powers seem to be over. China, Russia, and the U.S. all now compete in developing new nuclear strike systems as well as missile, air, and other defenses. They have effectively resumed an arms race that none of the three powers can win. So far, efforts to keep the START Treaty active and to include China have failed, and the Treaty could expire in February 2021. Even if it is renewed, its coverage and terms still seem likely to exclude China and will no longer have the same impact on Russian and Chinese forces. START is also only one of the few treaties that affect a nuclear arms race. The U.S. withdrew from the INF Treaty on August 2, 2019, which led to the destruction or inactivation of some 2,692 short, medium, and intermediate-range U.S. and Russian missiles. However, no such limits now apply to Chinese, Russian, or U.S. forces.

The U.S. withdrew from the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty in 2002 so it could create missile defenses to deal with rogue states like Iran and North Korea, but this now allows an arms race in strategic defenses which can also trigger a race to create more – or more advanced – offensive strike systems. The U.S. withdrawal from the 1992 Open Skies inspection treaty became effective as of December 1, 2020, over complaints of Russian violations, but it has not proposed any new negotiations since.

The Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) still actively seeks to limit rockets and unmanned aerial vehicles capable of delivering a payload of at least 500 kg (1,100 lbs.) to a range of at least 300 km (190 miles) as well as on the equipment, software, and technology for such systems. However, Iran, both North and South Korea, and other states are developing such systems, while other powers like China, Israel, Romania, and Slovakia have agreed to voluntarily follow the MTCR limits on missile and technology exports, rather than fully agreeing. Some U.S. experts believe there are significant indications of Chinese deliveries of technology to Iran and North Korea.

The Biden Administration may be able to revive and expand parts of this arms control process, but it is far from clear that it can do so, what will happen in terms of rogue states, and how such efforts will affect the risk of nuclear war.

Wild Cards in Mutual Assured Destruction

There are other key “wild cards,” in the current level of risk associated with the mutual assured destruction, and they lie in the present arms races, especially with the fact that military technology is evolving in ways that may increase the risks of major wars in new ways. Improvements in missile accuracy allow progressively smaller nuclear yields to be used in order to destroy critical targets – creating a growing uncertainty as to whether a given power will risk retaliating with high yield weapons that could trigger a broader exchange.

More critically, advancements in accuracy and conventional warhead design allow a wide range of “conventionally” armed systems to be used at virtually any range to destroy critical smaller military civil targets as well as targets in space. As the U.S. demonstrated in attacking key civil targets in Iraq during the first Gulf War in 1991, conventional strike systems are increasingly becoming the equivalent of “weapons of mass effectiveness” – such as systems that can be covertly or openly be adapted to carry nuclear warheads as dual-use systems.
Hypersonic weapons increase these risks, as do the steady expansion of the range of different intermediate to long-range missiles as well as air breathing, rail gun, and high energy systems that can be used to strike land, naval, and air targets – which also creates new challenges to the defending power in characterizing nuclear versus non-nuclear targets. One recent example of this evolving threat was the Houthi-Iranian missile attack on major Saudi petroleum facilities.

There are some aspects of hypersonic weapons design that could complicate the problems in designing reliable nuclear warheads and in the ability to precisely determine the height of detonation. This seems unlikely in the case of the U.S., Russia, and China, although the major powers had long solved the technical challenges in producing implosion, boosted, and thermonuclear weapons, and they can certainly deploy nuclear warhead designs where it is unclear that any defensive technologies can distinguish between nuclear and conventional warheads on any given dual-capable delivery system.

This may explain why senior Russian officers publicly stated on August 8, 2020, that Russia would regard any missile attack on its territory as “nuclear,” although they were careful to avoid saying that Russia would respond with nuclear weapons or react before it could characterize the actual nature of such an attack, and instead they would only act on the basis of “reliable information.”

Maj. Gen. Andrei Sterlin and Col. Alexander Khryapin stated in Russia’s official military newspaper – Krasnaya Zvezda (Red Star) – that there would be no way in the future to know if an incoming long-range missile had a nuclear or conventional warhead, and that “Any attacking missile will be perceived as carrying a nuclear warhead…The information about the missile launch will be automatically relayed to the Russian military-political leadership, which will determine the scope of retaliatory action by nuclear forces depending on the evolving situation.”

The article did, however, also warn that Russia might escalate in the case of “enemy impact on critically important government or military facilities of the Russian Federation, the incapacitation of which could result in the failure of retaliatory action of nuclear forces…Russia has designated the ‘red lines’ that we don’t advise anyone to cross…If a potential adversary dares to do that, the answer will undoubtedly be devastating. The specifics of retaliatory action, such as where, when and how much will be determined by Russia’s military-political leadership depending on the situation.”

Here, one does need to be careful about any such statements. The time window for responding to a major nuclear attack – or to any crippling precision conventional attack if it becomes possible – have long permitted a major power to ignore any declared strategy about “no first use” and other forms of nuclear restraint. The United States, China, or Russia can quickly retarget its alerted nuclear forces and act within the time window necessary to respond to the launch of an all-out attack by another power.

It seems almost certain that the U.S., China, and Russia would exercise great restraint in doing so and might well choose not to launch – or “ride out” any attack other than one which it could characterize with absolute certainty. However, declaring a “no first use” strategy is very different from not being able to implement a “first use” or launch on warning strategy. Nuclear forces are almost certain to be ready for immediate launch in a crisis, as well as rapid reprogramming from counterforce targeting on another powers nuclear forces to launch on warning against non-strategic nuclear military and civilian targets. Accordingly, a “no first use” strategy amounts to little more than a statement of pre-crisis intentions. Not having contingency plans to act preemptively under
extreme conditions – or being able to launch on warning – seems very unlikely regardless of declared strategy and doctrine.

Improving air and missile defense has so far presented only limited counter to offensive systems – in part because it is cheaper and easier to increase the number of strike systems than the number of defenses. Similarly, cyber and space warfare are also growing risks, but they still have major limits in effectiveness. Both also present the problem that if they are partially effective, they can lead the other power to majorly increase its nuclear strikes – and those increases may or may not make the end result even worse.

There is nothing the U.S. can do that can now totally eliminate the risk of a series of massive miscalculations, and another “Sarajevo” incident that leads to a nuclear war or worst-case theater conflict. However, worst case wars between the U.S. and China or the U.S. and Russia are now broadly deterred at every rational level, and the ongoing technological competition between them seems likely to continue to create a rough parity in both nuclear weapons and the evolving conventional long-range precision strike weapons. In effect, “mutual assured destruction” will remain “mutual assured deterrence” unless a given power makes drastic miscalculations.

The second wild card lies in the risk that the deterrent aspect of mutual assured destruction might be offset by a nuclear exchange that began with a power like North Korea and then escalated to involve two major powers like the United States and China. This would require both major powers to take extraordinary risks over the actions of a nation with secondary strategic value, but outside nuclear powers could act as “trigger forces” by leading the major powers to miscalculate or become involved in a process of escalation they could not fully control initially.

Another such contingency would be a major future nuclear exchange between China and India, if China felt that Indian strikes would leave it vulnerable to the U.S. – a doubtful, but potentially possible future scenario. More broadly, the only credible mission for either British or French nuclear forces is to respond to a Russian nuclear attack on NATO, and particularly on their soil. To be blunt, this is an extremely low probability scenario, and British and French nuclear forces are to some extent an expensive anachronism left over from the Cold War.

Finally, it is at least possible that some scenario could arise in which Russia and China both cooperated in a nuclear strike against the United States, or in which either Russia or China followed up a major nuclear exchange between the U.S. and another power by carrying out a “broken back” attack to completely cripple the United States. Once again, the real-world change of such a contingency occurring seems very low, but nevertheless, war can be all too irrational.

**Nuclear Modernization Remains Critical**

It should be stressed that in making these points, they show that nuclear modernization – hopefully coupled with effective nuclear arms control – remains critical. It is the key to assuring that mutual assured destruction (MAD) is preserved while also assuring that the U.S. will not lose its massive nuclear edge over rogue nuclear powers like North Korea. The same is true of competing in long-range conventional precision strike systems as well as missile and air defenses. More advanced forms of arms control may limit these needs, but so far, there is little indication that this will be the case.

The fact that the U.S. needs to give more priority to competing in civil areas, in the gray area, and in hybrid operations at lower levels of conflict – while also dealing with the impact of the Coronavirus crisis – does not mean it can back away from nuclear competition. The problem with
the current U.S. strategies and defense plans dealing with Chinese and Russian competition is that it does not recognize the primacy that should be given to other aspects of competition, gray area operations, and different types of conflict.

**Chart Four** illustrates this continuing need for modernization of offensive systems by providing a snapshot of recent Chinese and Russian nuclear modernization. This chart only covers past steps, and both China and Russia have since announced major new areas of modernization. Particularly in the case of Russia, some announcements like the focus on hypersonic weapons and on a long-range submersible nuclear strike system seem to be designed to highlight the fact that Russia is taking the lead in dramatic new areas, while downplaying the fact that Russia is also more quietly modernizing the rest of its delivery forces.

Chart Four also does not reflect the fact that many new Chinese and Russian delivery platforms can be adapted to use both nuclear and conventional warheads, that they are examining the possible use of low-yield nuclear weapons as a means of using nuclear weapons for the lower risk of escalation to high intensity conflicts, that they are committed to long-range precision strike systems that can do major damage with conventional warheads, or that they are currently pursuing high energy and rail gun technologies.
Chart Four: U.S., Russian, and Chinese Nuclear Modernization: 2010-2018

Figure 1. Nuclear Delivery Systems Since 2010
Data provided by the DoD

In the case of China, it is now deploying land based multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRV’d) intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) for the first time. It is constructing a new nuclear capable bomber, deploying new dual-capable missiles, and making major increases in its still limited inventory of nuclear weapons for the first time in years. These trends have recently been reflected in the Chinese news articles, which publicly discusses the need for an increase to 1,000 warheads and a stockpile of 100 DF-41 ICBMs with MIRV’d warheads.\(^{23}\)

A December 2020 analysis by Hans M. Kristensen, director of the Nuclear Information Project with the Federation of American Scientists, and Matt Korda, a research associate with the project in the “Nuclear Notebook” column of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, provides the estimates show in Chart Five, and provides the following summary of current Chinese developments:\(^{24}\)

China has continued fielding the DF-26—a dual-capable, mobile, intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM)—and is replacing older road-mobile DF-31A intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) launchers with the more maneuverable DF-31AG launcher. China is also in the process of fielding the new DF-41, a road-mobile ICBM that is thought to be capable of carrying multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRVs) like the old DF-5B. At sea, China has completed construction and deployment of two more ballistic missile submarines and is developing a new type. Additionally, China has recently reassigned a nuclear mission to its bombers and is developing an air-launched ballistic missile that might have nuclear capability.

We estimate that China has a produced a stockpile of approximately 350 nuclear warheads, of which roughly 272 are for delivery by more than 240 operational land-based ballistic missiles, 48 sea-based ballistic missiles, and 20 nuclear gravity bombs assigned to bombers. The remaining 78 warheads are intended to arm additional land- and sea-based missiles that are in the process of being fielded… This estimate is higher than the “low-200” warheads reported by the Pentagon in its 2020 report to Congress; however, the Pentagon’s estimate only refers to “operational” Chinese nuclear warheads, and therefore presumably excludes warheads that are attributed to newer weapons still in development (US Defense Department 2020a). It is also possible that the Pentagon’s estimate does not include dormant bomber weapons. Taking those categories into account, the Pentagon’s estimate is roughly in line with our own.

The full text of the Kristensen and Korda article goes well beyond the scope of this analysis, but it provides critical background on this aspect of U.S. and Chinese competition. It also provides an exceptionally good critique of the lack of official unclassified U.S. reporting on Chinese nuclear and missile developments, the reason why U.S. official estimates may be too low, and the uncertainties that affect Chinese deployment of nuclear bombs and warheads. It also addresses key aspects of Chinese deployments that affect the credibility of Chinese states about no first use.\(^{25}\)

These statements may be perfectly true of current Chinese intentions in peacetime. It seems highly likely, however, that China would arm its nuclear delivery forces in any serious crisis or lower level of war. It also seems likely that China would then acquire the capability to launch on warning and to react with countervalue strikes rather than counterforce strikes. Capabilities may be far more important in a crisis than any peacetime intentions.

**Nonstrategic Nuclear Weapons, Long-Range Precision Conventional Strikes, and New Forms of Warfare**

There are other reasons to focus on maintaining U.S. leadership in nuclear and theater warfighting capabilities. The present nuclear arms race has a matching arms race in long-range “conventional” precision strike systems that can destroy or cripple critical targets to the point where they become “weapons of mass effectiveness.” This arms race is already having a major political impact in peacetime and could have even greater impacts at every stage of escalation that involves actual combat using such weapons.
The present asymmetries between powers can add to these uncertainties. As stated earlier in this analysis, both Chinese and Russian military analysts are aiming to achieve superiority on the battlefield with the use of limited resources and contact. Anti-satellite; other space warfare; and a wide range of advances in cyberwarfare, IS&R, and information warfare also affect these efforts. Non-strategic nuclear forces may add to their capability for gray zone operations.

Russia has already used the threat from its non-strategic nuclear weapons to increase its influence along its borders. Breakthrough developments in hypersonic weapons with conventional warheads could advance Russia’s interests by allowing it to project its strength using tactical shorter-range systems with lower yields that could be used on the battlefield. Russia’s completion of its project GLONASS (Global Navigation Satellite System) will also support Russia’s precision strike system and give Russia a global navigation system.26

The Congressional Research Service has released a report on nonstrategic nuclear weapons and its role in Russian national security that addresses many of these issues.27

As was noted above, many analysts argue that Russia’s nonstrategic nuclear weapons pose a risk to the United States, its allies, and others because Russia has altered its national security concept and military strategies, increasing its reliance on nuclear weapons. Some fear that Russia might resort to the early use of nuclear weapons in a conflict along its periphery, which could lead to a wider conflict and the possible involvement of troops from NATO or other neighboring countries, possibly drawing in new NATO members. Some also believe that Russia could threaten NATO with its nonstrategic nuclear weapons because Russia sees NATO as a threat to its security. Russian analysts and officials have argued that NATO enlargement—with the possible deployment of nuclear weapons and missile defense capabilities on the territories of new NATO members close to Russia’s borders—demonstrates how much NATO could threaten Russia.

The 2008 congressionally mandated Strategic Posture Commission expressed a measure of concern about the military implications of Russia’s nonstrategic nuclear forces. It noted that Russia “stores thousands of these weapons in apparent support of possible military operations west of the Urals.” It further noted that the current imbalance between U.S. and Russian nonstrategic nuclear warheads is “worrisome to some U.S. allies in Central Europe.” It argued that this imbalance, and the allies’ worries, could become more pronounced in the future if the United States and Russia continue to reduce their numbers of deployed strategic nuclear weapons.

Others have argued, however, that regardless of Russia’s rhetoric, “Russia’s theater nuclear weapons are not ...destabilizing.” Even if modernized, these weapons will not “give Moscow the capability to alter the strategic landscape.” Further, Russian weapons, even with its new military strategy, may not pose a threat to NATO or U.S. allies. Russia’s doctrine indicates that it would use these weapons in response to a weak performance by its conventional forces in an ongoing conflict. Since it would be unlikely for NATO to be involved in a conventional conflict with Russia, it would also be unlikely for Russian weapons to find targets in NATO nations. This does not, however, preclude their use in other conflicts along Russia’s periphery. As Russian documents indicate, Russia could use these weapons if its national survival were at stake.

This view, however, has been tempered, in recent years, by both Russia’s aggression in Ukraine and its frequent “nuclear saber-rattling.” Not only have Russian officials reminded others of the existence and relevance of Russian nuclear weapons, Russian military exercises, bomber flights, and cruise missile launches have seemed designed to demonstrate Russia’s capabilities and, possibly, its willingness to challenge NATO’s eastern members. These actions have raised concerns about the possibility that Russia might threaten to use nuclear weapons during a crisis with NATO, in line with its apparent “escalate to de-escalate” strategy, to force a withdrawal by NATO forces defending an exposed ally or to terminate a conflict on terms favorable to Russia. While some analysts dispute this interpretation of Russia’s doctrine, most agree that nonstrategic nuclear weapons appear to play a significant role in Russia’s doctrine and war plans.

China does not yet have a full nuclear triad by U.S. and Russian standards because the PLA Air Force does not have a suitable strategic bomber force, although it is acquiring suitable systems.28 China does, however, have four Jin-class nuclear powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBN)
which can each carry up to 12 submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) – giving China the ability to project nonstrategic power.\textsuperscript{29} It also has a steadily growing number of long-range missiles that have dual capability.

**Chart Six** provides a summary picture of current Chinese short to intermediate range missiles taken from the 2020 edition of the DIA’s *Chinese Military Power*. These are part of a major Chinese effort to create missile forces to supplement and replace manned aircraft and naval conventional forces, but most have potential dual capability – and there is also no definitive way to determine if China now has, or are planning to have, optional nuclear warheads.

The Congressional Research Service has addressed the ways in which both Russian and Chinese nonstrategic nuclear weapons could affect U.S. national security in a study it conducted in 2020.\textsuperscript{30}

Questions about the role of U.S. nuclear weapons in regional contingencies have resurfaced in recent years, as analysts have sought to understand how these weapons might affect a conflict with a regional ally armed with nuclear weapons. Some analysts doubt that U.S. nuclear weapons would play any role in such a contingency, unless used in retaliation after an adversary used a nuclear weapon against the United States or an ally, because U.S. conventional forces should be sufficient to achieve most conceivable military objectives. Others, however, argue that the United States might need to threaten the use of nuclear weapons, and possibly even employ those weapons, when facing an adversary seeking to use its own nuclear capabilities to intimidate the United States or coerce it to withdraw support for a regional ally. Some have suggested, specifically, that forward-deployed nuclear weapons with lower yields—in other words, nonstrategic nuclear weapons—might serve as a more credible deterrent threat in these circumstances.

The 2018 Nuclear Posture Review adopted this perspective, and seemed to discount the approach, taken in both the Bush and Obama NPRs, of reducing the role of nuclear weapons by expanding the role and options available with advanced conventional weapons. It did not completely dismiss the value of U.S. conventional capabilities, but asserted that “conventional forces alone are inadequate to assure many allies who rightly place enormous value on U.S. extended nuclear deterrence for their security.” These concerns were central to the NPR’s recommendation that the United States develop two new types of nonstrategic nuclear weapons. Where the two previous NPRs sought to fill “gaps” in deterrence with ballistic missile defenses and advanced conventional weapons, the 2018 NPR asserted that new nuclear weapons were needed for this purpose.
Chart Five: U.S. Organizations’ Estimates of China’s Nuclear Weapon Stockpile

Notes: DIA = Defense Intelligence Agency; CIA = Central Intelligence Agency; STRATCOM = US Strategic Command; OSD = Office of the Secretary of Defense; FAS = Federation of American Scientists.

Chart Six: Chinese Short to Intermediate Range Missiles

Missile and Air Defenses Are a Further Consideration

As has been touched upon earlier, China is developing a growing family of missile defenses that can potentially be used for the delivery of both nuclear and conventional warheads. Nuclear modernization affects competition in defense as well as offense. A Department of Defense official made this clear in a briefing in July 2020,31

“China and Russia are developing increasingly capable and numerous missile defense systems, and integrating them into their defense strategies as they compete with the United States,” a DOD official said.

…Russia is a long-time player. The former Soviet Union created a ring of anti-ballistic missile batteries around Moscow during the Cold War. These nuclear-tipped missiles still exist as part of Russia's A-135 anti-ballistic missile system. The system consists of 68 nuclear-armed interceptors. As part of President Vladimir Putin's military buildup, the system has received new radars and updated electronics. The beauty of this system is that the Russians have only to be close to an incoming threat. The downside is radiation from an intercept would contaminate thousands of acres of countryside.

The Russians are getting ready to field the S-500 system. Designed to intercept short- to medium-range threats, they say the system will defend against ballistic, cruise and hypersonic missiles. The system's initial operating capability is set for some time in 2025.

The other main threat comes from the People's Republic of China. The Chinese see missile defense as a key cog in their military ambitions. The People's Liberation Army Air Force is accelerating the transition of its tasks from territorial air defense to both offensive and defensive operations, according to a Chinese white paper on the subject. China's air force is also improving its capabilities for strategic early warning, air strikes, and air and missile defense.

Right now, the Chinese are heavily dependent on Russian missile defense capabilities. The Chinese have invested in the Russian S-300 and S-400 systems – missile defense capabilities. The Chinese are assiduously studying the problem and have invested in research to build their own capabilities, DOD officials said.

This includes the HQ-19 missile defense system, which could be used against incoming, medium-range ballistic missiles. Initial operating capability is set for next year.

China is also developing a mid-course interceptor. The Chinese government said they tested that capability in February 2018. U.S. officials say initial operating capability is not likely until the late-2020s. They anticipate it would have good capability against intermediate-range ballistic missiles and could be adapted to target intercontinental s and submarine-launched ballistic missiles.

The United States homeland's missile defense system is in place to defend against accidental launches or attacks from rogue states such as Iran and North Korea. Unlike Russia, the U.S. uses non-nuclear “kinetic kill” vehicles, which destroy incoming warheads using their speed and mass to collide with the threat.

The possible impact of that “Nth country’s” nuclear forces must also be considered. North Korea is already an example of a threat that involves both the U.S. and China. Iran may become a threat to the United States. India’s nuclear forces may be targeted on Pakistan, but they affect tensions and competition between India and China. British and French nuclear forces affect the balance in Europe and pose a potential threat to Russia.

Chart Seven summarizes a similar level of progress in Russian and Chinese missile defenses. So far, such efforts are at most potential defenses against small powers with limited nuclear forces. It is not yet clear that the United States, China, or Russia will actually deploy enough defenses to affect another major power’s nuclear strike capabilities or any extensive deployment of hypersonic or other advanced precision conventional strike systems.
It is also worth noting that both China and Russia continued to develop anti-satellite warfare capabilities and other space capabilities that affect both their nuclear and conventional levels of deterrence and war fighting capability.

Chart Seven: Chinese and Russian Missile Defense Developments

Mutual Assured Destruction Still Underpins the Other Aspects of Chinese and Russian Military Competition with the U.S.

If one looks at the cumulative impact of these efforts and uncertainties, they provide a convincing explanation of why the U.S. has embarked on its own major nuclear modernization, one that will preserve the present stability of the nuclear balance and deterrence through “mutual assured deterrence.” As high as the price tag is for this program, U.S. modernization of its nuclear strike forces may seem excessive when taken out of context – and the CBO estimates that it will be $494 billion over the 2019-2028 period – but the cost of U.S nuclear modernization is also relatively moderate compared to the size of the U.S. economy and presents itself as an affordable burden.

The same is true of preserving a missile defense option and ensuring that the U.S. also has the right assets in space, in its full variety of critical IS&R, and in C4/battle management assets. To maintain deterrence, the U.S. needs to steadily expand and/or modernize all of the necessary dimensions of “multi-domain” and “joint” warfare.

Accordingly, even if China or Russia should change their pace of modernization, the U.S. will have resources, technology, and time to keep pace with those changes regardless of the deployment of hypersonic and other more advanced nuclear and conventional weapons and delivery systems. It can compete in missiles and air defenses, in space, in multi-domain warfare, and in creating a broad spectrum of transitional capabilities from long-range precision conventional strike systems to lower-yield nuclear warheads.

Yet, for all the claims now being made about technical innovations to come, there seems to be little chance that any mix of modernization and/or expansion of nuclear offensive forces, conventional long-range strike systems, and strategic defenses – that is not linked to clear limits and arms control agreements – will be able to change MAD and the other risks of major wars between the great powers to a reasonable probability that they can actually “win” at a reasonable cost.

The resulting arms race will not accomplish anything more than creating a major drain on the defense budgets and economies of all three major powers. In the worst-case war scenario, the end result is still likely to be the equivalent of a three-dimensional chess game with more than two players, no rules, and where players may have many options but all end in smashing the game boards.

It is possible that the U.S. and China can eventually decisively outspend and out-deploy Russia, but only at an immense cost to their economies and investment in other military capabilities. The end result of such an effort – like all other aspects of a more intensive arms race in nuclear warfighting capabilities – is also likely to make every aspect of nuclear strategy and war planning more uncertain, and it will also certainly make escalation harder to control and evaluate under actual warfighting conditions.

If there is a key risk in the nuclear dimension, it is that arms control is becoming a growing challenge. As long as each side keeps racing to deploy a diverse mix of forces – the prospect of more nations proliferating is real – and it will be difficult to maintain anything that approaches START – much less consider a “zero option” approach for arms control for the United States, China, and Russia.
Future proliferators are also all too possible – not to mention the risk from the deployment of biological weapons that can create nuclear levels of damage or from precision conventional weapons that can be used to destroy critical target points. Once again, long-range precision strikes on critical targets make them the equivalent of “weapons of mass effectiveness.”

The end result is that the U.S. has two ways to ensure that “mutual assured destruction” does remain “mutual assured deterrence.” First, it can try to reach an arms control agreement that can assure all three major powers that there will be a stable level of mutual assured deterrence in spite of all these uncertainties. Second, it can actively compete in modernizing U.S. nuclear forces and long-range precision strike capabilities – and the same is true of its need to preserve a broad capability to fight a large-scale theater warfare as a second critical element of deterrence.

At the same time, these developments increase the risks of miscalculation and escalation to actual war. These risks do tend to grow in direct proportion to how fast nuclear and long range-precision strike forces change. The more asymmetric the forces on each side become, the harder it is to acquire full information in real time. Like the arms race exemplified by the total U.S. and Soviet Union nuclear weapons cache shown during 1960-1990 in the top graph on Chart Two, the emergence of China as a major nuclear power and the changes in Russian forces are likely to at least slightly raise the risk that a serious nuclear exchange does take place.

The extent to which the deterrent impact of “mutual assured destruction” is effective also still depends on rational behavior at every state of escalation, and the risk of seemingly irrational action in mid-crisis or mid-conflict cannot be ignored. “Worst case” wars do happen. Ideally, to paraphrase Henry Kissinger, the threat of committing suicide will continue to deter being murdered. At the same time, Sarajevo and World War I are a classic example of the degree to which escalation can be driven by events, the unexpected actions of the other side, and miscalculation on all sides throughout the course of an entire war. World War II is only a marginally better case. It is a grim reality that strategy and rational behavior – not simply battle plans – are often the first casualties of war.
Global versus Theater and Local Uses of “Conventional” Military Forces

“For to win one hundred victories in one hundred battles is not the acme of skill. To subdue the enemy without fighting is the acme of skill...There is no instance of a nation benefitting from prolonged warfare. — Sun Tzu, The Art of War

Ironically, there are less directly comparable open-source official data to draw upon if one turns to assessing U.S. capabilities to deal with the evolving mix of Chinese and Russian conventional threats – particularly in contingencies other than major or theater-level conventional conflicts. These include uses of conventional forces in gray area operations, hybrid operations, multidomain conflicts, theater warfare, space and cyber warfare, and indirect warfare. There are many think tanks and unofficial studies of such capabilities on each side, as well as some limited reporting by the major U.S. combatant commands, but most official literature consists of global strategic generalities or analyses of the Chinese or Russian threat that do not include comparisons with U.S. forces, or strategic generalities and intentions.

U.S. official open-source strategy documents normally fail to address U.S. competition with Russia and China except in narrow specific areas or in terms that are so general that there is no clear comparison of current capabilities and or estimates of comparative trends. The current official U.S. definition of the term strategy differs sharply from the posture it stated in the 1960s-1980s.

It seems limited to broad statements of goals and intentions without providing plans, programs, and actual budgets or any clear Future Year Defense Plan (FYDP). For example, almost all of the strategy documents and annual budget requests issued since 2016 do not explain how the U.S. will tailor the combined capabilities of U.S. forces in each major regional and functional combatant command or how U.S. strategic partnerships will compete with the Chinese and Russian forces that drive competition in a specific regional or functional area. They also do not tie U.S. plans, programs, and budgets to the roles and capabilities of America’s strategic partners.

Some U.S. strategy documents do provide limited open-source statistics on comparative force strength. However, such assessments of the balance are an increasingly poor substitute for comparisons on how the full range of Chinese and Russian civil-military operations challenge the United States and its allies. Moreover, far too many military comparisons assess total strengths instead of the actual capability to use forces in a range of contingencies.

Comparisons of total conventional forces at best provide limited insight into the ability to fight major wars that would involve Russia, China, or the United States if they were to become engaged in an all-out conflict for control of an entire theater of region, or they only serve as comparisons of entire force structures on a global basis.

Such comparisons reflect “worst cases” that the U.S., China, and Russia have every reason to avoid. Although major wars at these force levels can occur – just as nuclear wars are possible – powers like Russia, China, and the United States have every reason to try to avoid them. It is the military capability to accomplish a practical objective at a reasonable cost and at reasonable levels of risk – globally, regionally, or nationally – that counts. As is the case with nuclear war, the U.S. must be strong to deter such wars, but the leaders of the U.S., China, and Russia almost certainly share a common perception that actually engaging in truly large-scale conventional military conflicts means accepting the risks and costs that sharply outweigh the potential benefits.
This is particularly true of a conventional conflict where the risk of escalation to a nuclear war becomes high, where it could directly threaten a key part of a major power’s economy and trade activity, or where it would risk the loss of a key strategic partner. The economic and human cost of World War I and World War II – and the smaller peace time costs from the 1918 flu pandemic and the recent Coronavirus crisis – should be a clear warning to any power that does not let ideology and blind ambition triumph over common sense.

No matter how much the U.S. – or China and Russia – build up their global military forces and their readiness, the resulting increase in conventional strength will only serve a grand strategic purpose if they are able to deter a major theater conflict. The threat of using such forces must be both credible and must be able to be used in ways where a rival is left with no strategic incentive to engage in such a level of war under these conditions.

There also is surprisingly little open-source data that directly compares what China, Russia, and the U.S. are actually spending on military forces and conventional warfare capabilities by theater and type of conflict. As is explored in detail in a later chapter, it is strikingly difficult to tie U.S. defense budgets and most U.S. strategy documents to any form of analysis on how they impact U.S. competition with the other aspects of Chinese and Russian military forces and actions. The Department of Defense’s version of the FY2020 defense budget request refers to itself as a “strategy driven budget.” In practice, it largely ignores the new national strategy announced in 2017 and 2018 on competition with China and Russia.

Like virtually all Department of Defense budget submissions over the last two decades, the FY2021 budget submission reflects the priorities of each military service for one fiscal year – without any serious effort at reflecting net assessments, program budgeting, or the cost of the real-world future or outyear implications of the budget request – and it does not provide any clear picture of its impact on America’s combatant commands or even the real-world cost of America’s ongoing wars. If anything, current Department of Defense open-source reporting reflects a major regression from the budget submissions and posture statements of the McNamara era that were submitted in the 1960s.

Under these conditions, it is also important to note that none of the documents issued by China, Russia, and the U.S. as of yet address the massive economic changes the Coronavirus is making in U.S. politics and economics will play a critical role in shaping the ways the United States deploys and uses conventional forces, the positions of its current and potential strategic partners, and the way its forces compete with those of China and Russia on a global basis. It seems likely that the impact of the Coronavirus – and the cost of recovery – will make all three major powers even more cautious about any escalation that creates a serious form of conflict.

**Focusing on Real-World Contingencies Rather than Total Conventional Forces**

**Chart Eight** and **Chart Nine** illustrate the limits to comparisons which only examine the manpower, equipment and unit strength, and the character of total forces. They display “snapshots” of the comparative total size of U.S., Chinese, and Russian global military forces. They also provide a rough summary picture of each nation’s current total military strength.

Once again, the U.S. does need to compete with its major rivals in such measures of force strength, but these numbers are only one limited aspect of combat capability. Force quality is at least as important, and there is a long list of constantly evolving variables involved. Readiness,
sustainability, weapons capability, training, experience, leadership, battle management, C4I, IS&R, leadership, power projection, and maneuver capability are all examples. So too are joint warfare, interoperability between allied forces, precision warfare space systems, cyberwarfare, precision and long-range strike capabilities, and the ability to integrate all-domain operations and combat.

At the same time, Chinese, Russian, and U.S. competition in conventional military forces will be dictated by other variables on a global basis. In the real world, the United States, China, and Russia will influence, deter, and engage by using selected amounts of joint forces tailored to their different objectives in given areas, nations, and regions. In most cases, this will involve limited blocs of military forces whose capability depends on their effectiveness in a particular contingency. This will involve factors like readiness; modernization; training; precision strike assets; as well as the full range of multi-domain, IS&R, and C4I/battle management assets – all capabilities that are not addressed in total force comparisons.

These smaller blocks of U.S., Chinese, and Russian forces will be tailored to maximize their interoperability to achieve given missions or objectives, and in ways that often matter more than force numbers. They will focus on the use of limited parts of each nation’s global military assets to service its interest in a range of areas and countries outside their immediate territory where they have limited – rather than existential – interests. Their value will also be tied to the relative level of IS&R and multi-domain assets that actually apply to a given area of competition.

In virtually every case, the effectiveness of the limited number of U.S., Chinese, and Russian military forces that become involved will be also shaped by local and regional conditions. Political and economic conditions will be critical, as will the capabilities of the strategic partners and non-state actors on each side. Supporting the capability to shape allied or partner forces will be equally critical and involve both state and non-state military actors.

In many cases, civil operations, gray area, hybrid, or indirect warfare will be the best way to “win” – and this will include “spoiler” operations in third countries or with non-state actors that have a political, economic, or military impact on the opposing major power. Key tools in such conflicts will include arms transfers, cash support, train and assist efforts, IS&R support, deployment of “volunteers,” deployment of great power forces to deter actions on a partner or client, creating new infrastructure and bases, cyberwarfare, and information warfare. These are tools that great powers can use without ever firing a shot.

Barring some critical miscalculation of risk, the scale of direct combat between the major three powers will be carefully controlled and limited. Only a relatively small portion of U.S., Chinese, and Russian forces will normally be involved, and their primary use will often be demonstrative and consist of maneuvers and new deployments rather than actual fighting either against a competing major power or against a local or regional state or non-state actor.

## Chart Nine: Total U.S., Chinese, and Russian Military Forces in 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Russia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defense Expenditures ($US billions)</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>225+</td>
<td>61.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Budget ($US billions)</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Military Personnel</td>
<td>1,379,800</td>
<td>2,035,000</td>
<td>900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Military Personnel</td>
<td>849,850</td>
<td>510,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSBN</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBMs</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRBM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRBM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Bombers</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Active Personnel</td>
<td>481,750</td>
<td>975,000</td>
<td>280,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Battle Tanks</td>
<td>2,389</td>
<td>5,850</td>
<td>2,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Armored Fighting Vehicles (AFVs)</td>
<td>4,810</td>
<td>6,950</td>
<td>6,860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor Personnel Carriers</td>
<td>10,547</td>
<td>3,950</td>
<td>6,100+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery (Towed, SP, MRL)</td>
<td>5,444</td>
<td>6,194+</td>
<td>2,802+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface-to-Surface Missiles (MLRS)</td>
<td>140?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>140?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Helicopters</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>270+</td>
<td>393+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Active Personnel</td>
<td>337,100</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical Nuclear Submarines (SSGN.SSN)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical Conventional Submarines</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Surface Combatants</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Carriers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Capable Aircraft</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW Helicopters</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruisers</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroyers &amp; Frigates</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrol and Coastal Combatants</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Amphibious Ships &amp; Landing Ships</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine Warfare</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Active Personnel</td>
<td>186,300</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>35,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanks</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFVs, and APCs</td>
<td>1,895</td>
<td>237+</td>
<td>1,461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td>1,452</td>
<td>40+</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Capable Aircraft</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Helicopters</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Active Personnel</td>
<td>332,650</td>
<td>395,000</td>
<td>165,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Capable Aircraft</td>
<td>1,522</td>
<td>2,517</td>
<td>1,183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bomber</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter Ground Attack (FGA)</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>794+</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW, IS&amp;R, ELINT</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE&amp;W</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanker</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport/Airlift</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>336+</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Range-Surface-to-Air Missile Launch units</td>
<td>480+</td>
<td>516+</td>
<td>186-226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Relevant country sections of the IISS, *Military Balance, 2020.*
Key Areas of Change and Strategic Priorities for the Actual Use of U.S., Chinese, and Russian Military Forces

In practice, the great powers are unlikely to use their conventional forces in ways that are not shaped by the immediate area of operations and/or by the roles of strategic partners and other states. The strategic priorities for the actual U.S., Chinese, and Russian use of conventional forces for political or limited military objectives will depend heavily on each power’s capability to win and hold strategic influence in given countries and areas, as well as on its economic success and interests in global trade. These are all factors that will be affected by the Coronavirus crisis, which will impact other states throughout the world just as much as it impacts the United States, China, and Russia.

History provides all too many warnings that strategic priorities can suddenly change for unanticipated reasons, such as sudden changes in the leadership, politics, and alignments of other states. It also teaches a lesson that major powers can drastically miscalculate the risks in using force, escalate far beyond the value of the military objective, and react in irrational and unpredictable ways.

For the next decade, however, the Coronavirus crisis seems unlikely to drastically change the patterns of U.S., Chinese, and Russian competition. Each power is most likely to have broadly the same key areas of interest, and they will continue to use military forces in limited ways to achieve limited objectives – many shaped more by political and economic goals than military ones:

- **Key U.S. uses of military power will occur outside the United States and North America:** The U.S. is the only power that does not face potential threats near its borders. Its primary potential areas of military operations are Europe, Asia and the Pacific, as well as the Middle East/Gulf – which are all its key combatant commands. However, it must continue to protect military power in ways that will include lower level uses of military force to deter and influence; support U.S. interests; fight limited wars and counter-extremism in Africa, Central America, and South America; as well as deter and defend other strategic partners and trade routes.

  The most direct areas of confrontation with China are now in Taiwan and the South China Sea, but these are not areas where a major war can produce lasting benefits to either state. They are rather areas where the ability to influence other regional powers, establish military presence, and develop strategic partners are critical.

  The situation is much the same in the case of Russia. The most direct areas of military competition lie in Scandinavia, the Baltic states, the NATO states that share a common border with Russia, and in the states along Russia’s southern border like Georgia and the Ukraine – along with preserving U.S. and allied naval-air dominance in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.

  At the same time, the U.S. is dependent on its strategic relations with Japan and South Korea, its strategic presence in the Arab/Persian Gulf, and its influence over the flow of petroleum to key Asian economies – including China. So far, the U.S. only faces limited competition in these areas from China and Russia, but both powers are actively seeking to increase their presence and influence. The U.S. also faces a growing challenge from China’s role in the Indian Ocean, Central Asia, and Pakistan, but China will soon begin to compete with Russia for military influence in India – a potential counterbalance to China.
In every case, the U.S. position is at least as dependent on its strategic partners as on U.S. forces, and here the United States has to some extent become its own threat in maintaining these partnerships and its ability to compete in gray area and lower-level/hybrid operations. Its focus on counterterrorism since 2001 has been coupled since 2017 with a focus on building up its total military power to deal with worst case conflicts with China and Russia, which it is attempting to achieve by seeking “burden sharing” efforts with its strategic partners in critical areas like NATO and South Korea – rather than preserving its strategic partnerships. This has been made worse at the civil level by its competition with China in trade wars, rather than building up its trade and economic cooperation with key trading partners and allies. Its withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) is only one example out of many.

- **Key Chinese uses of military power will occur in Eurasia, the Indian Ocean, and the Pacific to defend China’s expanding economic interests:** As the most current DIA analysis on Chinese military power notes, China does have a direct interest in claims to disputed areas on its borders and the South China Sea. At the same time, none of these border disputes except those affecting Taiwan involve critical strategic interests, and the South China Sea is more a symbol of China’s efforts to expand its influence and power in the Pacific rather than an objective based on the strategic value of the bases it has established.

China’s primary interest lies in establishing its status as the dominant power in Asia by expanding its forces and presence near Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan; finding some way to annex Taiwan; and dominating the Pacific to at least the perimeter of the Second Island Chain and the Philippines. At the same time, it is creating a growing economic and trade presence in sub-Saharan Africa as well as high technology trade links to Europe.

China is seeking to expand its civil and military strategic influence in Southeast Asia and to develop its own strategic partnerships in areas like Cambodia, Myanmar, and Sri Lanka. It is slowly expanding its power projection capability in the Indian Ocean, its ties to Pakistan, its links to Central Asia, and its role in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization.

It is expanding its economic presence in the Indian Ocean, Arab/Persian Gulf, and the Red Sea. This includes expanding its “anti-piracy” presence in the Indian Ocean near Somalia – through actions like creating port facilities and bases in Djibouti and the Red Sea – and in its efforts to reach a mix of military and economic agreements with Iran that will counter the U.S. presence in the Persian/Arab Gulf in order to offer potential port facilities and to help secure the flow of petroleum exports to China. China’s recent border incidents with India and the fact it has made Pakistan a key part of its “belt and road initiative” (BRI) are examples of such competition.

Other key areas of Chinese gray area civil and military operations are in the Korea’s, Taiwan, the South China Sea, its border with India and the Indian Ocean, Southeast Asia, Central Asia, the South Pacific, Australia, and New Zealand. China is also dealing with internal disputes concerning sovereignty, including movements in Xinjiang, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Tibet. Most of its military gray zone operations and show of force will be centered around China’s immediate geographical region.
Here, DIA notes that China explicitly combines civil and military strategies, and that China uses the term “non-war military activities” to describe what the U.S. calls gray zone operations:\textsuperscript{34}

PLA writings divide military operations into two categories: war and non-war. The PLA’s concept of non-war military activities (NWMA) is an expansive and diverse set of military operations ranging from humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HA/DR) to suppressing domestic unrest to maritime rights protection. PLA writings describe NWMA as serving a variety of political purposes, occurring at varying intensities and durations, and may include the threat of violence or the use of violence from low levels to levels approaching war. According to PLA writings, NWMA are an important “strategic means” for the military to serve the national political interest. Additionally, the PLA views NWMA as an effective way for it to support and safeguard China’s development, as a means to expand the PRC’s global interests, and an opportunity to gain valuable operational experience.

NWMA can be conducted internationally or domestically and encompass activities in multiple domains. NWMA can notably include operations in which the PLA uses coercive threats and/or violence below the level of armed conflict against states and other actors to safeguard the PRC’s sovereignty and national interests. NWMA can also blend military and law enforcement activities including for maritime rights protection, border and coastal defense, air and sea control, deterrence operations, suppression of domestic unrest, and other forms of stability maintenance operations. NWMA also includes military diplomacy, HA/DR, counterterrorism, counterpiracy, counterdrug, peacekeeping, and noncombatant evacuation operations. In the past, PRC official writings have described aspects of NWMA as military operations other than war (MOOTW).

Steadily expanding the numbers of countries affected by its “belt and road initiative” (BRI) are essential to defend China’s goals and global economic expansion. China is partnering with Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos, and Sri Lanka in Asia. It is also partnering with countries in Africa by offering infrastructure projects and soft loans in countries like Sudan and Botswana. It is using disputes of air and maritime control zones – as well as changes in its military exercise and deployments – to put pressure on Japan and to some extent on South Korea.

The U.S. focus on the South China Sea, on Taiwan (to a lesser degree), and on the risks posed by the tensions between the two Korea’s each present the possibility of a U.S.-Chinese confrontation, showdown with gray area operations, clashes, or even a limited war. At the same time, barring a massive restructuring of U.S. and Chinese trade, any serious clash would be far more costly to both powers, regardless of which side appeared to be the “winner” – if any – and instead would likely trigger a major new arms race between the two powers.

**Chart Ten** and **Chart Eleven** illustrate the range of key areas of Chinese interest as well as China’s broader civil and military intentions to expand its role as the leading Asian power and establish growing links to Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Latin America.
**Chart Ten: China’s “Belt and Road” and Broader Areas of Strategic Competition**

**Emerging Patterns of Economic Power**

**Competition to Reduce it Vulnerability in Petroleum Imports**

Chart Eleven: Chinese and U.S. Postures in the South China Sea

• **Setting Long-Term Goals for Chinese Force Development:** China is unique among the three major powers in setting specific years for its goals in achieving parity with the United States as the most advanced military power. These years and goals may be more political than real, and some may underestimate the level of Chinese progress at its current rate of spending and modernization, but DIA’s 2020 study of Chinese military power summarizes them as follows:

Within the context of the Party’s strategy, the modernization of the PRC’s armed forces is not merely a policy preference or a momentary endeavor that may fade over time in importance. Rather, modernization of the armed forces is an indispensable element of the Party’s national strategy to modernize the country. As the PRC’s 2019 defense white paper states, “Building a fortified national defense and a strong military commensurate with the country’s international standing and its security and development interests is a strategic task for China’s socialist modernization” [emphasis added].

Throughout 2019, the PLA continued to pursue ambitious modernization objectives, implement major organizational reforms, and improve its combat readiness in line with the goals and timelines announced by General Secretary Xi Jinping at the 19th Party Congress in 2017. The PRC’s goals for modernizing its armed forces in the “New Era,” as stated in the 2019 defense white paper, are:

- By 2020: “To generally achieve mechanization...with significantly enhanced informationization and greatly improved strategic capabilities;”
- By 2035: “To comprehensively advance the modernization of military theory, organizational structure, military personnel, and weaponry and equipment in step with the modernization of the country and basically complete the modernization of national defense and the military ...”; and,
- In 2049: “To fully transform the people’s armed forces into world-class forces.”

The PLA’s modernization goals set by Chairman Xi Jinping and the CMC align with and provide support to the broader elements of China’s national strategy, including the two centenary milestones in 2021 and 2049 and the interim waypoint in 2035. China wants to “generally” complete the PLA’s mechanization and make “major progress” toward informatization by the end of 2020. This is ahead of the CCP’s centenary in 2021, the point at which the Party seeks to complete building China into a “moderately prosperous society.”

Beyond 2021, the PLA’s major modernization goals follow the Party’s “two-step” national development approach to achieving national rejuvenation in 2049. In the first stage from 2021 to 2035, the PLA will seek to “basically complete” military modernization by 2035, at which point China will have “basically” met the Party’s initial thresholds of a “great modern socialist country.”

In the second stage from 2035 to 2049, the PLA will aim to complete its transformation into a “world-class” military in support of the Party’s goal to finish national modernization and fully realize its renewal as a “great modern socialist country.”

Although China’s leaders view building military strength as a strategic imperative, they also place important caveats on these objectives. For example, Chairman Xi’s direction to the PLA to “basically complete” modernization by 2035 should also occur “in step with the modernization of the country.”

… The CCP has not defined what it means by its ambition to have a “world-class” military by the end of 2049. Within the context of China’s national strategy, however, it is likely that China will seek to develop a military by mid-century that is equal to—or in some cases superior to—the U.S. military, or that of any other great power that China views as a threat to its sovereignty, security, and development interests. Given the far-reaching ambitions the CCP has for a rejuvenated China, it is unlikely that the Party would aim for an end state in which China would remain in a position of military inferiority vis-à-vis the United States or any other potential rival.

For China to aim lower or otherwise willingly accept a permanent condition of military inferiority would seem anathema to the fundamental purpose of becoming a “great modern socialist country.” However, this does not mean that China will aim for the PLA to mirror the U.S. military in terms of capacity, capability, or readiness. China will likely develop its “world-class” military in a manner that best suits
the needs of China’s armed forces to defend and advance the country’s interests and how the PLA—guided by the Party—adapts to the changing character of warfare. Additionally, China’s military modernization ambitions do not necessarily shed light on how the PRC may intend to use force or posture its forces abroad in the future.

**Chart Twelve** provides a more detailed picture of both China’s current capabilities and goals for competing with the U.S. and other powers. It summarizes DIA’s 2020 assessment of current Chinese force improvement priorities, which are described in great detail in the fully report.

It is clear from the summary, however, the vast majority focuses on conventional military and paramilitary forces where China is giving priority to increasing missile forces and sea power, while modernizing – and sometime cutting the size of – land and air forces. DIA is careful to note that China’s progress does not seem linked to a fixed plan, and it will likely be dependent on its civil and overall economic progress. Nevertheless, China has openly stated its intentions to compete in a very different way from the U.S. and Russia.36

It is also important to note that if the summary trends in **Chart Twelve** are compared with the various strategy, budget, and open-source summaries of U.S. and Russian strategy, they do show many common elements. In fact, virtually all of the U.S. goals for integrated all-domain warfare are present in **Chart Twelve** – although China (and Russia) describe them very differently.
Chart Twelve: China’s Current Force Improvement Priorities

China has already achieved parity with—or even exceeded—the United States in several military modernization areas, including shipbuilding, land-based conventional ballistic and cruise missiles, and integrated air defense systems.

People’s Liberation Army Army (PLAA)
The PLAA is the world’s largest standing ground force, with approximately 915,000 active-duty personnel in combat units.

- In 2019, the PLAA continued to transition into a more modern, mobile, and lethal ground force through the fielding of upgraded combat systems and the integration of communications equipment and other technologies. The PLAA’s modernization seeks to improve its ability to conduct joint operations in a high-intensity conflict and project power abroad.
- In 2019, the PLAA continued to create and mature formations at lower echelons that are more operationally flexible and better suited to conducting and managing complex combined-arms and joint operations.
- In 2019, the PLAA demonstrated a significant increase in training at both the service-level and joint-level and it continued to implement more realistic training methods.

People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN)
The PRC has numerically the largest navy in the world with an overall battle force of approximately 350 ships and submarines, including more than 130 major surface combatants.

As of 2019, the PLAN is largely composed of modern multi-role platforms featuring advanced anti-ship, anti-air, and anti-submarine weapons and sensors.

The PRC commissioned its first domestically built aircraft carrier in late 2019. China expects its second domestically built aircraft carrier to enter service by 2023. In 2019, the PRC launched its first Yushen class amphibious assault ship (Type 075 LHA), its first class of large deck amphibious warship.

In the near-term, the PLAN will have the capability to conduct long-range precision strikes against land targets from its submarine and surface combatants using land-attack cruise missiles, notably enhancing the PRC’s global power projection capabilities.

People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) and PLAN Aviation
The People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) and PLAN Aviation together constitute the largest aviation forces in the region and the third largest in the world, with over 2,500 total aircraft (not including trainer variants or UAVs) of which approximately 2,000 are combat aircraft (including fighters, strategic bombers, tactical bombers, multi-mission tactical, and attack aircraft). The PLAAF’s role is to serve as a comprehensive strategic air force capable of long-range airpower projection. The PRC’s 2019 defense white paper described the PLAAF’s missions and tasks as transitioning from territorial air defense to “offensive and defensive operations.”

- The PLAAF and PLAN Aviation together constitute the largest aviation force in the Indo-Pacific region
- The PLAAF is rapidly catching up to Western air forces. The PLAAF continues to modernize with the delivery of domestically built aircraft and a wide range of UAVs.
- In October 2019, China signaled the return of the airborne leg of its nuclear triad after the PLAAF publicly revealed the H-6N as its first nuclear-capable air-to-air refuellable bomber.

People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force (PLARF)
The PLA Rocket Force (PLARF) organizes, mans, trains, and equips the PRC’s strategic land-based nuclear and conventional missile forces and associated support forces and missile bases.

- In 2019, the PLARF advanced long-term modernization plans to enhance its “strategic deterrence.”
- In 2019, the PRC launched more ballistic missiles for testing and training than the rest of the world combined.
• The PLARF continues to grow its inventories of DF-26 intermediate-range ballistic missiles (IRBMs) which is capable of conducting both conventional and nuclear precision strikes against ground targets as well as conventional strikes against naval targets.

• The PRC is developing new intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) that will significantly improve its nuclear-capable missile forces and will require increased nuclear warhead production, partially due to the introduction of multiple independently targetable reentry vehicle (MIRV) capabilities.

• The number of warheads on the PRC’s land-based ICBMs capable of threatening the United States is expected to grow to roughly 200 in the next five years.

Strategic Support Forces
As part of its efforts to restructure the PLA for modern warfare, the CMC established the PLA Strategic Support Force (SSF) in 2016 as a theater command-level organization to centralize the PLA’s strategic space, cyber, electronic, and psychological warfare missions and capabilities.

• The PLA Strategic Support Forces (SSF) is a theater command-level organization established to centralize the PLA’s strategic space, cyber, electronic, and psychological warfare missions and capabilities.

• The SSF’s Network Systems Department is responsible for information warfare with a mission set that includes cyberwarfare, technical reconnaissance, electronic warfare, and psychological warfare. Its current major target is the United States.

• The PRC’s 2019 defense white paper described space as a “critical domain in international strategic competition” and stated the security of space provided strategic assurance to the country’s national and social development.

• The PRC’s space enterprise continues to mature rapidly. Beijing has devoted significant resources to growing all aspects of its space program, from military space applications to civil applications such as profit-generating launches, scientific endeavors, and space exploration.

Joint Logistic Support Force
The PLA Joint Logistic Support Force (JLSF) provides integrated joint logistics support for the PLA. Established in 2016, the JLSF intends to be the “backbone” of the PLA’s logistics system.

• The JLSF is establishing support relationships between joint logistic units and other PLA service logistics elements and integrating civilian logistics into military operations.

• The PLA leverages a variety of means and arrangements to use civilian transport resources to move military personnel and equipment more rapidly.

Military Readiness
• In recent years, the CMC has directed the PLA to improve its combat readiness. This guidance is increasingly evident in the intensity of the PLA’s training and the complexity and scale of its exercises. The PLA is training to “fight and win” through increasingly realistic combat training that uses dedicated “blue force” opponents and other elements to improve realism.

• In 2019, the PLA conducted a nation-wide exercise across all five-theater commands that included all four services, the SSF, and the JLSF.

Interoperability with Paramilitary and Militia Forces
• Interoperability and integration between the PLA and the PRC’s paramilitary forces continues to grow in scale and sophistication, including the coordination between the PLAN, the CCG, and the People’s Armed Forces Maritime Militia (PAFMM).

PLA Capabilities in development
• The PLA is developing capabilities to provide options for the PRC to dissuade, deter, or, if ordered, defeat third-party intervention during a large-scale, theater campaign such as a Taiwan contingency. U.S. defense planners often refer to these collective capabilities as anti-access/area-denial (A2/AD) capabilities.
• The PLA is additionally developing the capabilities and operational concepts to conduct offensive operations within the Second Island Chain, in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, and in some cases, globally.

Military Capabilities for A2/AD within the First Island Chain
• In addition to strike, air and missile defense, anti-surface and anti-submarine capabilities improvements, China is focusing on information, cyber, and space and counterspace operations.
• The PLA’s A2/AD capabilities are, to date, the most robust within the First Island Chain, although the PRC seeks to strengthen its capabilities to reach farther into the Pacific Ocean.

Military Capabilities for A2/AD beyond the First Island Chain
• The PRC continues to increase its military capabilities to achieve regional and global security objectives beyond a Taiwan contingency.
• China’s continuing improvements of air and ground-based missile strike capabilities within and, increasingly, beyond the First Island Chain enable other military assets to operate farther from China.
• China continues to build a multi-carrier force. China’s next generation of carriers will have greater endurance and a catapult system

Advancing Towards an Informatized Military
• Chairman Xi Jinping has called for the PLA to create a highly informatized force capable of dominating all networks and expanding the country’s security and development interests.
• The PLA considers information operations (IO) as a means of achieving information dominance early in a conflict, and continues to expand the scope and frequency of IO in military exercises.
• The PRC presents a significant, persistent cyber espionage and attack threat to an adversary’s military and critical infrastructure systems.

Nuclear Deterrence
• The PRC’s strategic ambitions, evolving view of the security landscape, and concerns over survivability are driving significant changes to the size, capabilities, and readiness of its nuclear forces.
• China’s nuclear weapons policy prioritizes the maintenance of a survivable nuclear force that can retaliate against an adversary’s first strike.
• China has long maintained a “no first use” (NFU) policy, although there is ambiguity over the conditions under which China would act outside of its NFU policy.
• China’s nuclear forces will significantly evolve over the next decade as it modernizes, diversifies, and increases the number of its land-, sea-, and air-based nuclear delivery platforms.
• Over the next decade, China’s nuclear warhead stockpile—currently estimated to be in the low-200s—is projected to at least double in size as China expands and modernizes its nuclear forces.
• China is pursuing a “nuclear triad” with the development of a nuclear capable air-launched ballistic missile (ALBM) and improving its ground and sea-based nuclear capabilities. New developments in 2019 further suggest that China intends to increase the peacetime readiness of its nuclear forces by moving to a launch-on-warning (LOW) posture with an expanded silo-based force.
• Russia does not set similar long-term goals, and President Putin denies that Russia wants to compete with the United States, but he stresses that Russia is superior in weapons development: No one has done a better job of highlighting the ambiguities in Russia’s military position – and its real-world state of de facto competition with the U.S. and NATO – than its President Vladimir Putin.

Putin made this clear in his December 17, 2020 press conference in a series of answers to different media questions. He justified the seizure of Crimea and the events in Ukraine on the basis of a promise that NATO had never made and on a “democratic” Russian desire for Crimea to join Russia. He also highlighted the improvements of Russia conventional forces, blamed the U.S. for the lack of progress in arms control, and flagged the superiority of Russian weapons developments in spite of Russia’s far lower military spending.37

Vladimir Putin: (02:14:33) Well, take the state of the Russian Army it was in, in 1993. Where we were able to do that? No, you won’t use a nuclear bomb forever incident. And the conventional forces were all in disarray. The army was in tatters. We needed an army of 50,000 to fight the terrorists in the Caucasus. And we weren’t able to do that, since the army back then was one million. But we couldn’t find 50 thousands of capable soldiers.

Vladimir Putin: (02:15:10): Right now our army is smaller, but it’s one of the most efficient armies around the world. It’s smaller, but it’s more efficient. So, okay, we’re strong. We can now put it on paper and make it as part of the constitution. We did it on time.

Vladimir Putin: (03:40:30) Now, saying that Russia is all good, and there’s nothing that we are to blame for. Well, let me say that I believe that I’m personally responsible for the wellbeing of the Russian people, and I will do everything, and anything in my power, to protect the interests and well-being of my people. For example, look at what happened and Crimea. I did what I did because the Russian people decided this through democratic means. Let’s see what happened in [inaudible 00:11:20], before that. I remember that nobody in the west opposed that decision, despite it not being very democratic. So, should we accept these types of activities, or not? There should be no double standards. Now, the sanctions you imposed against the Crimeans, the Crimean people, is it because of the annexation? Then, well, how are these people responsible for that? If it is because of the annexation, then what have other people to blame for? You should leave them alone, and not impose sanctions on them. As for Russia being all peaceful, and all good, yes, exactly that. We are peaceful, and we are all good.

Vladimir Putin: (03:42:12) Indeed, we heard statements from NATO that it’s not going to move eastwards, it’s not going to expand eastwards. Yes, those were oral statements, not written statements, but we were betrayed. There was a wave of expansion, and NATO military infrastructure is getting closer to our borders. Aren’t we supposed to react to that? Was it us who withdrew from the missile defense treaties? So, as a result, we have to create systems to defend ourselves. Of the INF Treaty, for example, was it us who withdrew from the INF treaty? No, it wasn’t us. It was the U.S.

Vladimir Putin: (03:43:05) Okay, then we said, “We’re not going to produce, or place such weaponry in Russia, as long as the U.S. doesn’t do that as well.” We received no response. Then, the Open Skies Treaty, what can we say about that? The U.S. withdrew from the treaty, and what can we do about it? Are we just supposed to allow you to send your planes, and American planes flying in our skies, and not react to that in any way? You know, you do realize that we are smart people. We’re not idiots. We understand these basic things, we understand the basic things that’s happening in the world. There are certain other issues that raise our concerns, and we have to react to them.

Vladimir Putin: (03:44:09) That said, for example, the New Start Treaty is going to expire soon. When it expires, there’s going to be nothing left of the infrastructure that used to prevent the world from engaging into a new arms race. Will you propose to the Americans to expand, to prolong, the New Start Treaty for at least one year? Because, we understand that this is important, and we know
that now Russia has a supersonic weapon systems that are something that no other nation has. They are unique, and still, we see no reaction. We see no other country talking to us about that. We know that similar systems are being developed in Europe, in the U.S., in the UK, and nobody’s trying even to talk to us about that.

Vladimir Putin: (03:45:15) So, the question is, who really is peaceful and good, and who is aggressive? We have two military bases in [inaudible 03:45:31], and [inaudible 03:45:35], and in Syria. These are important areas, and military bases there are used to protect us from the terrorist threat. But, look at the U.S. They have a huge network of military bases.

Vladimir Putin: (03:45:54) You know, our military budget, how big it is? 46 billion. Look at the UK. It’s much bigger than that. In the U.S., it’s 770 billion. Russia is sixth country in the world in terms of how much money was spent on our military. France, Germany, Japan, UK, the U.S., everyone else is ahead of us. So, who is the violent one here? Who’s the peaceful one here. I think we can clearly say that Russia is certainly very good mannered and polite, and we want to work towards diplomatic resolution of conflicts. So, quoting one of the famous Russian cartoon characters, let’s all be friendly here.

Vladimir Putin: (04:18:53) Yes. Now, speaking first about the arms control treaties. Speaking first about the New Start Treaty, like I said, we wanted America to accept and agree with us that we should extend the treaty. From what I understand, Mr. Biden himself, President-Elect Biden has said that he is willing to extend this treaty. We are ready for that, but we need first to get an official reaction from the U.S. Now, you said, if it’s not extended, is there going to be an arms race? Well, there already is an arms race. Once the U.S. withdrew from the Missile Defense Treaty, that’s what happened.

Vladimir Putin: (04:19:56) What we were forced to do, is to prevent nuclear capacity from being nullified, and we had to create a missile defense system, and we had to introduce new weapons systems. Such as the Supersonic Avant-garde System. Its speed is over Mach 20, and no missile defense system can stop such a missile. Now, has the creation of these new supersonic weapons, such as Circon, [inaudible 00:15:37], and Avant-garde, has it in any way affected the balance of power? Actually, we’ve had tests of Circon not long ago, and the most of the testing, most of the work is complete. Its speed is over Mach eight, and the missile can be mounted on stationary launch systems, on ships, on submarines. It can also be brought to neutral waters.

Does this in any way change the situation? Yes, it does. Of course, it does. Our American partners have been developing what they call, “Theory of swift disarming attack,” which implies using high precision weaponry to attack command centers. Yes, this high-precision weaponry is something they do have already. What they don’t have, as of yet, is supersonic weapons. But, they will, ultimately, at some point have that, and we have to address this problem.

So, we need to work on a counter-arguments, so-to-speak, to other armies of the world having supersonic weapons. And, I believe that we will have that counter argument. We’re working on all other weapon systems that have been announced during one of my addresses. Yes, all of these systems are underway. Ken Shaw is already there. [inaudible 04:22:42] laser weapons is already deployed. We’re actively working [inaudible 00:04:22:51], the heavy missile is in its final stages. The production is in final stages. Poseidon is also being developed successfully, and [inaudible 04:23:07] as well.

Vladimir Putin: (04:23:15) There are some technical issues arising, of course, but I do not see any problem that would be insurmountable, or saying that we will not be able to achieve everything that we’ve planned. We will, we’ll achieve everything. Like I said, Russia is sixth in terms of its military budget. 46-something billion dollars, and the U.S. is 707 billion dollars. And still, we are able to make advances, and create things that even the U.S. with its incredible military budget is unable to do. This is all thanks to the great minds of Russia, to our amazing scientists, and researchers, and designers. One of the army officials in the U.S., not long ago, said, “Yes, the Russian army has become smaller, but it’s more dedicated. It’s actually working faster, and achieving greater progress, and we will continue to do so.”
It is important to note that Putin made it clear in a meeting several days later with senior Russian officials on December 24, 2020, that “It’s not a chess game where it’s OK to play to a draw…Our technology must be better. We can achieve that in key areas and we will.” He made it clear that Russia’s Kinzhal air-launched hypersonic missile (maximum speed Mach 10) had already entered service on the MiG-31 and could hit both land and naval targets.

He stated that the intercontinental-range Avangarde missile (maximum speed Mach 20) would soon do so, and that Russia’s long-range hypersonic strike capability could be both conventional and nuclear, which could be programmed to avoid U.S. missile defenses: “It’s a weapon of the future, capable of penetrating both existing and prospective missile defense systems.”

Putin noted that Russia’s development of the Sarmat heavy intercontinental ballistic missile, the Poseidon nuclear-powered underwater drone, and the Burevestnik nuclear-powered cruise missile were on schedule. And, described a NATO build-up on Russia’s Western borders and criticized the U.S. withdrawal from the IRBM Treaty.

Moreover, Russia’s Minister of Defense, Sergei Shoigu, stated on December 22, 2020, that Russian military has received 143 warplanes and helicopters, 624 armored vehicles, a submarine, and eight surface warships that year. He made it clear that this level of modernization would continue in 2021, adding 22 intercontinental ballistic missiles, 106 new aircraft, 565 armored vehicles, three submarines, and 14 surface ships.

While China’s goals may have set more specific time frames, Russia’s goals were more immediate and tangible. They also set separate conventional and nuclear goals, and they are more clearly tied to gray area and indirect operations.

- **Key Russian uses of force will occur in Europe in seeking to expand Russian influence in other regions:** Russia’s key potential areas of military operations are in Scandinavia, the Baltic region – including the Gulf of Bothnia and the smaller Baltic states – as well as Eastern Europe to revive its level of influence in its “backyard.” They also include its near abroad – in countries like Belarus, Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Moldova, Eastern Ukraine, Turkey, Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan. It is actively competing to challenge NATO, EU, and the U.S. at the strategic and military level.

- At the same time, Russia is increasingly competing with the U.S. for strategic influence and power projection capabilities in other areas. Russia has increased its efforts to compete with the U.S. in arms sales and in train and assist efforts. It has expanded its role in Afghanistan by strengthening its ties to the Taliban, and it has made use of information warfare – including intervention in American and European elections.

Russia is also seeking to restore and expand its strategic and military influence in the Atlantic and Mediterranean while it also seeks to rebuild its influence in the Middle East, particularly in Syria and in the Persian/Arab Gulf – where it has both made major arms sales to Iran and is seeking to sell to Arab states and Turkey, as well as establish links to the Gulf members of OPEC in setting goals and limits to petroleum exports.

It is seeking to secure and expand its influence in Central Asia; to use the Shanghai Cooperation Organization to its advantage; to influence states in Africa for access to both natural resources and a testing ground for its PMCs; to expand its influence in the Artic by
possibly claiming new maritime trade zones there; and to maintain its current levels of influence in the Northern Pacific, the Korea’s, and Japan. **Chart Thirteen** shows the scale of Russia’s interests in its “near abroad” – a term that actually describes a large part of both Europe and Asia and that now includes bases in the Red Sea and Sudan.

As is the case with China, the U.S. has been slow to react to Russian lower level military competition. Key cases in point are the U.S. reactions to Ukraine and Syria. At the same time, the analysis that follows shows that these goals are affected by the fact that Russia has retained far more relative military power than economic and trade power, and it is often better equipped to use tools like political gray area operations or spoiler efforts with the use of limited forces and support from local state and non-state military forces, arms sales, and a mix of volunteers and train and assist forces. Ukraine, Georgia, Syria, and S-400 sales to Turkey are cases in point.
Chart Thirteen – Part One: Russia’s Western Strategic “Near Abroad”

Chart Thirteen – Part Two: Russia’s Central Asian and Eastern Strategic “Near Abroad”

• **The degree to which Russia and China will become effective partners in confronting the U.S. is a key uncertainty in assessing competition with China and Russia.**

The U.S. Director of National Intelligence (DNI) warned in his 2019 threat assessment that,\(^41\)

```
Threats to US national security will expand and diversify in the coming year, driven in part by China and Russia as they respectively compete more intensely with the United States and its traditional allies and partners. This competition cuts across all domains, involves a race for technological and military superiority, and is increasingly about values. Russia and China seek to shape the international system and regional security dynamics and exert influence over the politics and economies of states in all regions of the world and especially in their respective backyards.
```

- China and Russia are more aligned than at any point since the mid-1950s, and the relationship is likely to strengthen in the coming year as some of their interests and threat perceptions converge, particularly regarding perceived US unilateralism and interventionism and Western promotion of democratic values and human rights.
- As China and Russia seek to expand their global influence, they are eroding once well-established security norms and increasing the risk of regional conflicts, particularly in the Middle East and East Asia.
- At the same time, some US allies and partners are seeking greater independence from Washington in response to their perceptions of changing US policies on security and trade and are becoming more open to new bilateral and multilateral partnerships.

Open-source reporting by the DIA and a wide range of other sources notes that Russian and Chinese exercises in the Pacific and in other military areas have sharply increased over time, particularly since the U.S. announced its new strategy for competing with both powers in 2017 and 2018.

China and Russia “normalized” military relations in 1989 after a long period of tension. Their relations steadily improved after that time. Russia played a key role in selling advanced weapons and military technology to China. Both Russia and China began a regular series of Shanghai Cooperation Organization military exercises called “Peace Mission” in 2004. They have participated in joint naval exercises involving amphibious landings began near Guangdong in 2016, a bilateral exercise that took place in the Baltic in 2017, as well as China’s participation in Russia’s annual Tsentr exercise in 2019 – an effort which involved some 3,200 Chinese soldiers, more than 20 Chinese aircraft, and H-6K nuclear bombers. Joint exercises also took place in Russia’s Eastern Military District as part of the Vostok-2018 exercise.\(^42\)

China did not react formally to Russia’s first proposal for a military alliance in 2014, but China and Russia initiated a formal military cooperation road map for 2017-2020 in June 2017, after a meeting between their current Defense Ministers Chang Wanquan and Sergei Shoigu. The Chinese Ministry of Defense announced on June 29, 2020, that,

```
The roadmap makes top-level design and general plan for the military cooperation between China and Russia in 2017-2020. It shows the high level mutual trust and strategic cooperation; it is conducive for both sides to face new threats and challenges in the security field and to jointly safeguard regional peace and stability. In the next step, the two sides will formulate a concrete plan to promote the military cooperation.
```

Russia announced that, “the top-level talks will focus on the overall partnership and strategic cooperation…and a number of bilateral documents will be signed.” The Chinese
Ambassador to Russia stated in a newspaper interview on June 27, 2020, that “This is undoubtedly the most important event in bilateral relations this year…this visit is of great significance and it will surely inject a new impetus to the Sino-Russian relations…deepening bilateral relations is a strategic choice for both countries.” This rhetoric then exceeded the reality, but it is clear that the new U.S. strategy has to some extent united China and Russia in dealing with the U.S. and its strategic partners, particularly in the Pacific.\textsuperscript{43}

Other activities have included joint exercises in Korean and Japanese airspace involving the Russian A-50 airborne early warning and control aircraft, the Russian sale of the S-400 air defense system, the Su-27 fighter and key aircraft components and technology, and the possible sale of Su-35, and the advanced missile defense technology like the S-500 – although China’s public approach has remained guarded. An article in the \emph{Moscow Times} on October 23, 2019, announced that,\textsuperscript{44}

Russian President Vladimir Putin’s speech at the recent Valdai forum contained two fundamental points regarding China. His official confirmation that Russia is helping China to create a missile launch detection system got more attention, but of no little importance was Putin’s assessment of the state of Russian-Chinese relations: “This is an allied relationship in the full sense of a multifaceted strategic partnership.”

For a long time after Moscow and Beijing normalized their relationship in 1989, both countries rejected the very idea of alliances as only increasing tensions in various parts of the world. They carefully avoided using the word “ally” in regard to each other until relatively recently, when Russia began using it quite casually…China continues to avoid the term at an official level, preferring official wording about an “all-encompassing partnership and strategic interaction,” and insisting that relations with Russia are “the best they have ever been.”

Russia and China have increased cooperation in civil areas, like the Russian gas pipeline to China, although China has remained cautious talking about an alliance. An article in the \emph{Warsaw Institute Review} notes that,\textsuperscript{45}

The June 2019 “Joint Statement on Developing a Comprehensive Partnership of Strategic Coordination for a New Era,” states that in developing of their bilateral relations, Russia and China “refuse to forge an alliance, to confront and to act against third countries.” It also mentions a “strategic alliance” that does not, however, contain one crucial element of every alliance: the firm commitment to provide military assistance if one of the allies becomes a target. Although it is worth adding that the still valid Article 9 of the 2001 Sino-Russian Treaty of Good-Neighborliness and Friendly Cooperation states: “When a situation arises in which one of the contracting parties deems that peace is being threatened and undermined or its security interests are involved, or when it is confronted with the threat of aggression, the contracting parties shall immediately hold contacts and consultations in order to eliminate such threats.”

Nevertheless, there may be serious limits to the extent to which China and Russia will continue to cooperate and avoid competing for influence and control in their border areas, their “near abroad,” and in other regions. China’s military forces are steadily expanding to match China’s growing regional and global interests. China’s economy is having a growing impact in Central Asia, in its border area with Russia, and in other areas of Russian national interest such as the Arctic.

Another possible area of competition is the Sino-Russian cooperation is in the Arctic. Although they both have expanded joint cooperation to claim natural resources and Northern maritime routes in the race against other Arctic countries, China and Russia are still competing against each other. Russia recently accused one of its Arctic researchers for
spying and working with China to give sensitive information regarding underwater navigation. China and Russia share a common interest in competing against the West, but they both have their own inherent self-interests which may intervene with their cooperation with one another.

China may be particularly interested in the Arctic because it is developing improved Type 096 combat ships that it may start to deploy in 2022-2023, which are each armed with 24 JL-2 missiles. Launching against targets in the U.S. from the North Pole only involves ranges of 3,400 kilometers versus 11,800 kilometers from Shanghai. It should be noted, however, that if Russia grants China Type-096 missile submarine bases, this would seriously limit U.S. and Japanese capability to monitor Chinese transits or to attack such ships.

So far, China and Russia have been linked in Central Asia by their participation in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, have cooperated in dealing with Mongolia, have increased their number of joint exercises, and have increasingly cooperated in competing with the United States. China, however, has already become a far larger power than Russia in every dimension but the military one – and cooperative bodies like the Shanghai Cooperation Organization and a rising number of joint military exercises do not mean that they will not compete in the future.

**Competition, Confrontation, and Conflict will all be Global and Tied to Strategic Partners, Allies, Other States, and Non-State Actors**

Given these different key areas of interest – and the fact that their competition is often suddenly reshaped by events outside their control and key areas of interest – U.S., Chinese, and Russian military competition seems likely to continue to focus on strategic partnerships with state and non-state actors; to link military operations to economic activity; and to target gray zone and hybrid operations, third party or low-level uses of force, and irregular or asymmetric war tactics. Success in building up nuclear forces will be marginal at best given the near certainty that the other two powers will also successfully compete.

Building up U.S. deterrent and defense capabilities at theater, regional, and command level will remain important, but they will depend heavily on strategic partnerships as well as on military and economic relations with regional powers – rather than the relative size and capability of each nation’s army, navy, and air force. It is the expansion of economic power and political influence – linked to these local and regional capabilities for deterrence and the use of force – that will determine success over time.

**The Range and Nature of Engagement Is Also Changing**

It is clear from the previous analysis that range and nature of Chinese and Russian engagement with the U.S. is also changing. Russia is reestablishing its presence in the Mediterranean, Atlantic, Middle East, Central and South Asia; creating new bases; and working through other regimes, non-state actors, and mercenaries. China is becoming a major power in all of Asia and the Pacific. Both China and Russia make increasing use of arms exports for political and military leverage.

As the following chapters show, China and Russia are also developing new forms of joint all-domain warfare and of C4I as well as IS&R systems. They also are to some extent moving away from reliance on armor and combat aircraft. The previous chapters have described their advances
in hypersonic systems, but this is only part of a major shift towards precision strike systems – many of which are lighter, involve less cost and targetability, and make conventional land and air forces and major weapons platforms more vulnerable and do so at longer ranges of engagement.

DIA highlights the following Chinese developments in precision strike systems in its 2020 China Military Power report.48 Both the U.S. and Russia are developing families of similar systems – all of which can be transferred overtly to strategic partners and openly or covertly to third countries and non-state actors.

They not only illustrate the growing vulnerability of major weapons, high value targets, and concentrations of forces at every level and range, but they also demonstrate the extent to which all of the battle management systems and sensors, which can be linked together in joint all-domain operations, are changing the character of every aspect of conventional forces: 49

- **Short-Range Ballistic Missiles (300-1,000 km).** The PLARF has approximately 200 SRBM launchers and over 600 SRBMs. These missile systems include advanced variants with improved ranges and accuracy as well as more sophisticated payloads; earlier generations are being phased out and replaced by variants with true precision strike capability.

- **Medium-Range Ballistic Missiles (1,000-3,000 km).** The PLA fields approximately 150 conventional MRBMs launchers and more than 150 missiles which increase the range at which it can conduct precision strikes against land targets and naval ships operating out to the First Island Chain.

- **Intermediate-Range Ballistic Missiles (3,000-5,500 km).** The PLA’s DF-26 is a road-mobile, nuclear and conventional capable IRBM that is able to conduct near-precision strikes as far away from China as Guam in the Second Island Chain. The PLA has fielded approximately 200 IRBM launchers and more than 200 missiles. In conjunction with reconnaissance satellites, the PLAN’s expanding network of sky wave and surface wave over-the-horizon (OTH) systems provide warning and targeting capabilities at extended distances from China to support long-range precision strikes, including employment of ASBMs.

- **Land-Attack Cruise Missiles.** The PLA fields approximately 100 ground-launched LACMs launchers and more than 300 missiles for standoff precision strikes. The PLA continues to develop additional LACM-variants for deployment with the PLAN and PLAAF.

- **Anti-ship Cruise Missiles.** China deploys a wide range of advanced ASCMs, with the YJ-83 family of missiles the most numerous, and equipping the majority of China’s ships as well as multiple aircraft. China has also outfitted several ships with YJ-62 ASCMs. The YJ-18 is a long range, torpedo tube launched ASCM with a supersonic terminal sprint. It has likely replaced the older YJ-82 on Song, Yuan, and Shang class submarines.

- China claims its new Luyang III class DDGs and Renhai CGs have a vertically launched variant of the YJ-18. China has also developed the long range supersonic YJ-12 ASCM for the H-6 bomber. At a 2018 exhibition, China displayed a ship-to-ship variant of the YJ-12 called the YJ-12A and the ground launched anti-ship variant YJ-12B. China has deployed the YJ-12B to several outposts in the South China Sea. China carries the Russian SS-N-22 SUNBURN on two Russian-built Sovremenny class DDGs. Upgrades to two of the Sovremenny DDGs (Hulls 136 and 137) allow them to fire the YJ-12A. China also employs the Russian SS-N-27b SIZZLER on eight Russian built Kilo class submarines.

- **Ground Attack Munitions.** The PLAAF has a small number of tactical air-to-surface missiles (ASMs) as well as precision munitions; guidance options include satellite positioning, laser, electro-optic, and imaging infrared. China is developing or adapting a range of smaller ASMs and guided bombs for use on its expanding fleet of armed UAVs.

- **Anti-Radiation Weapons.** The PLA imported Israeli-made Harpy UAVs and Russian-made anti-radiation missiles during the 1990s. China is integrating the YJ-91, an indigenous version of the Russian Kh-31P (AS-17), into its fighter-bomber force and advertising the ASN-301 anti-radiation drone, an improved domestic variant of the Harpy.
• **Artillery-Delivered High Precision Munitions.** The PLA is fielding long-range rocket artillery systems with the range to strike targets within or even across the Taiwan Strait. The most common of these systems is the PHL-03 12x300 mm multiple-rocket launcher – similar to the Russian 9A52-2.

• **Anti-Radiation Weapons.** The PLA imported Israeli-made HARPY UAVs and Russian-made anti-radiation missiles during the 1990s. China is integrating the YJ-91, an indigenous version of the Russian Kh-31P (AS-17), into its fighter-bomber force and advertising the ASN-301 anti-radiation drone, an improved domestic variant of the HARPY.

• **Artillery-Delivered High Precision Munitions.** The PLA is fielding long-range rocket artillery systems with the range to strike targets within or even across the Taiwan Strait. The most common of these systems is the PHL-03 12x300 mm multiple-rocket launcher – similar to the Russian 9A52-2 SMERCH – with a 150 km range. Improved warheads for these rockets may include vertical penetrators and sensor-fused munitions.

As Iran’s precision missile strikes on key Saudi oil facilities have shown, along with the Houthi attacks on Saudi targets – and along with the Azerbaijani use of drones to help defeat Armenia – even limited transfers of such weapons can have a major impact. Coupled to the IS&R assets of the three major powers as well as the successful shifts to joint/all-domain forces, they are certain to fundamentally shift the nature of the competition in third country and non-state actor conventional forces over the next decade.

**Joint Integrated All-Domain Operations Are Shaping Chinese and Russian Forces as well as U.S. Forces**

Once again, the DIA analysis of Chinese forces describes a more formal approach to military modernization than is available in official U.S. and Russian statements, but one where a careful reading reveals many of the same goals and ideas summarized earlier for the U.S. and that are discussed in Russian military literature:

The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) sees emerging technologies as driving a shift to “intelligentized” warfare from today’s “informatized” way of war. PLA strategists broadly describe intelligentized warfare as the operationalization of artificial intelligence (AI) and its enabling technologies, such as cloud computing, big data analytics, quantum information, and unmanned systems, for military applications. These technologies, according to PRC leaders—including Chairman Xi Jinping—represent a “Revolution in Military Affairs” for which China must undertake a whole-of-government approach to secure critical economic and military advantages against advanced militaries.

China seeks to lead the shift to “intelligentized warfare” through its Military-Civil Fusion (MCF) Development Strategy and by reforming both its research and development (R&D) as well as strategy and doctrine organizations. In 2015, the PRC elevated MCF to a national strategy, and it continues to establish new organizations and promulgate policies to drive development of dual-use technologies and further integrate civilian and military administration. In 2017, the PLA reorganized its military research and education institutes to synchronize advances in emerging technologies with the development of new operational concepts. The Academy of Military Science (AMS), which has traditionally been responsible for writing new doctrine, now oversees several PLA science and technology institutes.

The PLA argues that the implementation of “intelligentized” capabilities will increase the speed of future combat, necessitating more rapid processing and fusing of information to support quick and efficient command decision making. Victory in future warfare, according to PLA strategists, will depend upon which side can more quickly and effectively observe, orient, decide, and act in an increasingly dynamic operating environment. As a result, China is pursuing new technologies like AI to support future military capabilities, such as autonomous command and control (C2) systems, more sophisticated and predictive operational planning, and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) fusion. In addition, the PLA is developing more capable command information systems and decision aids for battlefield commanders. Future command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems will
seek to use AI to collect, fuse, and transmit big data for more effective battlespace management and to generate optimal courses of action.

PLA strategists recognize the importance of information superiority during a conflict. The PLA has emphasized the need for the capabilities to target and degrade adversary command and control systems and future AI systems. As such, the PLA plans to employ technologies associated with intelligentized warfare to support the deployment of autonomous unmanned systems and conduct information operations (IO). PRC weapons developers are researching new unmanned aerial, surface, sub-surface, and ground vehicles that will enable new operational concepts and require new C2 models. The PLA is pursuing greater autonomy for unmanned platforms, to include swarm intelligence and manned-unmanned teaming capabilities, to provide more lethal kinetic and nonkinetic strike options that can saturate adversary defenses as well as more survivable and long-distance ISR capabilities, among other applications. The PLA also intends to improve its cyber and electronic warfare (EW) capabilities through AI-assisted network vulnerability analysis, countermeasure identification, and electromagnetic spectrum management.

PLA discussions of “intelligentized warfare” also acknowledge the difficulties of developing future technologies and implementing new capabilities. The delegation of decision-making authorities to lower echelons may run counter to the PLA’s traditionally hierarchical and centralized C2 structure. The PLA’s ability to leverage big data will depend upon its ability to obtain large quantities of high-quality data on foreign militaries. Additionally, the complexity of future conflict probably will challenge the PLA to recruit, train, and retain the highly competent and technically proficient personnel necessary to understand and operate future “intelligentized” systems.

**Chinese and Russian Competition with the United States at Gray Area, Hybrid, and Indirect Levels**

The first chapter in this analysis has already provided lists of the many areas where China and Russia are competing with the United States in the military sector and in broader civil military campaigns. As the two corresponding chronologies that support this analysis demonstrate, however, there are a wide range of other areas where China and Russia are investing military resources and asserting their power – each of which the U.S. must address.

As the corresponding Burke Chair Chronology on Chinese Gray Zone Activities demonstrates, China is pursuing multiple campaigns that compete with the United States at the military level, a few include:

**Maritime Campaign**

April 12, 2012: Philippines and Chinese naval vessels confront one another off the Scarborough Shoal reef in the South China Sea, which may have significant reserves of oil and gas.

November 2013: China says it has established a new Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) over an area of the East China Sea, covering disputed islands controlled by Japan and a disputed South Korean-controlled rock.

November 2016: PLAAF begins sorties to circumnavigate the island—frequently involving H-6K bomber aircraft flying through the Bashi Channel, south of Taiwan.

These flights serve two roles: they provide training for aircrews in conducting longer-distance sorties for a potential future conflict over Taiwan; and they also serve a propaganda role, with “island encirclement” sorties promoted in state media as part of a psychological warfare campaign to intimidate residents of Taiwan.

February 9-10, 2020: PLA naval and air forces conducted joint drills in waters to the south of Taiwan. PRC state media explicitly linked the drills to the U.S. visit of Taiwan Vice President-elect Lai.

**Africa Campaign**

February 2017: China opened a military base in Djibouti to monitor exports and imports that pass through the Bab el-Mandeb strait. This base also allows China to maintain a naval force in the regions.
April 2017: China contributed to counterpiracy operation in the Gulf of Aden by deploying its 28th naval escort task forces in the region.

The corresponding Burke Chair *Chronology on Russian Activities* also lists the many Russian campaigns that use gray zone tactics at the military level to compete with the United States, such as:

**Broader West/EU Campaign**

*June 11, 2020:* Russian combat jets have flown training missions over the Baltic Sea in parallel with NATO’s BALTOPS 2020 drills.

**Western Border Campaign**

*June 5, 2000:* Latvia’s admission to NATO may prompt the deployment of 300,000 Russian troops in Belarus near the Latvian border.

*February 27, 2014:* Unmarked “green” armed men invade Crimea and raise Russian flag and Putin gains parliamentary approval to invade Ukraine.

**Syrian Campaign**

*September 2015:* Russia carries first airstrike in Syria claiming to target ISIS but attacking mostly anti-Assad rebels.

**Sino-Relations Campaign**

*January 27, 2020:* Russia delivers S-400 to China.

**Africa Campaign**

Russia has deployed 200 mercenaries to Mozambique to fight ISIS.

*October 24, 2019:* Nigeria signs contract with Russia for 12 Mi-35 helicopter gunships.

*September 2019:* Moscow backs Hifter’s forces in Libya, the Kremlin sees Libya as an ideological platform to discredit the West. While Russia is supporting the warlord Khalifa Hifter, who is also backed by the UAE and Egypt, Turkey is supporting the U.N. installed government in the Libyan capital, Tripoli. Turkey has made investments in Libya for gas drilling rights and a compensation deal before the civil war broke out.

China is pursuing a targeted campaign in the East and South China Sea surrounding its immediate geographical zone. Specifically, China has recently been increasing its pressure on Japan regarding the legitimacy of the Senkaku Islands by continuously deploying patrol ships and harassing Japanese fishing vessels. Meanwhile, the South China Sea offers coveted fisheries and gas reserves— which China, Taiwan, Vietnam, Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Brunei are all vying to claim.

With China rapidly creating artificial islands while the U.S. houses its navy bases in Japan, the Philippines, and Guam, this is a region of high importance as it offers a probability that unforeseen actions could cause China and the United States to stumble into a high-level conflict. Whether an accidental collision occurs between a Chinese and U.S. ship, or if the U.S. affirms its commitment to aid Taiwan in a dispute with China, the volatile region needs to be given a high priority.

Russia is currently investing a significant amount of private military contractors (PMCs) and resources into Libya. The country has become a regional backwash for Egypt, Turkey, Russia, and a mix of European powers. In bringing up Libya, this analysis does not recommend U.S. intervention, however, it raises the concern that the U.S. has become irrelevant in the matter, especially with Trump’s announcement supporting Hifter instead of the UN-backed government. Russia’s involvement in Libya – including covertly flying fighter jets and sending in mercenaries
– demonstrates a high Russian priority for the future of Libya, as such, it should be carefully observed by the United States.

Russia has also heavily invested in Syria. Despite the variety of actors in the region, the U.S. withdrawal did create a significant power vacuum that Russia and allied Syrian forces filled. Russia is strengthening its ties with the Kurdish SDF forces and creating a major base in Eastern Syria. Not only will the U.S. withdrawal affect the power dynamics in Syria, but it will also have ripple effects across the Middle East.

It is important to note that the U.S. does not have the resources or capabilities to give the same level of attention to every geographic area in competing with Russia and China. Fortunately, the U.S. still has far more strategic partners, and Russia and China are also preoccupied with their own geographic priorities, specifically, in their own near abroad. China is worried about its Uighur population and the possible radicalization from any connections forming in Afghanistan or the Middle East. Meanwhile, Russia has feuding neighbors in its backyard as Armenia and Azerbaijan are actively at odds over the Nagorno-Karabakh region.

**Tailoring Forces to Meet the Real Needs of Competition with China and Russia: Focusing on the Major U.S. Combatant Commands**

The ability to tailor forces to a specific strategic task – including gray area and hybrid operations with the ability to win without directly fighting – should be the focus of most actual uses of military force in competing with China and Russia. Where direct clashes do occur, the tactical abilities of relatively small forces will generally determine the outcome. Allied state, enemy state, and non-state actors will evolve to play a critical and sometimes dominant role.

Accordingly, U.S. national security strategy should shift to place a primary focus on gray area and limited joint operations at lower levels of conflict. It should do so by focusing on strengthening the role of U.S. combatant commands rather than focusing on the priorities of each military service. It should focus on meeting U.S. strategic objectives in the areas where active competition can take place in spite of the limits imposed by deterrence.

The U.S. has established eleven major commands to deal with such competition on a joint level. Six focus on geographic regions. Each describes its primary mission in different levels of detail, but it is clear that they are the primary commands where real world competition will actually occur, and they should take in the full account of the role of strategic partners, other countries, and non-state actors.

The six key combatant commands include: 52

- **European Command** which focuses on the Russian threat in Europe and building up NATO capabilities. It executes a full range of multi-domain operations in coordination with allies and partners to support NATO, deter Russia, assist in the defense of Israel, enable global operations, and counter trans-national threats in order to defend the Homeland forward and fortify Euro-Atlantic security. Should deterrence fail, USEUCOM is prepared to fight alongside allies and partners to prevail in any conflict.

- **Indo-Pacific Command** which focuses on China, Asia, and the India Ocean. With allies and partners, the command is committed to enhancing stability in the Asia-Pacific region by promoting security cooperation, encouraging peaceful development, responding to contingencies, deterring aggression, and, when necessary, fighting to win. This approach is based on partnership, presence, and military readiness.

- **Central Command** which focuses on the Middle East, Egypt, Central Asia, and the threat from Iran and extremist groups like ISIS. Its key priorities are deterring Iran, negotiating resolution of the conflict in
Afghanistan, maintaining a defeat-ISIS campaign in Syria and Iraq, countering the UAS Threat, and “weaponization” of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) and Refugees.

- **Africa Command** which focuses on Africa, building military stability and dealing with extremist threats, and building up strategic partnership with African States. It supports African partner nations in multiple ways by working with, and through local partners and allies to combat transnational threats and minimize the malign influence of non-African powers.

- **Northern Command** which focuses on the homeland defense of the United States, North America, and strategic partnerships with Canada and Mexico. USNORTHCOM plans, organizes, and executes homeland defense and civil support missions, but has few permanently assigned forces. The command is assigned forces whenever needed. Its area of operations includes air, land, and sea approaches and encompasses the continental United States, Alaska, Canada, Mexico and the surrounding water out to approximately 500 nautical miles. It also includes the Gulf of Mexico, the Straits of Florida, portions of the Caribbean region to include the Bahamas, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The commander of USNORTHCOM is responsible for theater security cooperation with Canada, Mexico, and the Bahamas.

- **Southern Command** which focuses on the stability of Central and South America, regional strategic partnerships, and the role of outside powers in this region. It provides contingency planning, operations, and security cooperation in its assigned Area of Responsibility which includes Central America, South America, and the Caribbean (except U.S. commonwealths, territories, and possessions). It deters aggression, defeats threats, rapidly responds to crises, and builds regional capacity, working with our allies, partner nations, and U.S. government (USG) team members to enhance security and defend the U.S. homeland and our national interests.

The U.S. also has five functional commands that mix combat roles with the support of the regional commands:53

- **Strategic Command** which operates globally to deter and fight nuclear wars and other strategic attacks on the U.S., provides extended deterrence for regional commands, and has both nuclear and long-range conventional strike capabilities. Its mission is to deter strategic attack and employ forces, as directed, to guarantee the security of the U.S. and its allies. The command’s assigned responsibilities include strategic deterrence; nuclear operations; space operations; joint electronic spectrum operations; global strike; missile defense; and analysis and targeting.

USSTRATCOM’s forces and capabilities underpin and enable all other Joint Force operations. It combines the synergy of the U.S. legacy nuclear command and control mission with responsibility for space operations, global strike, and global missile defense. This dynamic command gives national leadership a unified resource for greater understanding of specific threats around the world and the means to respond to those threats rapidly. The Global Operations Center is responsible for the global situational awareness of the Commander, USSTRATCOM, and is the mechanism by which the U.S. exercises operational command and control of the Nation’s global strategic forces.

- **Space Command** which helps provide deterrence, support U.S. and allied forces with IS&R capabilities, and provide space combat power. USSPACECOM involves four distinct areas of focus:

  1. Deter Aggression/Conflict: USSPACECOM strengthens our national deterrence through the provision of space warfighting options that preserve U.S. and Allied competitive advantage and promote security and stability.

  2. Defend U.S./Allied Interests: If deterrence fails, USSPACECOM, in coordination with allied and joint force commanders and inter-agency partners, will lead the protection and defense of our combined interests in the space domain.

  3. Deliver Space Combat Power: USSPACECOM is committed to preserving and expanding space combat power to enable joint and combined force success.

  4. Develop Ready and Lethal Joint Warfighters: USSPACECOM will improve the development of joint space operations forces and capabilities to enhance space warfighting readiness and lethality while accelerating the integration of space capabilities into other warfighting forces.
• **Cyber Command** which has three main focus areas: Defending U.S. cyber operations, providing cyber support to combatant commanders for execution of their missions around the world, and strengthening U.S. ability to withstand and respond to cyberattack. The Command unifies the direction of cyberspace operations; strengthens DoD cyberspace capabilities; integrates and bolsters DoD's cyber expertise; improves DoD's capabilities to operate resilient, reliable information and communication networks; counter cyberspace threats; and assure access to cyberspace. It is designing the cyber force structure, training requirements and certification standards that will enable the Services to build the cyber force required to execute our assigned missions. The command also works closely with interagency and international partners in executing these critical missions.

• **Special Operations Command** which oversees the special forces components of each service on a joint operations basis and coordinates with civil intelligence operations. It develops and employs fully capable Special Operations Forces to conduct global special operations and activities as part of the Joint Force to support persistent, networked, and distributed Combatant Command operations and campaigns against state and non-state actors to protect and advance U.S. policies and objectives.

• **Transportation Command** which provides a wide range of transportation and supply capabilities for all U.S. military forces. It conducts globally integrated mobility operations, leads the broader Joint Deployment and Distribution Enterprise, and provides enabling capabilities.

It is the joint capabilities of these commands – not the actions of each separate military service – that will determine U.S. success in competing with China and Russia. They will have to deal with most of the real-world military threats from gray area, hybrid warfare, and actual Chinese and Russian military operations. Their expertise will determine U.S. success in developing and managing strategic partnerships, produce much of the specialized intelligence that is required, and provide the military side of integrated approaches to joint civil-and military competition.

The ways in which the U.S. shifts its strategy and national security resources to best address these commands and tasks will determine both its overall success and its relative capability to address the impact of the Coronavirus crisis.

**Creating Strategy-Driven Plans, Programs, and Budgets**

At the same time, the U.S. clearly needs to make serious efforts to revitalize the U.S. planning, programming, and budgeting system. It needs to develop serious Future Year Defense Plans that are supported by net assessments and that treat strategic partners as real partners. The U.S. now creates some elements of such efforts by command and deals with given strategic goals, but it does not have an effective system for strategic competition or for implementing its declared national strategy.

The United States, the Department of Defense, and the U.S. intelligence community need to do far more than simply talk about strategy-driven budgets and then fund the shopping lists of the military services. They do need to create effective deterrents to nuclear and large-scale or theater wide conflicts, but effective military competition with China and Russia will require them to focus on gray area, hybrid, and lower levels of military activity. It also requires a focus on joint operations – including civil-military operations – which should be Command and not Service-driven.

This need for reform is particularly important because the U.S. is dealing with a potential peer rival in China and with an adversary in Russia – that has far less economic power and ability to fund military forces but still poses a wide range of separate threats and is a massive nuclear power. As the following chapters show, the U.S. faces a period of sustained long-term strategic military, economic, and civil competition that has no clear end, short of a transformation of virtually the entire political, security, and economic system in each state.
**Allied Engagement and Open-Source Information Warfare**

Finally, the U.S. must look beyond its own military capabilities. It cannot withdraw from regional engagements, focus on burden sharing, and concentrate on deterring and fighting higher level conflicts. Most of its gray area and hybrid engagements will involve acting in concert with strategic partners and third countries to counter Chinese and Russian actions, limit their ability to intervene and carry out spoiler operations, and establish local and regional levels of security and stability. In some cases, this will mean acting preemptively. In most cases, it will mean responding quickly and effectively rather than letting a Chinese or Russian initiative gain momentum and effectiveness.

Here, the U.S. needs to make two major changes to its current operations. First, it needs to show consistent support for its strategic partnerships and reestablish a high level of trust in U.S. willingness to act. The lack of U.S. consistency has become a seriously liability, as has the U.S. emphasis on the volume of allied defense spending and arms transfers rather than creating stable and effective military capabilities. The U.S does not need to minimize overseas deployments – it needs to make them effective.

As the data in Chapter VIII of this analysis show (located on pp. 145-154), America’s strategic partners already are spending a great deal on defense. NATO Europe, for example, spends far more on military forces than Russia. The data in Chapter VIII show that NATO reports that its European countries spent over $284 billion on military forces, while experts put Russian spending at some $62 billion. Meanwhile, Australian, Japanese, and Korean spending is already a substantial offset to China.

Developing stable and effective common security efforts can make both U.S. and allied spending more effective and almost certainly accomplish far more than random demands that partners spend more without any clear sense of direction or clear pattern of lasting U.S. commitments. How much a country spends is clearly important, but what they can actually buy with that spending determines real world military capability.

The second change is to use open-source and public reporting to counter Chinese and Russian gray area and hybrid operations. The Department of Defense, the U.S. intelligence community, the U.S. commands, and the U.S. State Department should identify and publicize Chinese and Russian gray area and hybrid activities as soon as they become apparent. They should establish open-source reporting that shows the patterns in – and the history of – such operations in order to make it impossible for China and Russia to carry them out as covert or indirect efforts.

Here, the work of the DIA in its annual reports on *Chinese Military Power*, the State Department’s Global Engagement Center’s work in exposing disinformation threats, and the portions of recent speeches by senior Administration officials on Chinese competition (which are cited in Chapter VII of this analysis) are good examples of reporting that needs to be far broader, far more detailed, and far more convincing. The Global Engagement Center’s recent *Special Report: Pillars of Russia’s Disinformation and Propaganda Ecosystem* is one of the few examples of a meaningful U.S. government effort to seriously address the kind of civil gray area activities that pose a growing threat.$^{54}$

Some aspects of unclassified information warfare do touch upon sensitive sources and methods, and they do need to be addressed on a more covert basis. In general, however, exposing such Chinese and Russian activities; denying both countries the capability to carry out covert
disinformation and cyber campaigns; giving transparency to their more covert multidomain activities; and publicizing arms sales, deployments, and efforts to assert territorial, maritime, and airspace claims are all examples of areas where public exposure can be an effective weapon against Chinese and Russian actions.

While the U.S. did take a clear public position on Chinese activities in the South China Sea in July 2020, it has been far too passive in making such efforts to date. In this case, the natural tendencies to classify and to avoid public challenges are both counterproductive and deprive the U.S. of a key tool in countering China and Russia. This becomes all too clear the moment one looks for such reporting or attempts to examine the lack of such content in DoD, State, and combatant command websites.
Competing in Military and National Security Spending

The need to improve U.S. military planning, programming, and budgeting is only part of the story. The U.S. has done far too little to examine the comparative structure, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of U.S., Chinese, and Russian military and national security spending. This analysis addresses these issues in four parts. This chapter addresses relative defense and military spending; the next chapter addresses relative economic strength; the following chapter addresses competition in areas like technology and manufacturing; and the final chapter explores U.S., Chinese, and Russian competition in creating strategic partners, other allies, playing a role in third countries, and dealing with non-state actors.

While the next chapter examines the relative size of the entire U.S., Chinese, and Russian economies and their impact on the ability to compete in both civil and military terms, economic power is only one aspect of such competition. The size of China and Russia’s national economy does have a major impact on each country’s military capability and does help determine how much a given country can spend on military forces. However, so does the level and type of control that a national leadership can exercise in allocating economic resources to military competition. Many experts feel that both China and Russia’s leaderships have a greater capability to spend – and spend efficiently – in “peacetime” and in prolonged periods of competition than the United States, and also that Russia and China are actively exploiting this advantage in practice.

This may, or may not, give China and Russia more capability to sustain current levels of military and national security spending during the entire Coronavirus crisis and in its immediate aftermath. Both regimes are notably less transparent in reporting their expenditures and less sensitive to public demands. In contrast, both the transparency of a democratic system and the perception that the Coronavirus crisis is a civil crisis rather than a gray zone operation or military challenge have already led some U.S. politicians to call for cuts in the FY2021 defense budget. The role of strategic partners and allies is a key issue, and one that needs to be kept in perspective in addressing the direct comparisons of military spending in this chapter and of economic strength in the chapters that follow. Important as direct comparisons are, serious questions emerge as to how well China and Russia can compete with the U.S. over time in modernizing the overall force structures on each side, given the much higher levels of military spending in the United States, Europe, and Asia.

Both the official and outside estimates that follow indicate that both China and Russia are now spending far less than the U.S. alone, and cannot approach the total spending levels of the U.S. and its strategic partners. There are, however, serious questions about the validity of such estimates, and how the resources of each mix of a superpower and its partners will evolve over time. This again highlights the need for far more accurate and detailed comparisons of such spending and how they impact the relative capability to compete.

Underreporting and Underestimation of Chinese and Russian Spending

One key problem is that the U.S. and other governments provide so little official unclassified data on their estimates of Chinese and Russian spending. The U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) does provide some data, but its reporting is not consistent, does not provide any detail on how the total funds are spent, and does not define or provide data that support consistent trend analysis.
Aside from that, most other governments focus almost exclusively on force size rather than comparative spending.

A variety of NGOs have produced more detailed estimates, but all recognize that such estimates have major uncertainties and are not based on access to anything like the data available to national intelligence communities. Most outside analysts (and national intelligence experts) also believe that China and Russia have long deliberately understated their military spending, particularly in terms of procurement spending and spending on related technology. At the same time, such experts differ over the figures involved, and the range of different estimates is striking. Like the data that compare the total size of national economies in the next chapter, no source is clearly right, and every source that actually makes its own estimates produces different results.

**Chart Fourteen** provides examples of some of the best NGO estimates. It compares the trends in U.S., Chinese, and Russian spending based on estimates by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) in constant 2018 $US millions. These estimates differ from the official estimates issued by each country and reflect the fact that SIPRI examined the official estimates in detail, tried to make them truly comparable, and attempted to correct for the assumption that China and Russia underreport their national security spending.55

If one examines the patterns in the SIPRI estimates of U.S., Chinese, and Russian spending in current $US billions,

- SIPRI estimates that total Chinese military spending in 2019 in current U.S. dollars to be $261.082 billion. This compares with an estimate of $10.085 billion in 1990, $22.930 billion in 2000, and $115.712 billion in 2010. This is clearly the most massive increase in military spending in modern history.

- SIPRI estimates that total Russian military spending in 2019 in current U.S. dollars to be $65.103 billion. This compares with an estimate of $10.085 billion in 1993 – the first year for which an estimate for Russia is available – $9.228 for 2000, and $58.720 billion for 2010. While SIPRI does not report spending for the Former Soviet Union (FSU), the defense spending cut from the FSU’s total spending to the Russian Federation’s total is clearly one of the most massive decreases in military spending in modern history.

- SIPRI estimates that total U.S. military spending in 2019 in current U.S. dollars to be $731.751 billion. This compares with an estimate of $325.129 billion in 1990, $320.086 billion in 2000, and $738.005 billion in 2010. U.S. spending did drop sharply after the end of the Cold War, rose again because of the wars in the Gulf and Afghanistan, and is now rising because of spending tied to competition with China and Russia.

**Chart Fifteen** and **Chart Sixteen** show how SIPRI estimates compare with another leading source of military spending estimates. **Chart Fifteen** shows that the International Institute of Strategic Studies (IISS) estimates that China’s officially reported military budget was only $181 billion (80% of the IISS estimate for its actual total expenditures of $225 billion). Russia’s official military budget was only $48.2 billion (78% of total expenditures) and that it estimates Russia’s actual military expenditures in 2019 to be $61.6 billion. In contrast the U.S. official military budget was $685 billion (94% of total expenditures) and that its actual military expenditures in 2019 were estimated to be $730 billion.

**Chart Sixteen** compares the IISS data for the official budgets for 2019, the IISS estimate of actual expenditure, and the SIPRI estimate. The differences are not radical, but it is clear that even the grossest estimates indicate that the data are lacking to make reliable estimates of each nation’s spending levels and financial effort to compete.
(Constant 2018 $US Millions)

* The 1990 and 1991 data for Russia are missing because no estimate is possible for the FSU/Russia.
Chart Fifteen: IISS Estimates of Military Spending and Effort 2017-2019

($US Current Billions)

Chart Sixteen: Comparative IISS and SIPRI Estimates of Total Defense Spending and Percent of GDP in 2019

**Chinese and Russian Underreporting of Military Spending and the Burden It Places on the Russian and Chinese Economy**

Military spending as a percent of GDP is another measure of the ability to compete, but it too raises serious uncertainties. Like to previous comparisons of defense and military spending, the estimates of the burden that military spending places on the total size of the Russian and Chinese economies as a percent of GDP in Chart Seventeen and Chart Eighteen seem to sharply underreport the real burdens that their military and other national security spending place on their respective economies.

Russia is almost certainly underreporting the real burden that its military spending places on its economy – particularly its spending on new weaponry, investment in weapons-related research and design, and the modernization and repair of existing weaponry. The budget also places major expenditures into future years. As a result, the real annual budget and burden on the GDP may well be 25% to 40% higher than the 2.9% to 3.9% shown in Chart Seventeen.

Although Russia was reported to spend about only $60 billion per year on its defense spending in 2019 as shown in Chart Thirteen, Russia’s procurement of weapons – such as the development of hypersonic weapons and the S-500 – and support of over a million personnel would cost significantly more. Some sources estimate that if Russian spending is estimated in purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rates, Russia could have spent close to $150 to $180 annually in the past five years on its defense spending.56

Chinese underreporting is almost certainly even greater than that of Russia. The IISS estimate of Chinese military spending in 2019 as a percent of GDP in Chart Eighteen is only 1.28% and is drawn from Chinese official reporting. These percentages are almost certainly far too low. The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) estimated that Chinese spending was at least $250 billion in its FY2021 budget submission, and DIA reporting made it clear that this figure – like the SIPRI estimate of $261 billion – might still be too low because Chinese reporting omits large amounts of R&D, procurement, and other spending.

The Chinese estimates were also planned to remain low in 2020 in the period before the Coronavirus hit. The Chinese budget estimate for 2020 was 1.19 trillion Yuan or $176 billion US dollars, and it was stated to be below 2% of the GDP.57 Nevertheless, the relevant portions of the official Chinese white paper from which they are drawn – in China’s National Defense in a New Era, July 2019 – does provide some insights into how China describes its spending efforts and its level of competition in spite of the Coronavirus crisis:

> China attends to both development and security. It is making an integrated effort to build a prosperous country and a strong military, and striving for the coordinated development of national defense and the economy. Following the principle of building the armed forces through diligence and thrift, China takes into consideration the development of the economy and the demands of national defense, decides on the appropriate scale and composition of defense expenditure, and manages and applies these funds in accordance with law.

> Since reform and opening-up, China has increased its defense expenditure from a level of sustainability to moderate growth. On the whole, defense expenditure has grown in tandem with the growth of the national economy and government expenditure. Defense expenditure as a percentage of GDP has fallen from a peak of 5.43% in 1979 to 1.26% in 2017. It has remained below 2% for the past three decades. Defense expenditure as a percentage of government expenditure was 17.37% in 1979 and 5.14% in 2017, a drop of more than 12 percentage points. The figures are on a clear downward trend.
In the new era, to keep pace with the country’s modernization, China is focusing on building a fortified national defense and a strong military commensurate with the country’s international standing, and its national security and development interests. China is striving to narrow the gap between its military and the world’s leading militaries, and make up the deficiencies in the military’s capabilities in modern warfare. Defense expenditure is growing steadily and the breakdown of spending is being continuously optimized.

In terms of usage, China’s defense expenditure is assigned to three sectors – personnel, training and sustainment, and equipment. Personnel expenses mainly cover the salaries, allowances, food, bedding, clothing, insurance, subsides and pensions for officers, non-ranking officers, soldiers and contracted civilians, as well as retirees supported from the defense budget. Training and sustainment expenses mainly cover training of the troops, institutional education, construction and maintenance of installations and facilities, and other expenditure on routine consumables. Equipment expenses mainly cover R&D, testing, procurement, repairs, maintenance, transport and the storage of weaponry and equipment. In terms of scope, defense expenditure covers all active forces, reserve forces and militia.

Since 2012, the increase in defense expenditure has been primarily spent for the following purposes:

1. Adapting to national economic and social development, improving the wellbeing of service personnel, ensuring regular increases in military salaries, and bettering the working, training and living conditions of the troops;
2. Increasing input in weaponry and equipment development, phasing out the outdated, upgrading the old, and developing and procuring the new, such as aircraft carriers, fighters, missiles and main battle tanks, to steadily modernize weaponry and equipment;
3. Deepening national defense and military reform, supporting major reforms in military leadership and command systems, force structure and composition, and policies and institutions;
4. Supporting training in real combat conditions, enhancing strategic-level training, joint training at TCs’ level and training of services and arms, and improving the conditions for simulated, networked and force-on-force training; and
5. Supporting diverse military tasks including the UNPKOs, vessel protection operations, humanitarian assistance operations and disaster relief efforts.

From 2012 to 2017, China’s defense expenditure increased from RMB669.192 billion to RMB1,043.237 billion. China’s GDP and government expenditure grew at average rates of 9.04% and 10.43% respectively, calculated on the price of the indicated years, while its defense expenditure increased by an average of 9.42%. Defense expenditure accounted for 1.28% of GDP and 5.26% of government expenditure on average. The percentage of China’s defense expenditure in GDP remained stable and grew in coordination with the increase of government expenditure.

China applies strict mechanisms of fiscal allocation and budget management on its defense expenditure. It pursues a level of defense spending that is demand-oriented, planning-led and consistent with its capacity. It endeavors to strengthen unified management, coordinate existing and incremental expenditure, gradually practice cost-effectiveness management, and steadily press ahead with reform that is centered on efficacy and efficiency. To improve and strengthen budget management, China’s armed forces are extending reform of the centralized collection and payment of military funds, accelerating standardization in relation to defense expenditure, and improving the management of assets and funds.

It is important to note that some other NGO and think tank estimates of China’s military spending also go far higher than those issued by the IISS and SIPRI. A study by CSIS’ China Power Project, “What Does China Really Spend on Its Military?” in 2019 highlights these issues. It provides the comparisons of official Chinese and NGO estimates shown in Chart Fourteen and Chart Fifteen, and notes that,^58^ There is no universally accepted standard for reporting military spending. While international mechanisms exist, such as the UN Report on Military Expenditures, participation is voluntary. This allows governments to report their expenditure with varying degrees of detail. China joined the UN instrument in 2007, but it remains less transparent than many countries...The Chinese government reports expenditure information
In March 2019, China’s Ministry of Finance announced a yearly budget of 1.19 trillion yuan ($177.5 billion), marking a 7.5 percent increase from the 2018 budget of 1.11 trillion yuan ($167.4 billion). This follows a recent trend that has seen yearly percent increases in spending fall to single digits.

Yet, how much China actually spends on its military is widely debated. The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) estimates the overall 2018 figure at $250 billion and the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) puts the number at $209 billion in 2017. The US Department of Defense (DoD) concludes that China’s 2018 defense budget likely exceeded $200 billion.

The 2019 Report to Congress by the U.S-China Economic and Security Review Commission in November 2019 summarizes the state of China’s reporting as follows:

China’s official budget is not transparent. Authoritative observers note that one cannot accept China’s official figures at face value due to Beijing’s provision of only top-line numbers and omission of major defense-related expenditures, such as research and development and foreign arms purchases… For these reasons, Phillip C. Saunders, director of the National Defense University’s Center for the Study of Chinese Military Affairs, estimated in testimony to the Commission that the actual budget is likely $30 billion to $50 billion more than officially reported.

The Department of Defense added an additional 25 percent to China’s official budget numbers from 2012 to 2017 in its report to Congress on China’s military, and well-regarded think tanks have estimated China’s military budget to be a full 40 to 50 percent larger than what the central government officially reports. According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, China’s estimated overall defense expenditure in 2018 was $250 billion, larger than the combined sums of Saudi Arabia, India, and France (the world’s third, fourth, and fifth top spenders, respectively). This figure amounted to 1.9 percent of China’s gross domestic product and 5.5 percent of government spending that year.

… Even accepting its official numbers, the growth of China’s defense spending for 2019 will exceed its 2019 announced economic growth rate target of 6 to 6.5 percent—a figure some observers believe is itself overstated. Whether calculated by official or estimated growth rates, China’s defense spending has outpaced overall economic growth most years since General Secretary Xi assumed power—a remarkable fact reflecting the high priority Beijing assigns to its military in the face of other demands on government resources.

There are experts who feel China’s actual spending levels are far higher than those made by SIPRI, the IISS, and the DIA. An estimate by Frederico Bartels of the Heritage Foundation calculates Chinese spending in PPP terms and includes all of the categories that are missing from Chinese estimates. He puts the total at 87% of U.S. spending. These higher estimates should not be disregarded because they depart from other estimates. U.S experts consistently underestimated the actual level of Russian spending throughout the Cold War, and the U.S. sharply increased its percent estimates of the size of the Former Soviet Union’s military efforts after its collapse when the full scale of the FSU’s effort became clear.

These issues make the development of better estimates of comparative military spending that are directly comparable a critical area for better U.S. analysis of strategic competition – and every area of U.S. defense spending. This is particularly true, given the different pressures the Coronavirus crisis is now putting on the U.S. relative to China and Russia.
military and national security structures and budgets that shape U.S., Russian, and Chinese competition.
Chart Seventeen: Chinese Official Reporting on Its Military Spending Effort


**Measuring the Quality and Efficiency of U.S. Defense Spending**

Total spending is also only one critical question that needs to be addressed in improving U.S. strategy and capability to compete. It is probably even more important to be able to understand the relative efficiency in which each power uses its defense resources. Unfortunately, there has been remarkably little to no available net assessments on how well the U.S., China, and Russia spend their money or on how efficient their systems are in supporting given aspects of military forces and competition in national security.

It is far from clear which nation spends most efficiently. The annual Congressional Budget Office (CBO) studies of the trends and cost escalation in U.S. defense spending are not reassuring in indicating how well the U.S. competes. Neither are the many Inspector General, General Accountability Office, or Congressional studies on the defense spending in key areas.

The U.S. Army’s failures in its Future Combat Systems effort, the U.S. Navy’s cost escalation and delays in ship building, the U.S. Air Force’s problems with the F-22 and F-35, and the long past delays in key areas of the Marine Corps modernizations raise questions as well. So do the major rises in operation and maintenance (O&M) and contracting costs, as well as the specialized areas like military health care and the Veteran’s programs.

The lack of any clear effort to go beyond the endless annual claims by the Department of Defense (DoD) that it is again reorganizing, becoming more inefficient, and reducing costs – but then also asking for yet another increase in defense spending – are not a substitute for comparative analysis.

**Linking Defense Spending to Economic Competition and Its Impact on Military and Strategic Competition**

Much depends on how well each state uses all its military and economic assets to compete. The two chronologies that support this analysis show that Russia and China have long used their economic power to directly serve their strategic interests while the U.S. has rarely done so. In most cases, the Coronavirus crisis is also likely to make China and Russia put more emphasis on such forms of competition, not hinder their ability.

There has never been a clear separation between Chinese and Russian developments of their civil economies and their investments in military spending and development. It is scarcely surprising that many aspects of Chinese and Russian economic activity support their regional military efforts. China’s “Belt and Road” (BRI) efforts are a good example. Both China’s strategic position and its economy benefits from many BRI activities ranging from new Indian Ocean ports to building up a major business, construction, or infrastructure presence in a given country that can provide China strategic influence as well as economic opportunities.

The same is true of China’s role in the Shanghai Cooperation Council in Central Asia, its growing economic role in South Korea and Taiwan, its creation of port facilities (and also a separate naval base) in Djibouti, its “string of pearls” port facilities, its role in the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), its investments in Iran and Cambodia, and its growing economic links to Australia.

China’s expanding economic power is often tied to Chinese efforts to increase its strategic influence and leverage. In many cases – like arms transfers, loans, ports, major infrastructure projects, and major local investments – it has increased its strategic profile simply through its growing global economic role and presence.
Russia may now be a much smaller economic power than China, but it too has focused on spending in areas that support gray area, hybrid, and spoiler operations. It has shown that it can combine efforts to support both its military and economic goals by the way it exports gas and oil, ties aid to investments in developing states, and shapes its trade patterns and restrictions. Arms sales and selling military production equipment have become tools for expanding civil sales and vice versa. Russia has expanded its use of private military companies, specifically the Wagner Group, to countries in Africa – such as the Central African Republic and Libya – while also signing exclusive mining deals with them.

**Focusing on the Military Impact of the Chinese and Russian Civil Economies**

As the following chapters show, the U.S. not only needs to cope with current military threats and military spending, but with the impact of Chinese and Russian economic development and military spending over time. It also needs to deal with the fact that China, and to a lesser extent Russia, are competing on a civil level as well. The U.S faces at least as serious of a set of civil challenges as it does military ones, and it cannot develop an effective “whole of government approach” unless it fixes both its present military and civil approaches to civil-military competition.

At the same time, Russia has used its economic power, role as a natural gas exporter, and trade restrictions to increase its pressure on outside states. Its other efforts in the “near abroad of NATO” – the NATO countries close to Russia’s borders – have also mixed politics and economics with intimidation, support of Russian minorities, and the use of information and covert political warfare.

Russia and China have used their economic activity to create other forms of strategic influence and dependence over other states. Although Russia may not gain a direct military advantage when it creates a significant gas pipeline bypassing Eastern Europe, and China may not collect an apparent gain when it fronts a zero-interest loan in Africa, these tactics are key parts of gray-zone warfare that can be leveraged and used as needed.

Meanwhile, the United States government has focused far too heavily on a single economic tool in linking economics to its military competition with China and Russia: sanctions. These are now being applied to both Russia and China, and “rogue states” like Iran, and North Korea. The real-world impact on Russia and China, however, so far seems limited, and may do more to encourage confrontation than help the U.S. compete. Sanctions do punish China and Russia to some degree, but both seem to be finding ways to compensate, and there seems to be little indication that sanctions affect their military modernization and development.

It is time to examine a wider range of options, and ones that have more direct military impacts. Arms transfers and military train and assist programs are just two examples.
Economic Competition: Military Competition is Only Half the Challenge

“All men can see these tactics whereby I conquer, but what none can see is the strategy out of which victory is evolved…When the enemy is relaxed, make them toil. When full, starve them. When settled, make them move.” — Sun Tzu, The Art of War

There is no easy way to transition from a focus on military competition to one on U.S. competition with China and Russia in terms of economic and civil power. As important as the issues relating to military competition are, however, they are only half the challenge in redefining U.S. strategic competition with China and Russia. The end of the Cold War may have reduced the economic and civil threats from Russia, but this new era has scarcely eliminated them. China’s rise as the world’s second leading major power has already created challenges as great as the ones that were posed by the Former Soviet Union (FSU).

For all the recent hopes that the world is evolving toward some form of stable “globalism” during the late 1990s and early 2000s, the world’s three major powers are now committed to competing at political, diplomatic, and economic levels as well as military ones, and they will adapt this competition as necessary to deal with the ongoing impact of the Coronavirus crisis.

Moreover, the aspects of this competition that shape the size and nature of each nation’s economy not only are critical in shaping their individual capability to fund military forces and support their strategic partners, but they are even more important in shaping the capability to compete at the civil level and in the high technology areas that shape both overall economic growth and military areas like multi-domain warfare.

This is not simply a matter of the size of each state’s economy. As Howard J. Shatz notes in a RAND study of the Economic Competition in the 21st Century,61 Countries conduct economic competition in a number of different ways, beyond ensuring their economies are “competitive.” They compete for export markets and inward foreign direct investment (FDI), echoing eighteenth-century mercantilism in which trade surpluses were seen as a goal to foster economic growth and state power. Often, they do so through subsidized finance or through other forms of direct assistance. They also compete to develop leadership in technology-intensive industries. After the fact, it is possible to see which countries host the dominant firms in a technology area and where the most technologically advanced products come from. But even more than with exports or investment, tracing the pathway from government action to technological dominance is difficult, and policies to boost technology-intensive industries often fare poorly or do not improve the broader economy. Finally, countries compete to make sure standards that are favorable to their industries are adopted more widely. These may come in the form of regulatory requirements or technical standards.

The final arbiter of technology leadership or successful competition in the global economy remains the ability of a country to foster domestic economic growth with a level of inequality that is politically tolerable. Despite a great focus on international competition, domestic economic policies regarding such mundane matters as efficient government spending, effective training programs, and sensible regulatory regimes retain primacy in affecting economic power and success.

… Economics as a field of competition involves not only the search for growth and markets. It also includes using economic tools to further geopolitical goals—competition as action. These uses have been come to be known by some analysts and policymakers as geoeconomics. This is not the use of economic tools to improve a nation’s economy. Rather, it is the use of economic instruments to support other goals, including defending national interests and producing more favorable political, diplomatic, or security outcomes.

In the area of punishment, these tools include the use of sanctions to cause policy change, destabilize a government, stop a country from acting, or send a message to other nations or the public. Such actions can
include a broad variety of sanctions on trade, investment, finance, and people. At a more aggressive level, using economic actions to coerce can accumulate to become economic warfare. The line between the two is not distinct, but economic warfare would include economic actions to achieve not just economic but military and geopolitical goals. Although the goals of economic warfare are different from the goals of economic competition, many of the tools are the same. Economic warfare can include trade and investment limits, travel bans, and in the case of actions instituted by the United States, limits on the use of the U.S. financial system. But economic warfare can go well beyond these tools and include blockades of ports, bombing of factories, or cyberattacks on political or military targets, and it may include covert actions.

Economic tools can also be used to reward. Countries and institutions around the world provide more than $225 billion in official development assistance, including grants or loans on concessional financial terms offered by governments to promote economic development or welfare. Such aid can be helpful in achieving those goals. Although generally frowned on by aid advocates and development officials, aid has always had foreign policy goals that can be viewed through the lens of strategic competition. Goals have included winning allegiance to and obtaining favorable treatment for the donor country. In addition, despite the apparent generosity, aid can have negative consequences, both for development and in achieving political goals.

...A final major area in which countries compete is in setting the rules under which they compete economically, specifically, the rules of the global trade, investment, and finance system. These rules can also have geopolitical effects in the way they create norms of behavior and how they influence political systems. The rules-based international economic system established following World War II has rested on three main pillars. The first is multilateral trade liberalization through what was originally the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and is now the World Trade Organization. The second is assistance originally for balance-of-payments adjustments and later for all manner of financial and budget crises under the International Monetary Fund. The third is economic development under the World Bank and regional development banks.

These pillars have supported two simple ideas that have been implemented slowly: International trade and investment should be free among nations, with benefits that are accorded to one partner accorded to all. Furthermore, businesses of one nation operating in another, either through trade or investment, should be afforded the same treatment as the local businesses in the nation in which they are operating.

As with many other aspects of global economics, the effect of China’s growing role in the world economy has the potential to change the institutional foundations of international trade and investment. The most contentious area affecting the system is China’s efforts to make international institutions accommodate its state-led economic system on an equal basis to market economies. Gaining greater acceptance for state-led economies within the international system could have strongly negative effects on that system.

Beyond the well-being of a country’s population and growth of a country’s economy and production capacity, economic competition is relevant to the armed forces. The wealth and output generated by economic activity leads directly to the ability of a nation to fund the personnel, equipment, and operations of the armed forces and the technological development that can lead to more effective weapons and operations. To the extent that economic competition.

However defined, leads to a larger economy, economic competition can enable larger, more powerful armed forces and underpin increased chances of victory in wartime.

The changing nature of defense procurement also demonstrates the links between economic competition and the armed forces. Reliance on commercial off-the-shelf technology has increased, not only because much of the innovation is taking place in commercial activities but also because buying from the commercial market (or modifying commercial products) can be cheaper than buying custom-made technology. A stronger economy can fund not only the research, development, and manufacturing activities that result in new technology, but the education and training that provide the workforce and knowledge for the development of that technology.

One other factor that makes economic competition highly relevant for the armed forces is that international security interests may follow international economic interests. This is particularly a concern with China’s growth and internationalization. Already, China is the leading trade partner of many countries. As trade and financial orientation changes, political orientation could follow. Additionally, China may want to expand its
military presence to protect its investments and Chinese nationals working throughout the world. Such activities are not yet a security challenge for the United States but may become so.

China – and to a lesser extent Russia – have made civil competition as critical a set of challenges to the United States and its strategic partners as Chinese and Russian military challenges As has been touched upon earlier in this analysis, there are critical differences between the economies of the United States, China, and Russia in winning this competition over time. The United States has long had the advantage in economic power and technology. However, its political and economic systems broadly separate civil and military power, and its capitalism and democracy limit the U.S. use of state control in expanding and allocating economic power.

The state-driven systems of the central governments in China and Russia are a different story. In both countries, supreme political power is placed in the hands of its leadership with only limited checks and balances. The state shapes the major policies and programs that affect every major aspect of its economy just as it does to the nation’s national security policies and to the actions of its military forces.

In practice, the relative integration of civil and military policy and action is limited by each state’s ability to plan and administer, but it is now clear that Chinese and Russian operations are far more integrated than that of the United States – where military and civil/economic policy are normally kept separate and where the federal government still lacks a coherent structure for planning even the defense industrial sector.

**Comparing Different Ways of Estimating Total Economic Power**

One key indicator of the lack of an effective U.S. focus on the economic dimension in military and civil competition with China and Russia is the lack of attention to how the total growth of each nation’s economy is affecting its ability to compete at both the military and civil levels – and also the international perceptions of American capability to compete. As the following analysis shows, there is no simple way to compare economic power or link such comparisons to U.S., Chinese, and Russian ability to compete at both the civil and military levels – a problem that can only grow worse with the massive economic disruptions caused by the Coronavirus crisis.

**Chart Nineteen** shows estimates on the trends in the total size of each nation’s economy using several different methodologies that the World Bank uses to estimate the trends in U.S., Chinese, and Russian Gross National Income (GNI) during 2000-2018. They do not agree in detail on whether the U.S. or China now maintains the lead, but all the comparisons indicate that China is catching up with – or overtaking – the United States in several key metrics. They also agree that Russia increasingly lags behind. It is equally clear from the more detailed analysis that follows, that this reflects a broad trend in many other measures of economic capability and strength – one that seems likely to remain unchanged by the Coronavirus crisis.

Even a brief review on the difference between these comparisons of total economic power also warns that there are serious difficulties in making even basic comparisons of just one aspect of the economic ability to compete. For example, the comparison in current dollars generally shows the highest differences between countries over time. Comparisons in constant dollars – which try to keep all of the cost data truly comparable from year-to-year – show much smaller rates of relative growth, but the comparison still creates major problems in trying to define “constant” for different economies and currencies.
There also are many different methods that can be used to measure the total size of a given economy, and any effort to measure the rate of competition must pay close attention to these differences as well. The IMF provides the following summary analysis of the major differences in methodology for making the comparisons of total U.S., Chinese, and Russian economic power – as well as a warning that no choice is necessarily right.

One of the two main methods of conversion uses market exchange rates—the rate prevailing in the foreign exchange market (using either the rate at the end of the period or an average over the period). The other approach uses the purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rate—the rate at which the currency of one country would have to be converted into that of another country to buy the same amount of goods and services in each country.

**PPP versus market rates**

So which method is better? The appropriate way to aggregate economic data across countries depends on the issue being considered. *Market exchange rates are the logical choice when financial flows are involved.* For example, the current account balance—which measures the funds coming into and going out of a country—represents a flow of financial resources across countries. It is appropriate to use the market exchange rate to convert these flows into dollars when aggregating across regions or calculating the global current account discrepancy. But for other variables, the decision is less clear cut. Take real GDP growth. International organizations use different approaches. The World Bank uses market-based rates to determine the weights in its regional and global aggregations of real GDP, whereas the IMF and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development use weights based on PPP rates (although the IMF also publishes a global growth aggregate based on market rates in the WEO). Each methodology has its advantages and disadvantages.

**Advantages of PPP:** A main one is that PPP exchange rates are relatively stable over time. By contrast, market rates are more volatile, and using them could produce quite large swings in aggregate measures of growth even when growth rates in individual countries are stable. Another drawback of market-based rates is that they are relevant only for internationally traded goods. Nontraded goods and services tend to be cheaper in low-income than in high-income countries. A haircut in New York is more expensive than in Lima; the price of a taxi ride of the same distance is higher in Paris than in Tunis; and a ticket to a cricket game costs more in London than in Lahore. Indeed, because wages tend to be lower in poorer countries, and services are often relatively labor intensive, the price of a haircut in Lima is likely to be cheaper than in New York even when the cost of making tradable goods, such as machinery, is the same in both countries. Any analysis that fails to take into account these differences in the prices of nontraded goods across countries will underestimate the purchasing power of consumers in emerging market and developing countries and, consequently, their overall welfare. For this reason, PPP is generally regarded as a better measure of overall well-being.

**Drawbacks of PPP:** The biggest one is that PPP is harder to measure than market-based rates. The ICP is a huge statistical undertaking, and new price comparisons are available only at infrequent intervals. Methodological questions have also been raised about earlier surveys. Between survey dates, the PPP rates must be estimated, which can introduce inaccuracies into the measurement. Also, the ICP does not cover all countries, which means that data for missing countries must be estimated.

**Does it make a difference?**

It depends. There is a large gap between market- and PPP-based rates in emerging market and developing countries, for most of which the ratio of the market and PPP U.S. dollar exchange rate is between 2 and 4. But for advanced economies, the market and PPP rates tend to be much closer. As a result, developing countries get a much higher weight in aggregations that use PPP exchange rates than they do using market exchange rates. The weights of China and India in the world economy are far greater using PPP exchange rates than market-based weights.

Thus, the choice of weights makes a big difference in calculations of global growth, but little difference to estimates of aggregate growth in advanced economies. The per capita income gap between the richest and poorest countries is modestly reduced under PPP exchange rates (although it remains exceptionally
large), and some countries jump up or down the income scale depending on the exchange rate conversion used.

The various estimates in Chart Nineteen show just how critical of a choice a given methodology is to understand the broadest patterns in the economic competition between the three powers. However, finding the best way to measure the ability to compete has received surprisingly little open-source analysis that looks for the best way to make such comparisons for strategic purposes.

Despite the difficulties that arise when trying to produce a fair and accurate comparison, the data does provide for meaningful analysis:

- **Part One** of Chart Nineteen compares the gross domestic product (GDP) of the United States, Russia, and China in constant 2010 $US millions from 2000-2018. When using the market exchange rate, the country with the highest national output within its borders is the United States, followed by China, and then Russia. The chart indicates a trend that the GDP of the U.S. and China have both been steadily growing while the GDP of Russia remains relatively stagnant.

- **Part Two** of Chart Nineteen compares the GDP of the United States, Russia, and China using the purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rate in constant 2011 $ international millions from 2000-2018. China has the highest GDP in PPP due to its low labor costs and wages that keeps prices down. As a result, people can buy more of a certain good in China compared to the United States or Russia. The trend demonstrates that while both the U.S. and China have growing GDPs in PPP (in which China surpassed the United States in 2014), Russia’s GDP in PPP has remained relatively stagnant.

- **Part Three** of Chart Nineteen compares the gross national income (GNI) of the United States, Russia, and China in constant 2010 $US millions from 2000-2018. When using the market exchange rate, once again the United States has the highest national output from both domestic production and income from abroad – followed by China, and then Russia. The chart also shows a similar trend from Part One, which indicates that the GNI of the U.S. and China have both been increasing while the GNI of Russia remains stagnant.

- **Part Four** of Chart Nineteen compares the GNI of the United States, Russia, and China using the purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rate in constant 2011 $ intentional millions from 2000-2018. Similar to the chart in Part Two, China ranks first in highest GNI using PPP due to its low labor costs and wages that keep prices down and allow people to buy more of a certain good in China – while the U.S. ranks second, and Russia ranks third. The trend also demonstrates that both the GNI in PPP of China and the United States is increasing (in which China again surpassed the United States in 2014) while the GNI of Russia has remained stagnant.

- **Part Five** of Chart Nineteen compares the GNI of the United States, Russia, and China using the World Bank’s Atlas Method in current $US millions from 2000-2018. The Atlas Method converts the local currency unit (LCU) into current $US using a variety of variables to compare the size of economies in different countries based on their GNI. Even with the Atlas Method, the trend is similar to the comparison of GNI using constant 2010 $US in Part Three where the United States ranks first, followed by China, and then Russia.
Chart Nineteen – Part One: Comparing GDP of Russia, China, and the United States by Official Exchange Rate from 2000-2018

(in Constant 2010 $US Millions)

GDP is the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of the products. It is calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion and degradation of natural resources. Data are in constant 2010 U.S. dollars. Dollar figures for GDP are converted from domestic currencies using 2010 official exchange rates. For a few countries where the official exchange rate does not reflect the rate effectively applied to actual foreign exchange transactions, an alternative conversion factor is used.

Chart Nineteen – Part Two: Comparing GDP, of Russia, China, and the United States in PPP from 2000-2018

(in Constant 2011 $ International Millions)

PPP GDP is gross domestic product converted to international dollars using purchasing power parity rates. An international dollar has the same purchasing power over GDP as the U.S. dollar has in the United States. GDP is the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of the products. It is calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion and degradation of natural resources. Data are in current international dollars. For most economies PPP figures are extrapolated from the 2011 International Comparison Program (ICP) benchmark estimates or imputed using a statistical model based on the 2011 ICP. For 47 high- and upper middle-income economies conversion factors are provided by Eurostat and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).

Source: World Bank, “GDP, PPP (constant 2011 international $)”
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.PP.KD
Chart Nineteen – Part Three: Comparing GNI of Russia, China, and the United States by Official Exchange Rate from 2000-2018

(in Constant 2010 $US Millions)

GNI (formerly GNP) is the sum of value added by all resident producers plus any product taxes (less subsidies) not included in the valuation of output plus net receipts of primary income (compensation of employees and property income) from abroad. Data are in constant 2010 U.S. dollars.

PPP GNI (formerly PPP GNP) is gross national income (GNI) converted to international dollars using purchasing power parity rates. An international dollar has the same purchasing power over GNI as a U.S. dollar has in the United States. Gross national income is the sum of value added by all resident producers plus any product taxes (less subsidies) not included in the valuation of output plus net receipts of primary income (compensation of employees and property income) from abroad. Data are in current international dollars. For most economies PPP figures are extrapolated from the 2011 International Comparison Program (ICP) benchmark estimates or imputed using a statistical model based on the 2011 ICP. For 47 high- and upper middle-income economies conversion factors are provided by Eurostat and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).

Source: World Bank, “GNI, PPP (constant 2011 international $)”
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.MKTP.PP.KD
GNI (formerly GNP) is the sum of value added by all resident producers plus any product taxes (less subsidies) not included in the valuation of output plus net receipts of primary income (compensation of employees and property income) from abroad. Data are in current U.S. dollars. GNI, calculated in national currency, is usually converted to U.S. dollars at official exchange rates for comparisons across economies, although an alternative rate is used when the official exchange rate is judged to diverge by an exceptionally large margin from the rate actually applied in international transactions. To smooth fluctuations in prices and exchange rates, a special Atlas method of conversion is used by the World Bank. This applies a conversion factor that averages the exchange rate for a given year and the two preceding years, adjusted for differences in rates of inflation between the country, and through 2000, the G-5 countries (France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States). From 2001, these countries include the Euro area, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

**Wide Differences by Source in Estimating Total Economic Power**

These problems in comparing the pre-Coronavirus crisis trends are further complicated by the fact that there are so many conflicting sources of such estimates of the total Chinese, Russian, and U.S. economies. Key sources like the World Bank, IMF, the UN, the CIA, and various NGOs and commercial research centers all tend to provide different numbers that produce somewhat different rankings and estimates of trends.

**Chart Nineteen** showed the major differences in the ability to economically compete that emerge when one changes the method of estimation, but all were all drawn from World Bank estimates. **Chart Twenty** shows the variation in different estimates of U.S., Chinese, and Russian economic power in different sources, and there are many other sources that could be used to provide additional sets of very different data.

Summaries of CIA and World Bank estimates illustrate this point:

- The CIA’s *World Factbook estimates*, as of May 2020, reported that in 2017, China’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was $25.36 trillion in purchasing power parity (PPP) terms and $12.01 trillion in official exchange rate terms. Russia had a GDP of $4.106 trillion dollars in PPP terms and $1.578 trillion in official exchange rate terms. Using these comparisons, China’s GDP was 6.4 times greater than Russia in PPP terms but only 2.6 times greater than Russia at the official exchange rate.\(^63\)

- The World Bank produced different figures. The World Bank’s *estimate of GDP in PPP terms* in current dollars was $21.41 trillion for China, $4.192 for Russia, and $20.54 for the United States. These estimates gave the U.S. a GDP that was only 0.81 times that of China, but 5.1 times that of Russia.\(^64\)

- The World Bank’s *estimate of GDP in Current Monetary Value* in current dollars was $13.58 trillion for China, $1.67 trillion for Russia, and $20.58 for the United States. These estimates gave the U.S. a GDP that was only 0.96 times that of China but 12.3 times that of Russia.\(^65\)

There is no consensus over which set of metrics provides the best picture of economic power. Some experts argue that PPP numbers compensate for differences in the levels of development and economic structure, while others argue that monetary comparisons focus more on the modern sectors that shape current forces and economic capacity. And still others argue that some other measures of economic capacity should be used.

What is clear is that Russia is the poorer outlier in both sets of estimates. Russia no longer comes close to having the economic status it had as the former Soviet Union (FSU) and when it dominated Eastern Europe. It is steadily becoming an increasingly distant third – although Putin disputed this in his December 17, 2020 press conference. He did admit that Russia had fallen short of the comparatively modest goals for economic growth he had set in early 2020, and that it faced serious rises in unemployment, but he claimed Russia had already made major economic progress in recent years, promised that Russia would emerge from the Coronavirus crisis as a more competitive state, and promised massive reductions in Russian poverty:\(^66\)

The main focus is to move the economy forward, realize potential, achieve national development goals and the national projects. We are creating new jobs. We are working hard to make Russia prosper. In order to rise to the challenges, we are working hard to develop our own AI technologies, to create search production
facilities and manufacturing companies that put people decent income. And we have a whole gamut of programs to make that happen. And what we are working hard to do that.

In the year 2000, we had 29% of the population living below the poverty line. Almost one in three people here lived, having income lower than the minimal wage. In the year 2017, we reached the level of 12.3% of the population living with minimum wages or lower.

Now, it’s 13%, it went up. It’s 20 million people. It’s a lot, and we know of that. We have a plan. We know how to make it better. We are laser focused, in order to help people get above the poverty line. By the year 2030, we plan to have not 13.5% that we have now, but reduce it to 6.5%. Only 6.5% will be living below the poverty line, with the income less than the minimum wage. 6.5, is still not good enough, but let’s be real, this is very ambitious. Yet, this is a perfectly realistic goal.

Promises aside, Russia no longer can compete in economic terms and is only a superpower in nuclear terms and in the size of the military forces it can deploy against NATO in Europe. The key question in terms of strategic competition, however, is “what metrics matter most?” and the corresponding response must be “the key metric is the extent to which Russia does or does not use its smaller economy more effectively than the United States.”

At the same time, it equally clear that it will be the future trends in the size of the U.S., Chinese, and Russian economies that will determine how their relative economic power will benefit each nation over time. It is also difficult to make any reliable estimates in the near term. Current estimates either date back to the time before the appearance of the Coronavirus or emphasize their own uncertainty. It is clear that the impacts of the Coronavirus will lead to major cuts in virtually every area of economic activity for at least all of 2020, and they will certainly affect the trends in the United States, China, and Russia for three to eight years in the future. This may sharply affect the relative rates of U.S. and Chinese growth over time, although Russia is nearly certain to continue to lag badly behind.
(Comparative GDP in Current $U. S. Billions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>GDP in Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)</th>
<th>GDP in Official Exchange Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$US Trillions</td>
<td>% of U.S. Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>19.49</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>25.36</td>
<td>120%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>4.106</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>20.54</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>21.41</td>
<td>104%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>4.192</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


China’s One Belt, One Road Initiative (OBOR/BRI)

Direct civil competition at the economic level is an area where China already has demonstrated more capability to use its economic power to achieve its strategic objective than Russia. Russia has exploited in natural gas and petroleum exports to its strategic advantage – particularly in dealing with Europe. As DIA notes in its 2020 report on Chinese military power, however, China uses its most aggressive single effort to expand its civil economy to achieve military strategic objectives as well as civil ones:

First announced in 2013, China’s OBOR initiative is a signature foreign and economic policy advanced by President Xi Jinping. Beijing uses OBOR to support its strategy of national rejuvenation by seeking to expand global transportation and trade linkages to support its development and deepen its economic integration with nations along its periphery and beyond. China implements OBOR by financing, constructing, and developing transportation infrastructure, natural gas pipelines, hydropower projects, digital connectivity, and technology and industrial parks worldwide. PRC leaders have touted the economic benefits of OBOR and invited foreign partners to join, promising wealth and prosperity to those nations that participate. Since its creation, over 125 countries have signed OBOR cooperation documents. OBOR-related spending is difficult to estimate because there is no comprehensive list of projects.

In support of its national strategy, the PRC pursues a range of goals through OBOR to include strengthening its territorial integrity, increasing its energy security, and expanding its international influence. Given the Party views the PRC’s security and development interests as complementary, the PRC leverages OBOR to invest in projects along China’s western and southern periphery to improve stability and diminish threats along its borders. Similarly, OBOR projects associated with pipelines and port construction in Pakistan intend to decrease China’s reliance on transporting energy resources through strategic choke points, such as the Strait of Malacca.

The PRC attempts to use the economic influence it accrues through OBOR to encourage participating countries to support Beijing’s priorities and objectives on a range of other matters. The PRC applies military, intelligence, diplomatic, and economic tools to counter perceived threats to OBOR’s long-term viability, although the party-state lacks the expertise necessary to assess comprehensive risks in most OBOR
participating countries. China’s leaders have tried to counteract negative perceptions of OBOR to attract potential investors as well as reduce suspicions of Beijing’s intentions. In the wake of domestic and international criticism of OBOR, China has attempted to appear more responsive to partner-country input, and open to wider participation. In April 2019, China hosted leaders from 37 countries and delegates from over 150 countries to the second Belt and Road Forum in Beijing. During the forum, PRC leaders attempted to respond to criticism and concerns over corruption, debt sustainability, environmental effects, and the CCP’s underlying goals associated with OBOR.

As the PRC’s overseas development and security interests expand under OBOR, the CCP has signaled that its overseas military footprint will expand accordingly to protect those interests, which the CCP recognizes may provoke pushback from other states. Some of OBOR’s planned economic corridors would transit regions prone to violence, separatism, armed conflict, and instability, putting OBOR-related projects and PRC citizens working overseas at risk. China’s defense and security outreach has sought to extend its ability to project military power to safeguard its overseas interests, including OBOR, by developing closer regional and bilateral counterterrorism cooperation, supporting host-nation security forces, and other means.

**The Impact of Future Economic Development and the Impact of the Coronavirus on National Security Spending**

There is no way as of yet to assess how the current crisis over the Coronavirus will change the domestic economies of China, Russia, and the United States; the character of their interactions with other states; or the level of civil competition and military spending.

Early estimates by the World Bank and IMF predict a serious downturn in 2020, but they are so tentative for the lasting impact that at least the IMF has presented three different cases ranging from a significant recovery in 2021 to a prolonged crisis through 2020. Similarly, reporting of the comparative responses to the crisis to date have tended to show that the U.S. fell badly behind in dealing with this kind of contingency from 2008 on, while China consistently planned for such a contingency over time.68

The U.S., Chinese, and Russian systems are so different that there is no reason to assume that the Coronavirus will have the same impact on each power, and there is no clear way to estimate the differences. It should be noted, however, that so far China claims to have made earlier steps toward recovery. It also is the one power that did try to consistently implement a plan to deal effectively with a Coronavirus-like contingency before the virus appeared and reached pandemic proportions.69

What is likely is that the Coronavirus crisis will open up new opportunities and fault lines in a wide range of countries that China and Russia can exploit. They may not gain any benefits relative to the U.S. and many other economies, but their national political systems give them considerably greater flexibility in conducting spoiler operations and exploiting the weaknesses, divisions, and fault lines in other states.
Major Differences in the Structure of Each Economy

These problems in making top-line comparisons of the total economic power of each country and their potential capability to compete are compounded by the fact that there are many major differences in the structure of their economies – differences which will almost certainly have at least as much impact as that from the total size of each economy. An overview of some of the major differences are shown in Chart Twenty-One.

Chart Twenty-One shows just how different the sizes of the agricultural, industrial, and service sectors are in each economy, drawing on the data from the CIA World Factbook. It should be stressed that such data are even more uncertain in accuracy, definition, and methodology than GDP data, and they are only roughly comparable by date.

At the same time, they are still comparable enough to show that the U.S. industrial sector is estimated to be half the size of China’s, but close to three times that of Russia. To be specific, 40.5% of China’s GDP was in industry and manufacturing in 2017, and its industrial production was growing at an annual rate of 6.1%. Meanwhile, 32.4% of Russia’s GDP was in industry and manufacturing in 2017, and its industrial production was dropping at an annual rate of 1.0%. Only 19.1% of the U.S. GDP was in industry and manufacturing in 2017, and industrial production was rising at an annual rate of 2.3%.

It is obvious that any strategy based on assessing the strategic impact of competition needs to address such differences, but there is no agreed methodology for doing so or for separately assessing their impact on military comparisons. The data on the trends in industry and manufacturing alone raise such issues. The U.S. may have been the “arsenal of democracy” under President Roosevelt, but China seems to be taking the role as the “arsenal of autocracy” under President Xi.
Chart Twenty-One: United States, China, and Russia: Comparative Agricultural, Industrial, and Service Sectors

Total GDP and Labor Force

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Russia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP (PPP) in $US Trillions (2017).</td>
<td>19.49</td>
<td>23.21</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Force in Millions (2009-2016)</td>
<td>160.0</td>
<td>806.7</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Share of GDP (PPP) and Total Economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agriculture</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ US Trillions</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of GDP</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Share of Labor Force

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agriculture</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millions</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>223.54</td>
<td>7.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Total</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Rough comparisons since data are not all from the same year. Figures are rounded to nearest decimal point.


Looking at Other Key Economic Factors Shaping Global Competition: Trade

Comparisons of total economic power also do not consider many other key factors that affect the ability to compete internationally in the civil and military domain. Key examples of such measures are volumes of trade, manufacturing power, foreign investment, key international projects, and key international infrastructure developments – many of which have potential military as well as civil value.

Nevertheless, many of the trend lines do again show far more rapid growth for China than for the United States and very slow growth for Russia. Many are difficult to directly compare for all three countries, although Chart Twenty-Two provides some striking examples of key areas of China’s growth in trade – and trade is only one sector of such growth.

Analyzing some “snapshots” of civil economic activity demonstrates the high potential impact on strategic competition. The CIA World Factbook reported in April 2020 that,

China’s installed electric generating capability was 1.653 billion KW in 2016. Russia’s installed electric generating capability was 1.031 billion KW in 2016. U.S. installed electric generating capability was 1.087 billion KW in 2016.

• Chinese crude oil imports were 6.71 million barrels a day in 2015. Russian crude oil imports were 76 thousand barrels a day in 2015. U.S. net crude oil imports were 6.81 million barrels a day in 2015 (put turned to a net surplus of exports by 2020).

• China had 6,817 registered commercial aircraft in 2017, and 510 paved runways. Russia had 661 registered commercial aircraft in 2017, and 594 paved runways. The US had 661 registered commercial aircraft in 2017, and 5,054 paved runways.


• China had 192 million fixed telephone lines, 1,649 million cellular phone lines, and 731 million Internet users. China had 192 million fixed telephone lines, 1,649 million cellular phone lines, and 731 million Internet users. Russia had 30.1 million fixed telephone lines, 229 million cellular phone lines, and 731 million Internet users. China had 192 million fixed telephone lines, 1,649 million cellular phone lines, and 109 million Internet users. The U.S. had 110 million fixed telephone lines, 422 million cellular phone lines, and 247 million Internet users.

At the same time, work by the World Trade Organization provides a different set of estimates which show that the EU and the United States still led in total trade in 2016, if services are considered as well as goods. The structure of the global goods trade is also affected by the fact that the U.S. is not a net energy importer while China is a massive one, and also by the fact that electrical/electronic goods, machinery, and vehicles are now a far greater part of the world trade than basic imports like iron, steel, organic chemicals, other metals, and raw materials.

Chart Twenty-Three illustrates this need to examine trade competition by category as well as by volume, based on the World Trade Center’s World Trade Statistical Review for 2020. It covers trends through 2019, which was the last pre-Coronavirus year. It shows that the U.S. is still the world’s largest trader if services are included as well as goods, but that China leads in goods. Russia is an outlier in both cases and is only a major trading state because of its hydrocarbon exports. These comparisons only illustrate the need to find better ways to assess the strategic implications of trade competition. They do not provide more than the crudest basis to actually make such assessments.

At the same time, even a weaker economic power like Russia has the potential capability to use trade to gain strategic leverage. Russia has steadily increased its role as a major energy supplier to Europe. It expanded its natural gas exports to Europe by 40% between 2015 and 2019. Russia was the largest supplier of natural gas to the EU, both in 2018 and 2019.

Russian gas imports to the EU totaled 39.4% of the EU’s supply, followed by Norway at 29.6% (and to a lesser extent, Algeria, Qatar and Nigeria). The largest importers are Germany (57 bcm), Italy (bcm), Austria (bcm), Turkey (bcm), France (14 bcm), United Kingdom (10 bcm), Netherlands (9 bcm), and Slovakia (7 bcm). Some Eastern and Central European countries are additional gas importers: Czech Republic (8 bcm), Hungary (11 bcm), and Poland (10 bcm). Gazprom and European energy companies have also agreed on the construction of a 1,230 kilometer-long gas underwater pipeline in 2015. The pipeline is called North Stream 2 is being laid to run from the southern side of the Gulf of Finland in Russia to Lubmin in Germany next to
the North Stream pipeline that became operational in 2012, and it has a capacity of 55 billion cubic meters a year. Its completion has been delayed by U.S. sanctions, but still seems likely to be finished in the near future.\textsuperscript{74}

Russia has priced gas to partly displace Norwegian exports, and the new pipeline will allow it to bypass the Ukraine and serve another strategic objective – reducing gas export transit fees and weakening the Ukraine.

While Russian gas exports tend to get the most attention – and would be harder to replace in the event of a cutoff – the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) notes that Russia is also a major oil exporter to Europe:\textsuperscript{75}

> Russia exported more than 5.2 million barrels per day (b/d) of crude oil and condensate and more than 2.4 million b/d of petroleum products in 2016, mostly to countries in Europe. Exports of crude oil and petroleum products represented nearly 70% of total Russian petroleum liquids production in 2016. Russia’s oil and natural gas industry is a key component of Russia’s economy, with revenues from oil and natural gas activities—including exports—making up 36% of Russia’s federal budget revenues.

> Crude oil trade is important to both Russia and Europe: about 70% of Russia’s crude oil exports in 2016 went to European countries, particularly the Netherlands, Germany, Poland, and Belarus. Similarly, Russian imports provided more than one-third of the total crude oil imported to European members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.

> Outside of Europe, China was the largest recipient of Russia’s 2016 crude oil exports, receiving 953,000 b/d, or about 18%, of Russia’s total crude oil exports. Russia was the largest supplier of crude oil to China in 2016, surpassing Saudi Arabia for the first time on an annual basis.

Russia has also used economic aid – alongside political efforts to manipulate international aid and peace negotiations – to play a political and military spoiler role in Syria and Libya. It has also joined with China in the Shanghai Cooperation Council by shaping its trade and investment policies to retain its influence in Central Asia, sent both political and military aid to play a spoiler role in Venezuela, and used civil loans to gain influence.
Chart Twenty-Two – Part One: Examples of China’s Rising Competitiveness in Trade


Source: WITS.


Chart Twenty- Two – Part Two: Examples of China’s Rising Competitiveness in Trade

U.S. Merchandise Trade with China 1990-2019: Pre-“Trade Wars” and Coronavirus Crisis

(12-month moving totals = placed in latest month)

https://www.constructconnect.com/blog/economy/reality-u-s-foreign-trade-6-graphs
Chart Twenty-Three – Part One: WTO Estimate of Comparative Global Trade Volumes

- U.S. ranks first, but much is in services
- China is second overall but leads in goods.
- Russia ranks 18th, and trade is dominated by oil and gas exports.

World’s leading traders of goods and commercial services, 2019 (US$ billion)

- United States of America is the leading services trader.
- China has become the second largest global trader since 2010, with trade growing on average 5.8% a year from 2010 to 2019.
- Germany, with its manufacturing-focused economy, continues to be a top trader.
- Russian Federation is a top global trader with large hydrocarbon exports.
- Philippines, with average annual trade growth of nearly 9% from 2010 to 2019, is now the world’s 38th largest trader, with particular strength in other business services exports.
- United Arab Emirates is a key services trader with strong transportation services trade and growing regional tourism.
- Canada and Mexico are the 13th and 14th largest global traders, benefiting from membership of NAFTA and its supply chain network with the United States.

Source: WTO-UNCTAD in cooperation with ITC and UNSD.
### Chart Twenty-Three – Part Two: WTO Estimate of Comparative Global Trade Volumes

#### Leading exporters and importers in world merchandise trade, 2019

(Billion dollars and percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Exporters</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Share</th>
<th>Annual percentage change</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Importers</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Share</th>
<th>Annual percentage change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>2499</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>2568</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>1646</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>2077</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1489</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1234</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Korea, Republic of</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Domestic exports</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Retained imports (1)</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Re-exports</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates (1)</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates (1)</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Russian Federation (2)</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Leading exporters and importers in world trade in commercial services (excluding intra-EU trade), 2019

(Billion dollars and percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Exporters</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Share</th>
<th>Annual percentage change</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Importers</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Share</th>
<th>Annual percentage change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Extra-EU exports</td>
<td>1123</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Extra-EU imports</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Korea, Republic of</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Korea, Republic of</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Macao, China</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Civil-Military Industrial Base

Two other aspects of competition have a key impact, and again highlight China’s growth. One is the relative size of – and trends in – each country’s industrial base. The other is the relative size of – and trends in – their technology base, which is discussed later in this analysis.

Chart Twenty-One has already highlighted the importance of the relative size of each nation’s industrial sector – although the difference between the industrial sector and key advanced technology elements that are now included in the service sector is becoming steadily less clear. The other broad trends in the industrial base are easier to quantify and show striking changes. The U.S. entered World War II with a major lead in industrial capacity that made it the “arsenal of democracy,” which it retained well into the 1980s. However, China has since equaled and overtaken the United States.

Once again, however, sources differ sharply and use different sources and definitions. However, a study conducted by the Brookings Institution in 2018 is almost certainly correct in showing that China had taken the lead over the United States by 2015. This growth is shown in Chart Twenty-Four, and it should be noted that it shows that while China has overtaken the United States, it has fallen far short of the overall output of countries that rely on democracy and capitalism.

For example, a later study by the World Economic Forum, issued on February 25, 2020, reported on the 10 leading countries in manufacturing output and estimated that China provided 28.4% of the world’s output in 2018, and the U.S. provided 16.6%. Mexico was the tenth at 1.5%, and Russia did not even make the top ten. When it came to the value added to the GDP by manufacturing output, Statista ranked China first at $43,995 billion; the U.S. second at $2,321 billion; and Russia thirteenth at only $217 billion.

The quality and nature of industrial production is at least as important as the total volume output, but far harder to quantify. This again highlights the need for new approaches to analyzing such aspects of competition – issues explored again in dealing with the need to compare the trends in each country’s technology base.
## Chart Twenty-Four – Part One: Brookings Analysis of Global Rank in Manufacturing Output and Value of Manufacturing Output

### Shifts in Global Ranking: 1970-2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>U.K.</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>Spain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Chart Twenty-Four – Part Two: Brookings Analysis of Global Rank in Manufacturing Output and Value of Manufacturing Output

#### Leading countries in manufacturing output, 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Manufacturing Output (USD in billions)</th>
<th>Percent of National Output</th>
<th>Percent of Global Manufacturing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>$2,010</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1,867</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1,063</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Looking Beyond Macroeconomics

There is a clear need to look well beyond such macroeconomic data in examining the present and probable future ability to compete in strategic terms in order to make such comparisons by specific countries or regions in ways that highlight the key strategic issues involved. This analysis must sometimes extend to given levels of technology, major areas of industrial capacity, and specific areas of investment activity. These examples also illustrate the urgency of using such analysis to fully understand the impact of the Coronavirus crisis once those impacts become clearer.

Better data, modeling, and analyses are needed to determine how to fully analyze both civil and military competition, but there is one central fact regarding these issues that must be kept in careful perspective: The comparisons shown in this analysis that use a wide range of other measures of economic power demonstrate that competition with China is becoming the key focus in terms of relative power, not Russia – and that the Coronavirus is unlikely to change this situation.

China is still far poorer than the United States in terms of per capita wealth and average living conditions, but it increasingly competes directly with the U.S. in virtually every measure of economic and manufacturing power. “Who’s on first?” is becoming largely irrelevant as both powers have become steadily more comparable in terms of overall development. China has already shown that it can compete directly with the U.S. in some key measures of both civil and military power.

Comparing the Limits Imposed by the Need to Support a Given Population

Chinese and Russian political speeches, propaganda, and economic planning all make it clear that even authoritarian regimes cannot ignore the wealth of their population, the fairness in income distribution, and levels of poverty. Relative population and domestic demand for goods and services are still key factors in the national allocation of resources – as is the need to make progress in education, governance, and civil society.

States must deal with the needs of their peoples, and this is particularly true in the near-term because of the Coronavirus crisis. China’s power to compete is limited by its need to support a far larger population than that of the United States or Russia. The CIA estimates that China’s population in 2020 was 1,394 million; Russia’s was 141.7 million; and the U.S. population was 332.6 million – slightly less than a quarter of China but 2.3 times that of Russia.

At the same time, states differ in development and in the ability of their governments to choose between improving living standards or investing in military and civil competition. Chart Twenty-Five shows the World Bank estimates of the pre-crisis trends in income per capita based on the same multiple methods of estimation as Chart Sixteen.

These comparisons provide a broad measure of economic power that go beyond the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross National Income (GNI). GDP is the total market value of all finished goods and services produced within a country in a set time period. GNI is the total income received by the country from its residents and businesses regardless of whether they are located in the country or abroad.

It is clear from these charts that state-driven systems like China and Russia have an advantage in strategic competition because they do not have to provide competitive levels of per capita income and wealth:
- **Part One** of Chart Twenty-Five compares the gross domestic product (GDP) per capita of the United States, Russia, and China in constant 2010 $US from 2000-2018. When using the market exchange rate, the U.S. ranked first for the country with the highest national output when divided by the country’s midyear population. Russia ranked second because although it had a lower comparative GDP to China, its population size is significantly smaller than China’s, and therefore its GDP does not have to be distributed among as many people.

- **Part Two** of Chart Twenty-Five compares the GDP per capita using the purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rate in constant 2011 $ international from 2000-2018. Although China’s GDP in PPP terms ranked first in Chart Sixteen, its population count is so significant, that once again it is surpassed by both the United States and Russia.

- **Part Three** of Twenty-Five compares the gross national income (GNI) per capita of the United States, Russia and China in constant 2010 $US from 2000-2018. When using the market exchange rate, the United States ranks first, followed by Russia, and then China.

- **Part Four** of Twenty-Five compares the GNI per capita using the PPP exchange rate in constant 2011 $ international from 2000-2018. Despite China’s low labor costs and wages, its population count is still so significant that Part Four follows a similar trend to Part Two of Chart Twenty-Two where the U.S. ranks first, followed by Russia, and then China.

- **Part Five** of Chart Twenty-Five compares the GNI per capita of the United States, Russia, and China using the World Bank’s Atlas Method in current $US from 2000-2018. Although the rankings are the same as the previous parts of Chart Twenty-Two, two trends become noticeable when applying the Atlas Method. First, Russia’s economy spiked in 2013, which may be explained by the rising oil and gas export revenues it experienced that year. The second trend is that the economies of Russia and China are very comparable and almost equal to each other by 2018, which can serve as evidence that the size of Russia’s economy is so small that China’s economy is still larger despite the significant population discrepancy between Russia and China.

Even a short glance at the data in these charts again shows how different these estimates and trends are, particularly for China and Russia. The PPP data almost certainly exaggerate Chinese and Russian per capita income relative to the United States, while the GNI data underestimate it. Such data also do not reflect what given per capita incomes can actually buy, the comparative living standards in each country, or any aspect of the equity in income distribution.

Even so, such figures make it clear that the United States, China, and Russia all have different major inequalities and problems in income distribution that limit what they can spend on civil-military competition. It is also apparent that their leaders have very different abilities to allocate resources away from popular needs and demands, but no leadership can go beyond some limits in favoring competition over their citizens’ needs. Unfortunately, there is no meaningful comparative analysis of what these limits are.
GDP per capita is gross domestic product divided by midyear population. GDP is the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of the products. It is calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion and degradation of natural resources. Data are in constant 2010 U.S. dollars.

Source: World Bank “GDP per capita (constant 2010 US$)”
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD
GDP per capita based on purchasing power parity (PPP). PPP GDP is gross domestic product converted to international dollars using purchasing power parity rates. An international dollar has the same purchasing power over GDP as the U.S. dollar has in the United States. GDP at purchaser's prices is the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of the products. It is calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion and degradation of natural resources. Data are in constant 2011 international dollars.

**Source:** World Bank, “GDP per capita, PPP (constant 2011 international $)”
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.KD
GNI per capita is gross national income divided by midyear population. GNI (formerly GNP) is the sum of value added by all resident producers plus any product taxes (less subsidies) not included in the valuation of output plus net receipts of primary income (compensation of employees and property income) from abroad. Data are in constant 2010 U.S. dollars.

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.KD
Chart Twenty-Five – Part Four: Comparing GNI Per Capita of Russia, China, and the United States in PPP from 2000-2018

*(in Constant 2011 $ International)*

GNI per capita based on purchasing power parity (PPP). PPP GNI is gross national income (GNI) converted to international dollars using purchasing power parity rates. An international dollar has the same purchasing power over GNI as a U.S. dollar has in the United States. GNI is the sum of value added by all resident producers plus any product taxes (less subsidies) not included in the valuation of output plus net receipts of primary income (compensation of employees and property income) from abroad. Data are in constant 2011 international dollars.

Source: World Bank, “GNI per capita, PPP (constant 2011 International $)”
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.PP.KD
Chart Twenty-Five – Part Five: Comparing GNI Per Capita of Russia, China, and the United States with the Atlas Method from 2000-2018

(in Current $US)

GNI per capita (formerly GNP per capita) is the gross national income, converted to U.S. dollars using the World Bank Atlas method, divided by the midyear population. GNI is the sum of value added by all resident producers plus any product taxes (less subsidies) not included in the valuation of output plus net receipts of primary income (compensation of employees and property income) from abroad. GNI, calculated in national currency, is usually converted to U.S. dollars at official exchange rates for comparisons across economies, although an alternative rate is used when the official exchange rate is judged to diverge by an exceptionally large margin from the rate actually applied in international transactions. To smooth fluctuations in prices and exchange rates, a special Atlas method of conversion is used by the World Bank. This applies a conversion factor that averages the exchange rate for a given year and the two preceding years, adjusted for differences in rates of inflation between the country, and through 2000, the G-5 countries (France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States). From 2001, these countries include the Euro area, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.CD
**The Human Impact of Economic Competition**

While such analyses do not affect economic competition in narrow strategic terms, it is also important to point out that there are many other ways to estimate how well a given regime is serving its people – and the role of the Coronavirus crisis will be an important consideration.

For example, Chart Twenty-Six shows that the United Nations provides a very different method of scoring the overall progress in Chinese, Russian, and U.S. human development – and it also makes different estimates of per capita income. As for the Coronavirus, its impact has already become so severe that it may force the United States, China, and Russia – as well as other states throughout the world – to alter or reduce the economic resources they devote to funding and competing in the military and national security dimensions.

**Chart Twenty-Six: UN Human Development Rankings of the United States, China, and Russia in 2019**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Russia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Country Ranking</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Development Index, (HDI) (Value)</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Expectancy in Years</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Years of Schooling</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Years of Schooling</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Income (GNI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Capita (PPP-US$)</td>
<td>56,140</td>
<td>16,127</td>
<td>25,036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Chart Twenty-Seven** expands upon a broader model – one developed by Howard J. Shatz – that summarizes both key economic and civil parameters. It focuses on unemployment and youth unemployment – factors – which most recent surveys show – that are one of the most critical concerns of the population in every state, regardless of its political system and leadership

The United States may be more vulnerable in such areas because its democratic system will make the U.S. more vulnerable to popular demands and pressure, but it is unrealistic to assume that the leaders of China and Russia will not consider the welfare of their peoples, the need for popular support, and political stability. All three major powers do have to compete both domestically and internationally over how well they serve their people. The question is how much they differ in such sensitivities and the importance of the resulting popular reactions.
### Chart Twenty-Seven: Domestic Economic Indicators for the U.S., Chinese, Russian, and Other Leading Economies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gross domestic product (Current $B)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>5,963</td>
<td>10,252</td>
<td>14,992</td>
<td>21,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>1,211</td>
<td>6,087</td>
<td>14,343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1,525</td>
<td>1,670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>6,600</td>
<td>7,258</td>
<td>14,540</td>
<td>15,593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>3,133</td>
<td>4,888</td>
<td>5,700</td>
<td>5,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Share of World GDP (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Per capita GDP ($PPP)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>36,813</td>
<td>45,661</td>
<td>49,479</td>
<td>65,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1,522</td>
<td>3,690</td>
<td>9,498</td>
<td>16,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>8,027</td>
<td>6,825</td>
<td>20,490</td>
<td>29,181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>24,868</td>
<td>30,299</td>
<td>34,135</td>
<td>46,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>30,582</td>
<td>33,872</td>
<td>35,750</td>
<td>43,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unemployment rate (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth unemployment rate (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Adapted from work by Howard J. Katz using the World Bank and World Development Indicators (WDI and Statista.com)

**Notes:** Gross domestic product is in billions of nominal dollars and is the WDI variable. Share of world GDP is in percentage terms and is nominal GDP for the geographic entity relative to world GDP using the GDP variable. Per capita GDP is in terms of purchasing-power parity in constant 2011 international dollars and is WDI variable. Unemployment rate listed as 1990 is actually for 1991 and is WDI variable. The youth unemployment rate listed as 1990 is actually for 1991 and is WDI variable. Youth unemployment is measured for people ages 15 to 24. Both unemployment rates are modeled ILO (International Labour Organization) estimates.
Defining Why Economic Competition Really Matters

All of these comparisons and trends communicate two things. One is the rapid rate of growth in China’s global position and the limited size of Russia’s current economy. The second is the lack of a clear model on how to analyze what aspects of economic development and size really matter in terms of strategic competition between the United States, China, and Russia.

This is partly a data problem, but it is far more a problem in terms of what data really matter and what levels and kinds of growth actually pose serious strategic challenges.

It is pointless, for example, to compare the total GDP or GNI of the U.S. and China without taking account of the fact that China’s present population is over four times that of the United States. The decline in the U.S. share of global manufacturing and world trade may matter, but it is also true that such a decline is inevitable in a world where more nations are achieving advantageous development. Competition in technology is scarcely a problem if it improves the living standards of all the nations that use it, but it is very different if it affects the military balance and global stability.

It is equally dangerous to judge national economic systems in purely ideological terms. The U.S. and its allies may prefer truly democratic and open societies, but this does not mean that more state-driven systems do not also provide benefits for their peoples as well. The failure to provide convincing detailed comparisons of the U.S. and Chinese economies can undermine global perceptions of the U.S.

For example, Chart Twenty-Eight shows that focusing on simple metrics like total GDP has led to polls that show Australia, Canada, and many EU countries view China as the world’s leading economic power, although people in Japan and South Korea still chose the U.S. as the leading economic power. At the same time, it also shows the level of political and economic backlash in many key states that have been created by China’s behavior, competition, and potential threat.

Yet, the lower half of Chart Twenty-Eight also has an additional message. Important as the data on China’s economic growth are in measuring its ability to compete on a civil level, they are only part of the story. Even when a single number like the size of the GDP is taken out of context perceptions of how a superpower competes can be critical in determining the behavior of other states.
Chart Twenty-Eight: Part One: Global Perceptions of which State Was the World’s Leading Economic Power in 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>% who say “__” is the world’s leading economic power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most common choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-COUNTRY MEDIAN</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Those who did not answer are not shown.

Chart Twenty-Eight: Part Two: Global Perceptions of which State Was the World’s Leading Economic Power in 2020

Preparing for Long-Term Economic Competition

The U.S. needs far better tools to assess the positive and negative aspects of economic competition; that such analysis needs to be objective rather than ideological; and that simply demanding new terms of trade, trying to preserve fading aspects of U.S. industry and manufacturing capability, and setting other narrow and parochial U.S. policy goals are not the types of approach the U.S. should take.

The need to find better ways to analyze the nature of Chinese and Russian economic competition – and possible ways react to it – is at least as serious as the need to reform the military side of U.S. strategic planning. The U.S. not only needs to develop far better ways to analyze its own current and long-term competitiveness with China and to ensure a continued lead over Russia, but it needs to find the best possible ways to work with other states – especially its strategic partners – to ensure their economic development and support.

The next chapter makes it clear that the U.S. needs to rethink its approach to industrial policy, technological development, and the role of government in encouraging overseas investment and trade. So far, the U.S. has relied largely on market forces – a reliance that has worked well in normal economic competition with its major trading partners, but one that may not be suitable in competing with state-driven systems like China and Russia. The U.S. needs to at least examine current trends and options for more direct U.S. government incentives and intervention and to look beyond sanctions, tariffs, and trade barriers. In a world where economies become the equivalent of weapons, the U.S. may have to respond in kind.

Once again, however, it is equally important to find areas where finding productive ways to cooperate with China and Russia – rather than simply engaging in competition or trying to contain their economic growth – which may accomplish a great deal to make such competition productive for all the states involved and could ease military competition and tensions as well. The fact that the world’s three major military powers have very different state and economic systems has certainly not precluded China’s economic growth to date or inhibited the United States from obtaining both major benefits and challenges from that growth as well.

All of these factors explain why the U.S. needs a far better understanding of the comparative trends in the U.S., Chinese, and Russian economies – and of the resulting policy options that are available. As is discussed in the following chapters, this not only requires a new approach to assessing the economics of military competition, but it requires a much better understanding of Chinese and Russia motives and the changes taking place in other areas of civil competition.
Competition in Technology, Civil-Military Fusion, Cyber, IS&R and Other Aspects of Competition

“Whoever is first in the field and awaits the coming of the enemy, will be fresh for the fight; whoever is second in the field and has to hasten to battle will arrive exhausted.” — Sun Tzu, The Art of War

Russia and China can be counted on to compete in technology as well as linking civil and military efforts, just as much as they compete at the military and economic level. Even the brief comparisons of each nation’s technology base in this chapter show that China is giving competition in technology the same priority as military competition, and Putin has made it clear that he sees technology as a critical priority for Russia,

China and Russia have also shown that they do not separate civil and military efforts, and that they use civil competition to achieve strategic objectives without any ties to the use of their military forces in order to exert influence and enhance military strategic competition.

This civil competition already comes in many forms. Although espionage and election meddling are both subversive and unlawful tactics the Russia and China deploy when competing in the civil arena, they also have a wide arsenal of ways to compete at civil levels – many that are hard to characterize and detect. These include measures, such as the Russian support of separatist movements in Eastern Europe or the Chinese governance projects that are part of its Belt and Road Initiative in Africa.

They include information warfare and disinformation campaigns, political warfare and propaganda activities, industrial espionage and theft of research and technology, using investments and major projects to gain strategic leverage in other countries, and the development of ports and critical infrastructure facilities.

China and Russia also use civil programs to enhance their military development, expand the range of their gray zone activities, and use their military forces in ways that do not commit them to combat, while also using investment and economic development activities to achieve strategic objectives that provide direct military benefits. Both the authoritarian character of their regimes and the ability of their governments to manipulate a large part of their industrial and commercial base give them an advantage in exploiting the civil side of a “whole of government” approach to global competition.

**Competition in Civil Multi-Domain, IS&R, Cyber, Information Warfare and Political Warfare**

There is no clear way to separate civil economic competition from political competition in several other key areas of U.S., Chinese, and Russian operations. Here again, however, China and Russia have been highly proactive, while the U.S. has made relatively limited gains. Once again, state-driven efforts allow them to closely link their civil efforts to their broader strategic goals, while the U.S. relies far more on private sector efforts:

- **Focus on critical lead technology research, development, technology, and evaluation (RDT&E) and deployment:** China in particular has shown that targeting investments in key areas of technology can offer major advantages like 5G, artificial intelligence, population monitoring, and many other areas that enhance state control of the civil population which can be potentially useful in new areas like “smart city” warfare.
• **Multi-Domain Competition in civil technology and deployed programs** affects area of space like Global Positioning Satellites (GPS), communications, commercial imaging, data transmission, boosters, and many areas of antisatellite operations.

• **Political warfare and propaganda** affect civil media, use of the internet, deception operations in civil communications, limits on U.S. media and news collection, commercial transactions, and financing.

• **Financial operations** can range widely from fraud and low-level cybercrime, major attacks on banking and stock market operations, broad economic sanctions and barriers, trade restrictions, and global bank and financial operations.

• **Information “warfare”** can be covert or overt, political and/or economic, or accurate and/or based on disinformation. It can vary from targeted attacks to support of individuals with broad operations affecting nations and key economic and political systems – including national elections.

• **Cyberwarfare is a key area of vulnerability and potential advantage.** Although China had already revealed weaknesses in the U.S. infrastructure back in 2015 during the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) hack, the U.S. did not properly overhaul its cyber security, allowing for Russian hackers to infiltrate U.S. federal networks in December 2020. A successful strategy will not only be defensive in preventing attacks but should go on the offensive to prevent attacks from occurring in the first place – whether that strategy involves making major changes to improve the security of the cyber infrastructure or if it involves making the repercussions of hacking the U.S. government too great to risk.

• **Infrastructure operations and vulnerability:** A wide range of critical infrastructure can be attacked or affected by economic competition or attacks through means like civil warfare. Peacetime analysis of critical operations and targeting can also have a major impact on capabilities for gray area operations.

• **Internet operations** can occur at every level from the use of social networking to censorship and monitoring of the Internet, including attacks on the ability of the Internet to operate.

• **Cyber competition** can be used at virtually every level from tolerating and encouraging private hacking to state efforts that affect critical cyber operations at the civil level whose potential impact cannot be distinguished from military attacks on cyber systems and the economy.

• **Investment, foreign aid and loans, and major foreign business operations:** A wide range of investments, foreign aid and loans, and major business operations can be tailored to serve the objective set for international competition.

• **Sanctions, trade barriers, domestic investment and foreign investment controls, immigration and migration control:** Manipulation, limits, and incentives can be applied to a wide range of civil activities, including trade barriers; singling out given nationals, ethnic groups, or sectarian groups; and favoring given foreign elites and power brokers.

As the **Chinese and Russian chronologies** that support this analysis show, these are all areas where the effective difference between competition and warfare can be pushed to the point where it only can be distinguished by the use of weapons in physical violence. These are also areas that are far
harder to deter, and where the U.S. has often been slow to detect such operations in order to counter them effectively.

In general, the U.S. has limited such efforts in competing with China and Russia to the use of trade barriers and sanctions designed largely to achieve narrow economic objectives. China and Russia have operated on a much broader level. The U.S. also has tended to highly compartmentalize the analysis of such Chinese and Russia operations, rather than assess them on a grand strategic level. The Coronavirus crisis again will make changes to U.S. planning and behavior more urgent.

**Competition in Technology**

As has already been described in detail, the nature of strategic competition – and the nature of war – are changing radically as military and civil technology transform. Many theorize we are heading into the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which according to the founder of the World Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab, will involve “…artificial intelligence [AI], robotics, internet of things, autonomous vehicles, 3D printing, nanotechnology, biotechnology, material science, energy storage, and quantum computing, to name a few.”

Technology is clearly a key area in both military and civil competition, and there is no clear dividing line between the two types of competition. Virtually every advancement in one area leads to advances in the other. The U.S. still retains a lead in many areas of civil and military technology, but Russia can draw on one of the most advanced technological bases in the world, and China is catching up in terms of its overall R&D efforts. There are no metrics that provide a clear basis for measuring relative progress in military technology and the military industrial base. However, the different civil estimates in Chart Twenty-Nine, Chart Thirty, Chart Thirty-One, and Chart Thirty-Two all help illustrate China’s progress – and highlight the areas where the U.S. must pay close attention to Russian behavior – as well as that of rogue states.

While these data have the same level of uncertainties and differences that have existed in the previous comparisons, it is clear that Russia has been forced to limit key areas of spending to the point where some of its current military and civil efforts are now a legacy of its past achievements. China, however, has made an immense investment in its civil and military technology on a national level over the last few decades, and China’s leader – Xi Jinping – set four key goals at a National Science and Technology Conference in May 2016:

- 2020: Advance domestic competence for global innovation competition.
- 2025: Reduce reliance on foreign technology.
- 2030: Make milestone contributions to the global scientific community.
- 2050: Lead and dominate in the science and technology powerbase.

As Chart Twenty-Nine to Chart Thirty-Two show, these efforts are making China the lead competitor with the United States, although Russia has a long history of innovation and technological progress to draw upon. Many studies indicate China also seems to be catching up in civil and military technology – partly through espionage and also through its manufacturing capability. Given current trends, the differences in other estimates will largely have vanished at some point no later than 2030-2045. The impact of the Coronavirus may change this progress – both preliminary World Bank and IMF estimates now indicate that it will only alter such trends by several years.
This is a critical area for U.S. planning and analysis, and one where the net assessment of comparative trends in developing new technologies is critical in understanding the longer-term impacts of competition. It emphasizes the need for U.S. government efforts to go beyond the efforts of the private sector, the academic, and the corporate research and development programs. It is equally critical to assess progress in reaching the capability to apply technology on a commercial or industrial scale and to actually deploy new technologies both in competing on a commercial and military level. The technology base is only as real as the industrial base that can actually produce and deploy it.

The U.S. will also need to be wary of Russia’s aspirations to become the leading power in AI as indicated by the October 2019 announcement by the Russian government on the development of artificial intelligence. One indicator of both Russia’s progress and its AI applications to Russian national security can be determined by the distribution of English-language AI research publications compared to China and the U.S. as shown in Chart Thirty-Three. According to a study by Georgetown’s Center for Security and Emerging Technology, "… nearly half of Russia’s English-language research output is concentrated in the following six AI-related fields: computer vision, pattern recognition, linguistics, natural language processing, robotics, and machine learning. While we cannot comment on the content of these research publications based on our data, some of the applied uses of the technologies explored in these scholarly fields merit consideration given their relevance to national security.

For instance, research in computer vision, pattern recognition, and machine learning has applications for facial recognition technology, which in turn has broad uses ranging from social media and smart cities to public safety and law enforcement. Russia’s private sector developers have made notable progress in this field; indeed, one of the country’s leading facial recognition AI startups, NtechLab, even won IARPA’s 2017 Face Recognition Prize Challenge for its FindFace application, which allowed users to find people’s profiles with a photo on Russia’s popular social media network, VKontakte. More recently, Russian companies, NtechLab and Vision Labs, claimed to have developed facial recognition technology to monitor public compliance with quarantine restrictions in Moscow during the COVID-19 pandemic.

… The scholarly focus on robotics corresponds to growing interest in robotics among Russia’s commercial technology sector. For example, some estimates show an increasing demand for service robots, especially in the education sector. There may also be opportunities for growth for industrial robots, considering the number of industrial robots per worker in the manufacturing industry in Russia is currently 20 times less than in China.

The Russian defense community is also very interested in robotics. According to the Russian Deputy Minister of Defense, Nikolai Pankov, “Of the 388 scientific research institutions of the Ministry of Defense, 279 are concentrated in military schools. The majority of them are actively engaged in research in the field of artificial intelligence, robotics, military cybernetics and other promising areas.” Indeed, rather than academia or the private sector, the Russian Ministry of Defense is at the forefront of research and development of emerging technologies. And Russia’s interest in military robotics has gone beyond research: the Russian armed forces have tested and used a range of unmanned aerial and ground vehicles in Syria for tasks such as demining, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance, logistics, and combat support. To be clear, Russian researchers are inherently constrained by government regulations prohibiting the publication of research with military applications or considered “state secret.” It is therefore unlikely that the AI-related publications indexed by international databases directly explore surveillance technology or military robotics. Still, scientific research in Russia is heavily subsidized by the state, and closer collaboration between the defense establishment and academia is part of Russia’s vision in AI. Moreover, considering the dual-use nature of AI, advances in scholarly research could have applications and implications for national security.”

Russia’s competitiveness is also impacted by its access to talent, which actually outranks China. According to the same study conducted by CSET, Russia has 3,075 researchers per million inhabitants; China has 1,089 researchers per million inhabitants, and the U.S. has 4,205 researchers
per million inhabitants. On that point, the U.S. also has an advantage over Russia and China from its openness in attracting talent – as supported by the data collected by the Global Talent Competitiveness Index, in which Russia ranks 48th of 132, China ranks 42nd, and the U.S. ranks 2nd.

The U.S. learned during World War I, World War II, and the Cold War that it cannot rely on commercial and academic efforts alone to develop and produce competitive levels of military technology. The growth of global high technology firms, networks like the Internet, developments in space, and – more recently – progress in vaccines are all current examples of the growing number of areas where federal support may be needed to compete with nations like China in commercial technology as well.

Moreover, the ability to look as far into the future will be equally critical, and the U.S. may well need the civil equivalent of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) – as well as to expand DARPA’s role in creating net assessment of the overall trends in military technology. This may challenge the total reliance on private enterprise, but once again, ideology is no substitute for reality.

Annual Expenditure on Research and Development (Adjusted for Purchasing Power Parity)

In 1996, for every dollar Russia and China spent on research and development, the U.S. spent $3.21.

Using the same metric 20 years later, the U.S. only outspends our adversaries by 6 cents.

Chart Thirty: R&D Expenditures of Russia, China, and the United States from 2000-2018
(In $US Current PPP Billions)

Countries with Highest Expenditure in 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>$581.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>554.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>171.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>141.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>$68.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Chart Thirty-One: Share of Global R&D of Selected Countries, 2000-2018**

**Notes:** Global R&D includes the expenditures of the OECD countries, Argentina, China, Romania, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, and Taiwan. Share computed in PPP terms. PPP = Purchasing Power Parity. PPP is used to determine the relative value of different currencies and to adjust data from different countries to a common currency allowing direct comparisons among them.

Chart Thirty-Two: Chinese R&D Spending Rises Above that of EU and Challenges the U.S.

United States and Europe experienced substantial declines in their shares of global R&D (from 37% to 26% in the United States and from 27% to 22% in Europe between 2000 and 2015). During the same period, the economies of East and Southeast Asia—including China, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and India—saw an increase in their combined global share from 25% to 40%, thus exceeding the respective U.S. and the European R&D shares in 2015.

Chart Thirty-Three: Field Distribution of AI Publications by Country 2010-2018
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Source: CSET analysis of MAG.

Technical education is yet another key area in civil competition, and one where China already sharply surpasses both the United States and Russia. **Chart Thirty-Four** shows an estimate by Niall McCarthy of the comparative levels of total STEM education in 2017 – which records students that are active in the STEM fields of each country’s respective economies. It does not attempt to assess the relative quality of such education, which remains a key issue, but the end results are striking.

**Chart Thirty-Four: Comparative STEM Graduates in 2016**
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)

The United States has a slight lead in STEM graduates over Russia, but it falls far behind China. McCarthy also notes that China was building the equivalent of one university a week, that 40% of Chinese graduates in 2013 had STEM degrees – more than twice the percent in the U.S. – and that the number of Chinese graduates was projected to rise by 300% by 2030 compared to 30% for the U.S.  

A now dated study by the National Science Board that examines the trends between 2000 and 2014 – and did not cover Russia – found that China led the United States in basic science and engineering degrees by the year 2000, and it overtook the EU in 2003. In 2014, China granted 1,447,000 university science degrees equivalent to a U.S. bachelor’s degrees, compared to 377,000 for the U.S. and 569,000 for the EU. China overtook the U.S. in science and engineering doctorates in 2007 – although the EU still led both countries by a large percent in 2014.  

A 2019 study conducted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) reported that in Russia, the largest share of new entrants at the bachelor level was found in the STEM field (35%), and 25% of students pursued a degree in STEM at the master’s level. Russia also has a significant amount of women in the STEM field, according to a study by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, which reported that 41% of people conducting scientific research in Russia are women.  

Again, much of the reporting is now dated, and the Coronavirus will have a major impact. An analysis by the Bureau of Labor statistics in 2015 notes, however, that the U.S. employment of STEM graduates is certain to remain an issue of significant concern. Depending on the definition, the size of the STEM workforce can range from 5 percent to 20 percent of all U.S. workers. Although fields such as computer programming and mechanical engineering are generally considered STEM fields, there is less consensus on areas such as medicine, architecture, science education, social sciences, and blue-collar manufacturing work. In this article, “STEM” refers to the science, engineering, mathematics, and information technology domain detailed by the Standard Occupation Classification Policy Committee, but excluding managerial and sales occupations. Under this definition, postsecondary teachers in STEM fields and lab technicians are considered STEM workers, but workers in skilled trades, such as machinists, are not. Our analysis focuses on graduates with postsecondary education within this STEM domain.  

Numerous reports detail the growing concern of policymakers and industry leaders regarding a shortage in the STEM workforce believed necessary to sustain the U.S. innovation enterprise, global competitiveness, and national security. Most notable is the National Academies’ report Rising Above the Gathering Storm, which called for improvements in kindergarten through 12th-grade science and mathematics education and increasing the attractiveness of higher education, among other recommendations. The report highlighted troubling issues in a number of areas: low STEM retention rates, a relative decline in the number of U.S. citizens enrolled in science and engineering graduate school, and lower percentages of STEM graduates than those of other developed countries. These sentiments were echoed in a 2012 report by the U.S. Congress Joint Economic Committee which stated that the current STEM workforce was falling short of demand in both STEM and non-STEM occupations. According to the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, the United States would need to increase its yearly production of undergraduate STEM degrees by 34 percent over current rates to match the demand forecast for STEM professionals.  

There are, however, many who hold a different view. For example, Michael S. Teitelbaum, vice president of the Sloan Foundation, opined that there are no general shortages of scientists and engineers. He went even further, to state that there is evidence suggesting surpluses: there are significantly more science and engineering graduates in the United States than attractive positions available in the workforce. Similarly, B. Lindsay Lowell and Harold Salzman have pointed to the disproportionate percentage of bachelor’s degree STEM holders not employed in STEM occupations.
Looking at the STEM labor market, Salzman and colleagues concluded that, for every two students graduating with a U.S. STEM degree, only one is employed in STEM and that 32 percent of computer science graduates not employed in information technology attributed their situation to a lack of available jobs. In 2014, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that 74 percent of those who have a bachelor’s degree in a STEM major are not employed in STEM occupations.

In contrast, China has used its state-driven system to create high levels of employment – although the statistics involved seem highly uncertain and the issue of comparative job quality and the impact is as uncertain as the relative quality of patents and science/engineering publications.

The same OECD study reported that Russian doctoral graduates had the highest employment rate at 89%, those with a master’s degree had an 86% employment rate, and those with a bachelor’s degree had an 88% employment rate – although it did not specify which degrees were STEM. However, it is assumed that one reason why women in Russia participate in STEM fields more is because there are greater opportunities for future employment. Nonetheless, more concrete analysis must be conducted on the future rates of employment, especially in the STEM field in Russia.

Other assessments show a major rise in Chinese patents and in Western citations of science and technical journals of authors from given countries. The DNI’s annual threat analysis for 2019 showed that such citations left China last in the top 12 countries in 1996 and rising to second in 2016 – where a large part of the remaining U.S. lead came from medical articles. Citations of U.S. articles had also dropped from some 52% of the total in 1996 to some 32% in 2016, while citations of Chinese articles rose from 2-3% in 1996 to 22-23% in 2016. Relative quality remains a key issue, but China is clearly making striking progress while Russia does not rank among the top twelve.

Accordingly, this remains an area of key concern, and one that any serious examination of civil competition must address in far more depth. Large numbers of Chinese student have, for example, come to the U.S. for a STEM education or have taken jobs in the U.S. for a limited period of time. If the U.S. is to compete over the longer term, it must seriously examine these trends and determine whether new incentives are needed in U.S. education and job creation.

The Critical Impact of Competition in Technology

China and Russia have clearly benefited from the fact that the U.S. defense sector and virtually every sector of advanced technology in America’s civil economy are open enough to be vulnerable to industrial and military espionage. The impact of such espionage should not, however, be exaggerated, and posturing to condemn it is no substitute for preventing it. Industrial and technological espionage has been a normal part of interstate competition throughout military history, especially since the Napoleonic wars.

Complaining about this aspect of Chinese and Russian behavior is not a substitute for assuming that it will be an inevitable part of their behavior – as well as that of other competitors and hostile states – or for creating meaningful plans and actions to deal with them. It is also an area where the U.S. and its strategic partners need to understand that one of the best defenses is to constantly expose the risks and Chinese and Russian actions.

As is the case with most areas where the U.S. needs to do a better job of translating its national strategy into action, there is a critical need to provide a constant flow of detailed unclassified analysis – that compares the very different civil-military approaches that the United States, China,
and Russia take to technological development and the military industry – and to expose the linkages China and Russia make in their civil and military efforts.

Much of the open-source reporting and analysis – on technological and industrial competition as well as on espionage – that does exist only covers limited sectors or topics. Some efforts that do try to make broader comparisons of the ability to compete in technology have significant ideological biases – such as U.S. commentaries which assume that capitalism will be more successful without actually examining the cost-benefits of capitalism versus state-driven efforts. As is always the case, ideology is no substitute for objective analysis, and this is illustrated all too clearly in later chapters of this analysis.

Education from academics, research centers, and the private industry is a critical part of this task. The military and strategic value of many areas of civil competition in technology is not always apparent until they are exploited in some tangible military form. This gives China and Russia the potential capability to execute a unique approach to developing a given technology without identifying it as a new form of military competition. Many technologies and high technology firms/research efforts are also inherently “dual capable” in the sense that advances in the civil sector offer military and civil benefits as well as the ability to collect intelligence and support information warfare.

At the same time, both China and Russia can take an indirect approach to technological and industrial/economic competition. For example, Russia has successfully targeted a key NATO partnership by selling its S-400 air defense system to Turkey. With the U.S. F-35 fighter jets operating in the same zone as the Russian S-400, Russia would have the capability to gain highly sensitive information on the U.S. development of its fighter jets, while also straining a critical relationship between the U.S. and Turkey.

The very term “military” can be misleading when it is applied to technology and given sectors of industry. Space technology is clearly both civil and military, as is artificial intelligence solid state, display, software, and computing technologies. The same is true of radar, most aspects of communications, guidance, and sensor technology. Advanced manufacturing capabilities are additional examples, as are many aspects of basic research.

While military efforts inevitably focus on the most important lead technologies affecting military forces and often compartmentalize their analyses to focus on a given aspect of technology with little effort to address the overall mix of technologies and their relative priority, competition involves the entire spectrum of research, development, and manufacturing.

Civil centers of many high technology activities are high value military targets, as are advanced manufacturing, processing, and export facilities – and many technology-driven civil activities can be weaponized. For example, Russia and China have successfully used the Internet to attack the U.S. and many other Western countries through the equivalent of political and information warfare.

Quite aside from elections, both China and Russia have made a concerted effort to use the Internet to spread disinformation and propaganda about the Coronavirus and redirect blame to the United States. High volumes of disinformation can serve as a distraction, and despite calls to cooperate jointly with the U.S. in order to find a solution for the Coronavirus, China is still carrying out aggressive actions in the South China Sea.
Civil networks are high value targets for cyber warfare, and they are an area where the U.S. already faces direct attacks. For example, an article in the New York Times has noted that General Paul M. Nakasone – the Commander of United States Cyber Command, Director of the National Security Agency, and Chief of the Central Security Service – announced on election day in November 2020 that Russia’s interference in U.S. elections had been largely exposed and revealed a great deal about Russia’s cyberweapons, methods, and tradecraft. Some eight weeks later, however, it was clear that Russia had conducted a major cyber operation against the U.S. for much of the year that had not been detected until it had penetrated some 250 federal agencies and businesses, and the U.S. efforts to track Russian operations failed to find that these hacks were targeted on the rest of the U.S. government and large American corporations rather than elections.96

This case is only one of many which highlights the need to conduct net assessments that look at the full range of military and civil technology, and to avoid focusing on selected areas without a full net assessment of both civil and military competition. The current tendency to focus on the most topical current area of risk – such as cyber – and divide civil and military analysis of priorities and risks – represents a serious gap in U.S. planning and analysis.

The Chinese Concept of Military-Civil Fusion

At the same time, China seems to have gone further than Russia and the U.S. in integrating technology into an overall structure for civil and military competition. DIA’s 2020 report on Chinese military power notes that China explicitly links its civil and military efforts to what China refers to as “military-civil fusion.” This is a broad extension of the evolving U.S. concept of joint all-domain warfare into joint all-domain civil-military competition. DIA’s 2020 edition of Chinese military power describes this Chinese effort as follows, and it raises important additional questions about the degree to which a state-driven system may be a more efficient strategic competitor than a U.S. system where the civil dimension is driven largely by free market forces and consumer demand.

DIA describes Military-Civil Fusion as follows:

- The PRC pursues its Military-Civil Fusion (MCF) Development Strategy to “fuse” its economic and social development strategies with its security strategies to build an integrated national strategic system and capabilities in support of China’s national rejuvenation goals.

- Although China’s MCF strategy includes objectives to develop and acquire advanced dual-use technology for military purposes and deepen reform of the national defense science and technology industries, its broader purpose is to strengthen all of China’s instruments of national power by “fusing” aspects of its economic, military, and social governance.

- China’s MCF development strategy encompasses six interrelated efforts: (1) fusing the China’s defense industrial base and its civilian technology and industrial base; (2) integrating and leveraging science and technology innovations across military and civilian sectors; (3) cultivating talent and blending military and civilian expertise and knowledge; (4) building military requirements into civilian infrastructure and leveraging civilian construction for military purposes; (5) leveraging civilian service and logistics capabilities for military purposes; and, (6) expanding and deepening China’s national defense mobilization system to include all relevant aspects of its society and economy for use in competition and war.

- Although MCF has broader purposes than acquiring foreign technology, in practice, MCF means there is not a clear line between the PRC’s civilian and military economies, raising due diligence costs for U.S. and global entities that do not desire to contribute to the PRC’s military modernization.
The PRC pursues its Military-Civil Fusion (MCF) Development Strategy as a nationwide endeavor that seeks to “fuse” its economic and social development strategies with its security strategies to build an integrated national strategic system and capabilities in support of China’s national rejuvenation goals. The Party’s leaders view MCF as a critical element of their strategy for the PRC to become a “great modern socialist country” which includes becoming a world leader in science and technology (S&T) and developing a “world-class” military. Although China’s MCF strategy includes objectives to develop and acquire advanced dual-use technology for military purposes and deepen reform of the national defense S&T industries, its broader purpose is to strengthen all of China’s instruments of national power by “fusing” aspects of its economic, military, and social governance.

China pursues MCF through six interrelated efforts. Each effort overlaps with the others and has both domestic and international components. The Party seeks to implement the MCF Development Strategy across every level of China’s party-state from the highest national-level organs down to provinces and township. China refers to these six aspects as “systems,” which may also be understood as mutually supporting lines of effort or components. The six systems in the MCF Development Strategy are:

**The Advanced Defense Science, Technology, and Industrial System.** This system focuses on fusing China’s defense industrial base and its civilian technology and industrial base. This includes expanding the private sector’s participation in China’s defense industrial base and supply chains as well as improving the efficiency, capacity, and flexibility of defense and civilian industrial and manufacturing processes. This broader participation seeks to transfer mature technologies both ways across military and civilian sectors, with the goal to produce outsized benefits for both sectors. This also aims to increase the competitiveness within the PRC’s defense industrial base in which one or two defense SOEs dominate an entire sector. This MCF system also seeks to advance China’s self-reliance in manufacturing key industrial technologies, equipment, and materials to reduce its dependence on imports, including those with dual-uses. The PRC’s MCF-influenced industrial and technology endeavors include *Made in China 2025* that sets targets for China to achieve greater self-sufficiency in key industrial areas such as aerospace, communications, and transportation.

**The Military-Civil Coordinated Technology Innovation System.** This MCF system seeks to maximize the full benefits and potential of the country’s S&T development. Consistent with the CCP leadership’s view that high technology and innovation are critical to strengthening China’s composite national power, this system develops and integrates advanced technologies across civilian and military entities, projects and initiatives—with benefits flowing in both directions. This includes using cutting-edge civilian technology for military applications or to more broadly advance military S&T as well as using military advancements to push civilian economic development. Although related to the Advanced Defense Science, Technology, and Industrial System, this system largely focuses on fusing innovations and advance in basic and applied research. Specific efforts in this MCF system include strengthening and promoting civilian and military R&D in advanced dual-use technologies and cross-pollinating military and civilian basic research. Additional efforts include promoting the sharing of scientific resources, expanding the institutions involved in defense research, and fostering greater collaboration across defense and civilian research communities. This system also seeks to foster “new-type” research institutions with mixed funding sources and lean management structures that are more dynamic, efficient, and effective than the PRC’s wholly state-owned research bodies. Examples of MCF-influenced dual-use S&T endeavors include China’s Innovation Driven Development Strategy and Artificial Intelligence National Project.

**The Fundamental Domain Resource Sharing System.** This system includes building military requirements into the construction of civilian infrastructure from the ground up as well as leveraging China’s civilian construction and logistics capacities and capabilities for military purposes. This includes factoring military requirements and dual-use purposes into building civilian private and public transportation infrastructure such as airports, port facilities, railways, roads, and communications networks. This also extends to infrastructure projects in dual-use domains such as space and undersea as well as mobile communications networks and topographical and meteorological systems. Another element seeks to set common military and civilian standards to make infrastructure easier to use in emergencies and wartime. This aspect of MCF has arguably the greatest reach into the PRC’s local governance systems as military requirements inform infrastructure construction at the province, county, and township levels. The influence of this aspect of MCF is visible in the PRC’s major land reclamations and military construction activities in the South China Sea,
which brought together numerous government entities, the PLA, law enforcement, construction companies, and commercial entities. It may also have important implications for the PRC’s overseas infrastructure projects and investments under OBOR as the PRC seeks to establish a more robust overseas logistics and basing infrastructure to allow the PLA to project and sustain military power.

### The Military Personnel (Talent) Cultivation System

This MCF system seeks to blend and cultivate military and civilian S&T expertise through education programs, personnel exchanges, and knowledge sharing. The purpose of this effort is to improve the utilization of experts able to participate in S&T projects irrespective of whether they are military or civilian (or even foreign) experts and allow expertise to flow more freely across sectors. This aspect of MCF also seeks to reform China’s talent cultivation system, which encompasses hundreds of talent recruitment plans, in order to improve China’s human capital, build a highly skilled workforce, and recruit foreign experts to provide access to know-how, expertise, and foreign technology. It takes into account all levels of education from the Party’s nationwide “patriotic education” programs for children to the matriculation of post-doctorate researchers within China and at institutions abroad. Many of the PRC’s named “talents” programs are likely influenced by MCF planning, as are reforms in its military academies, national universities, and research institutes.

### The Socialized Support and Sustainment System for the PLA

This system entails two major efforts that seek to shift the PLA away from its inefficient self-contained logistics and sustainment systems and towards modern streamlined logistics and support services. First, it seeks to harness civilian public sector and private sector resources to improve the PLA’s basic services and support functions—ranging from food, housing, and healthcare services. The concept is to gain efficiencies in costs and personnel by outsourcing non-military services previously performed by the PLA while also improving the quality of life for military personnel. Second, it seeks to further the construction of a modern military logistics system that is able to support and sustain the PLA in joint operations and for overseas operations. This system seeks to fuse the PLA Joint Logistic Support Force’s (JLSF) efforts to integrate the military’s joint logistics functions with the PRC’s advanced civilian logistics, infrastructure, and delivery service companies and networks. These arrangements seek to provide the PLA with modern transportation and distribution, warehousing, information sharing, and other types of support in peacetime and wartime. This fusion also seeks to provide the PLA with a logistics system that is more efficient, higher capacity, higher quality, and global in reach.

### The National Defense Mobilization System

This MCF system binds the other systems as it seeks to mobilize China’s military, economic, and social resources to defend or advance China’s sovereignty, security and development interests. The Party views China’s growing strength as only useful to the extent that the party-state can mobilize it. China views mobilization as the ability to use precisely the instrument, capability, or resource needed, when needed, for the duration needed. Within the PLA, the reforms in 2015-16 elevated defense mobilization to a department called the National Defense Mobilization Department (NDMD), which reports directly to the Central Military Commission (CMC). The NDMD plays an important role in this system by organizing and overseeing the PLA’s reserve forces, militia, and provincial military districts and below. This system also seeks to integrate the state emergency management system into the national defense mobilization system in order to achieve a coordinated military-civilian response during a crisis. Consistent with the Party’s view of international competition, many MCF mobilization initiatives not only seek to reform how China mobilizes for war and responds to emergencies, but how the economy and society can be leveraged to support China’s strategic needs for international competition.

### Development and Significance

The Party has explored the concept of leveraging or integrating the combined contributions of the military and civilian sectors since the PRC’s founding. The current MCF concept initially took root in the early 2000s as the Party sought methods to enhance China’s overall development. This led Party leaders to call for improving “military-civilian integration” that echoed the collaboration between the defense and civilian sectors that China observed in the United States and other developed countries. Implementation of these efforts stalled due to a lack of centralized government control and the organizational barriers that exist across the party-state. Coinciding with the 11th Five Year Plan (FYP) (2006-2010), China began replacing “military-civilian integration” with “military-civilian fusion.” In 2007, Party officials publicly noted the change from “integration” to “fusion” was not merely cosmetic, but represented a “theoretical ‘great leap’ following a long period of trial and error.”

Since that time, MCF’s ambitions have grown in scope and scale as the Party has come to view it as a means to bridge China’s economic and social development with its security development in support of the PRC’s
national strategy to renew China. As such, the Party has continued to elevate MCF’s importance. In 2015, the CCP Central Committee elevated the MCF Development Strategy to a national-level strategy to serve as a “bridge” between the PRC’s national development strategy and its national security strategy that seeks to build an “integrated national strategic system and capabilities,” all of which support the PRC’s goal of national rejuvenation.

Management and Implementation. The overall management and implementation of the MCF Development Strategy involves the most powerful organs in the party-state: the Politburo, the State Council (notably the National Development and Reform Commission), and the CMC. In addition to signifying its importance, the CCP Central Committee’s elevation of the MCF Development Strategy to a national-level strategy also intended to overcome obstacles to implementation across the party-state.

This elevation also led to the establishment of the Central Commission for Military Civilian Fusion Development (CCMCFD) in 2017, chaired by General Secretary Xi Jinping, Premier Li Keqiang, several other members of the Politburo Standing Committee, two State Councilors, both CMC Vice Chairmen, 12 Ministry-level leaders, and others. The stated objective of the CCMCFD is to build China’s “national strategic system and capabilities.” This commission works to improve the “top-level design” of MCF and overcome impediments to implementation. The elevation of the MCF Development Strategy and the creation of the CCMCFD signals the importance that Party leaders place on MCF and the scope and scale of the strategy’s ambitions.

MCF Linkages. Each MCF system entails linkages between dozens of organizations and government entities, including:

- **Ministry-level organizations from the State Council:** Examples include the National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Ministry of Education, and key state entities such as the State Administration of Science and Technology in National Defense and others.

- **Lead military organs subordinate to the Central Military Commission:** CMC Strategic Planning Office, Joint Political, Logistics, and Equipment Development Departments, as well as operational units and the regional military structure at the Military District and Sub-District levels; military universities and academies such as National Defense University, Academy of Military Science, National University of Defense Technology, and service institutions.

- **State-sponsored educational institutions, research centers, and key laboratories:** Prominent examples include the “Seven Sons of National Defense” (Harbin Institute of Technology, Nanjing University of Science and Technology, Northwestern Polytechnical Institute, Beijing Institute of Technology, Harbin Engineering University, Beihang University, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics), as well as certain PLA-affiliated laboratories of Tsinghua University, Beijing University, and Shanghai Jiaotong University, North University of China, and others.

- **Defense industry:** The ten major defense SOEs still fill their traditional roles providing weapons and equipment to the military services. Many defense SOEs consist of dozens of subsidiaries, subcontractors, and subordinate research institutes.

- **Other SOEs and quasi-private companies:** High profile examples include PRC high-tech corporations and important SOEs like China Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO), China National Offshore Oil Company, and major construction companies that have roles in OBOR projects as well as helping the PRC build out occupied terrain features in the South China Sea.

- **Provincial governments:** In practice, many MCF efforts involve partnerships between provincial or city government entities and military district departments and PLA departments.

As was the case with the need for net assessments on the comparative efficiency of military forces and budgets as well as on the impact of economic growth and development on strategic competition, the U.S. needs net assessments on the overall patterns in technology and civil-military competition. The U.S. still has a current lead in many areas and is largely competitive in others,
but any long-term strategy must look beyond the current levels of technology – and other aspects of competition – to compare how each nation’s overall approach gives it real-world advantages and disadvantages.
The Impact of Civil Competition on Allies and Other States

It is equally clear that the U.S. needs to focus on all the forms of competition with China and Russia on a global basis – rather than concentrate on the direct military threat from China and Russia. Chinese and Russian civil and military competition is global, not focused on the United States. U.S. strategic partnerships in Asia and the MENA region as well as the U.S. membership in NATO all play an important role in countering competition with Russia and China. And, once again, the civil dimension of this global competition is as important as the military dimension.

Here, however, the U.S. has badly misplayed its hand in recent years. Many countries recognize the problems in dealing with China and Russia. However, America’s recent focus on maximizing allied support funding, “burden-sharing,” and the growing unreliability of its commitment to its strategic partners have made many countries less willing to support the United States, and instead more open to cooperation with Russia and China – especially when both countries offer appealing economic and trade opportunities.

**Stronger Competitors Mean that More, Not Less, Attention Needs to Be Paid to Strategic Partners**

There are substantial data to show that China and Russia are creating growing alliances and strategic partnerships with other states, and that the United States must not take its existing partnerships for granted. Japan, for instance, offered $653 million in subsidies for companies to relocate from China, which at face value represents an economic break between Japan and China.98 These adjustments, however, only account for 1% of Japan’s total investment for China, and they are more beneficial for Japan’s diversification of its supply chain rather than a resonating punishment to China.

Russia is reaching out to Turkey and some of the former Warsaw Pact states in Southern Europe. China is seeking to improve its relations with America’s Western partners to further legitimize China’s foreign policy and interests. China has, for example, expanded its relationships in Europe to advance Chinese priorities. China has already established partnerships known as “friendship groups” with countries of the EU, such as Italy and the Czech Republic. In 2016, after the European parliament received a Chinese government-guided tour, a private conversation was released in which an EU parliament member confirmed that Tibet was always a part of China.99

If the U.S. continues to focus on maximizing the benefits from its partnerships and minimizing its support of its partners, it will give China and Russia even more of an incentive to exploit the resulting fault lines between the U.S. and other states. Instead of committing to mutual security in the region, the United States is decreasing its presence, which allows China to up the ante in the region, intimidate Taiwan, and encourage South Korea to turn to Russia or China for economic partnerships. Critically considering the effects of civil competition adds a new perspective to the U.S. support of its allies. For example, the Pentagon recently drafted a proposal to withdraw U.S. presence in South Korea below the existing level of 28,500 personnel.100

America’s strategic partners are a critical part of U.S. efforts to limit Chinese and Russian influence, and the U.S. must uphold its commitments as well as ask for their reciprocation. One of the many examples is the U.S. support of Japan’s claims to the East China Sea Islands, also known as the Senkaku Islands, in the face of recent Chinese incursions.101 Partnership are a two way street, making it imperative that the United States reaffirms its commitments to its allies. In
this case, the U.S. can scarcely ignore the fact that Japan hosts the biggest concentration of U.S.
forces in the region.

**Global Perceptions of China, Russia, and the United States: The International Scorecard**

Partners and allies, however, are only part of the story. The ways in which the rest of the world perceive the overall character of China, Russia, and the United States is becoming a key form of gray area competition. One can argue with some justification that many of the current partner and other foreign perceptions of the U.S. are no less objective than U.S. perceptions of partner and foreign states – particularly ones with different religions, political structures, and cultural backgrounds. It is equally true that it is the perceptions and self-interest of the leadership elites in many countries that determine that alignments as strategic partners, rather than those of the average citizen.

In broad terms, however popular perceptions still count. Popular attitudes towards the U.S. have at least some impact on the behavior of even the most authoritarian states, and they have far more impact on states with moderate and democratic regimes. They affect every aspect of international diplomacy and the behavior of international organizations, and they indirectly help shape the broader structure of deterrence, sanctions, and arms control.

They are particularly important in ensuring that the leadership and democratic character of the U.S. make it more respected than Russia and China, and they can give the U.S. a natural advantage in seeking strategic partners. It is important to note, therefore, that recent Pew and Gallup polls – two of the most respected sources of polling data in the world sound strong warnings that the U.S. has seen a major reduction in partner and other outside support in recent years – one that has reduced outside popular support for the United States to levels roughly similar to outside support for China and Russia.

Here, the data on international support for China and Russia help put the trends in support for the U.S. into perspective:

- **Chart Thirty-Five** shows that many countries distrust China’s present leadership, as well as the way it competes at the economic and military level.

- **Chart Thirty-Six** shows the same is true of Russia, although President Putin often gets more favorable ratings than President Trump.

- **Chart Thirty-Seven** warns, however, how quickly the U.S. can lose international support if it focuses on its own national self-interest rather than mutual interest and its true strategic partnerships – a warning that affects both only the economic dimension but the military and political dimensions as well.

- **Chart Thirty-Eight** and **Thirty-Nine** warns that comparative perceptions of the quality of U.S. leadership and that of other countries can be equally negative.

The impact of these negative trends became all too tangible at the end of 2020. In spite of requests to delay such actions by the incoming Biden Administration, China and the EU agreed in principle to give each other’s companies better access to each other’s markets. The agreement had been stalled by questions about China’s compliance and its human rights action in Hong Kong, but it
was push to the agreement level by Germany, and it was clear that a good part of China’s success came from anger over the Trump Administrations treatment of the EU and Europe.\textsuperscript{102}

If the U.S. is to reverse these trends in the views of its strategic partners and other states, and by doing so in ways that help it compete with China and Russia, it needs a U.S. strategy that focuses on shaping their perceptions of the ways the U.S. compares with China and Russia, and that sets out clear criteria for measuring both civil and military competition.

Above all, the US. must fully justify its strategy in ways that make it clear it is supporting its partners and other states. The risks in failing to do so are illustrated all too clearly in the following chapter, which provides a case study in the problems that occur when senior U.S. officials tie legitimate complaints about China’s economic and civil behavior to dubious ideological statements that identify them as “Marxist-Leninist.”

Yet, the U.S. also needs to be sensitive to popular views in China and Russia. If the U.S. is to find ways to cooperate with China as well as to compete with and confront it – the U.S. cannot ignore the fact that Chinese nationalism and authoritarianism is at least partly the result of China’s emergence from a period of turmoil, war, and economic imperialism that lasted from the beginning of the Opium Wars in the 1830s until the U.S. opened up to China in 1972. The U.S. does face real economic and civil threats from China and Russia, but it needs to focus on the areas where these threats are currently real, find effective responses, and deal with the fact it is going to have to share the world with other political systems indefinitely into the future.
Chart Thirty-Five – Part One: Pew Polls of International Respect for China

Publics losing faith in President Xi
% who have *no confidence* in Chinese President Xi Jinping to do the right thing regarding world affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>2019 %</th>
<th>2020 %</th>
<th>'19-'20 Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>▲ 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>▲ 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>▲ 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>▲ 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>▲ 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>▲ 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>▲ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>▲ 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>▲ 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>▲ 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>▲ 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Statistically significant differences in bold. In Italy, 2020 data from telephone surveys; prior data from face-to-face surveys. Source: Summer 2020 Global Attitudes survey. Q15b.

“Unfavorable Views of China Reach Historic Highs in Many Countries”

**Source:** Laura Silver, Kat Devlin, and Christine Huang. “Unfavorable Views of China Reach Historic Highs in Many Countries,” Pew Research Center, October 6, 2020, p. 8-9, 
Chart Thirty-Five – Part Two: Pew Polls of International Respect for China

Unfavorable views of China prevail

% who have a ___ view of China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Very unfavorable</th>
<th>Somewhat unfavorable</th>
<th>Very/somewhat favorable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Very unfavorable</th>
<th>Somewhat unfavorable</th>
<th>Very/somewhat favorable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14-COUNTRY MEDIAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Very unfavorable</th>
<th>Somewhat unfavorable</th>
<th>Very/somewhat favorable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Those who did not answer are not shown.

Increasingly negative evaluations of China

% who have an *unfavorable* view of China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Australia</strong></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>58</td>
<td><strong>24</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UK</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>58</td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sweden</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Netherlands</strong></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>56</td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany</strong></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>56</td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U.S.</strong></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66</td>
<td><strong>13</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Korea</strong></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75</td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spain</strong></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>10</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>France</strong></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canada</strong></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italy</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Japan</strong></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>85</td>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Belgium</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Statistically significant differences shown in **bold**. In Italy, 2020 survey was conducted by telephone; prior surveys were conducted face-to-face.*

Russia garners unfavorable evaluations in Europe, North America and East Asia

% who have a(n) ___ view of Russia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Unfavorable</th>
<th>Favorable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-COUNTRY</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Views of Russia have fallen sharply in the Last Decade

% who have a *favorable* view of Russia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>'07</th>
<th>'09</th>
<th>'10</th>
<th>'11</th>
<th>'12</th>
<th>'13</th>
<th>'14</th>
<th>'15</th>
<th>'16</th>
<th>'17</th>
<th>'18</th>
<th>'19</th>
<th>'20</th>
<th>'07–'20 change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td>-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td>-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td>+11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Europe, more trust Putin than Trump

% who have confidence in __ to do the right thing regarding world affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Putin</th>
<th>Trump</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-COUNTRY MEDIAN</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In some countries, ratings for U.S. are at record low

% who have a favorable view of the U.S.

Few have positive opinion of U.S.

% who have a ___ view of the U.S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Unfavorable</th>
<th>Favorable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Chart Thirty-Seven – Part Three: Pew Poll of International Respect for U.S. in 2020

### U.S. favorability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>'00</th>
<th>'01</th>
<th>'02</th>
<th>'03</th>
<th>'04</th>
<th>'05</th>
<th>'06</th>
<th>'07</th>
<th>'08</th>
<th>'09</th>
<th>'10</th>
<th>'11</th>
<th>'12</th>
<th>'13</th>
<th>'14</th>
<th>'15</th>
<th>'16</th>
<th>'17</th>
<th>'18</th>
<th>'19</th>
<th>'20</th>
<th>'19-'20 change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>▼27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>▼27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>▼18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>▼17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>▼17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>▼16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>▼16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>▼16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>▼16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>▼12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>▼12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>▼12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>▼12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Statistically significant differences shown in **bold**. 2000 trend is from 1999 or 2000 and provided by the U.S. Department of State. In Italy, 2020 survey was conducted by telephone; surveys were conducted face-to-face in 2002 and 2007-2019.

Source: Summer 2020 Global Attitudes Survey, Q8a.

**U.S. Image Plummet Internationally as Most Say Country Has Handled Coronavirus Badly**

Chart Thirty-Eight – Part One: Gallup Poll of International Respect for U.S. Leadership in 2020

### Chart Thirty-Eight – Part Two: Gallup Poll of International Respect for U.S. Leadership in 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Approve</th>
<th>Disapprove</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albania*</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius*</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan, Province of China**</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta*</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland*</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland**</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy*</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia*</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands*</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada*</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom**</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark**</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway*</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal*</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden*</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland**</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria*</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany**</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran*</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland**</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ties previous low ** New low

Chart Thirty-Nine: Pew Polls of Respect for International Leaders in 2020

% who have confidence in each leader to do the right thing regarding world affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leader</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>No confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Merkel (Germany)</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macron (France)</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson (UK)</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putin (Russia)</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi (China)</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trump (U.S.)</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Percentages are medians based on 13 countries: Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, South Korea, Spain, Sweden and the UK. “Don’t know” responses not shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Trump</th>
<th>Merkel</th>
<th>Macron</th>
<th>Johnson</th>
<th>Putin</th>
<th>Xi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-COUNTRY MEDIAN</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking Beyond Competition with China and Russia

Competing for strategic partners and allies involves far more than politics. Chart Forty helps put the competition between the world’s major military powers into a broader, global perspective. The data are subject to all of the same types of problems in data collection, definition, and methodology cited earlier, but it is still clear that the only area where the U.S., China, and Russia truly dominate global activity is in their holdings of nuclear weapons – in which the estimates shown indicate that they hold 81.2% of deployed weapons and 93.8% of all nuclear weapons.

Focusing on strategic and economic partners offers massive tangible advantages. The U.S., China, and Russia only account for 42% of the estimates shown for the world’s GNI and only 24.2% of the world’s total population, although the three major powers do account for 56% of the IISS estimate of the world’s defense budgets and 55% of the SIPRI estimates of the world’s total defense spending.

This makes America’s strategic partnerships and relations with other states as critical to shaping successful military, economic, and civil competition as any direct challenges to China and Russia. The United States has major current advantages when competition is judged at the global level, rather than on a power to power basis, but only if the U.S. acts to preserve these advantages and deal with the massive global impacts of the Coronavirus.

In spite of the erosion of its position in recent years, the U.S. still has major strengths to build upon. It has a wide range of allies and trading partners, and it has far stronger networks of alliances than China and Russia. These are reflected in the structure of its combatant commands and every aspect of its trade, economy, and diplomatic relations. These partnerships with other states are not – as U.S. actions have recently tended to assume – transactional burdens. They offer major strategic advantages and further reasons to look beyond designing U.S. forces to deal directly with the potential threat from Russia and China.

Even broad comparisons of military spending illustrate the importance of partners and allies. To put such burden sharing efforts in real world perspective, the International Institute of Strategic Studies (IISS) estimates that Russia had a defense budget of $48.2 billion in 2019 and defense expenditures of $61.6 billion. These figures are not directly comparable to NATO official figures, but they still provide a good indication of the relative size of Russian and NATO efforts.

If one uses the $61.6 billion total figure for Russian military spending with NATO estimates that the U.S. spending alone was $730.1 billion in current 2019 $US, then the U.S. spending was 11.9 times higher than the IISS figure for Russia’s spending. This makes it a far better case for examining the comparative allocation of resources – and the effectiveness of such spending on each side – than just asking for more money for the U.S. defense budget.

NATO Europe also compares remarkably well with Russia. NATO reports that its European members spent $284.0 billion on defense in current dollars in 2019. This was 4.6 times more than total Russian spending. It is also worth pointing out that Germany alone spent $54.1 billion (88% of the Russian total), France spent $50.7 billion (82% of the Russian total), and the U.K. spent $60.7 billion (99% of the Russian total). And, if Canada is included among our allies, the total comes to $305.9 billion or 5.0 times more than Russia.

The official NATO estimate of total spending in 2019 was $984.2 billion or 16.0 times higher than Russia’s spending. Russia has no meaningful strategic partners in terms of military spending. The closest thing Russia has to a direct ally is Belarus, which only spent $.136 billion on military
forces in 2019. Given these figures, the value of our NATO strategic partners becomes far more clear, and the priority for effective force planning again is obviously far greater than meeting an arbitrary percentage of GDP goals for burden sharing.

When it comes to total economic resources, the issue is equally clear. The NATO estimate of the size of each member country’s economy or GDP is reported in constant dollars and uses a metric called “Real GDP” based upon 2015 prices and exchange rates. It estimates in 2019, the U.S. GDP was $20.004 trillion and the GDP of its NATO European allies was $17.568 trillion – raising the U.S. total to $37.572 trillion or by 88%. The IISS puts Russia’s GDP in 2019 at only $1.64 trillion – a little over 4% of the total NATO GDP of $39.243 trillion and 9.3% of the NATO European total. Belarus only had a GDP of $62.6 billion.

And the dollar value of strategic partners is scarcely confined to Europe. The figures for Asia are less clear because there are no equivalent official sources of comparable data as there is for NATO. The IISS estimates, however, show that in 2019, key strategic partners like Australia spent $25.5 billion on defense, Japan spent $48.5 billion, South Korea spent $38.8 billion, New Zealand spent $2.7 billion, Singapore spent $11.3 billion, and Thailand spent $7.1 billion. Defense spending by these U.S. strategic partners totals to $133.9 billion, and this compares with an IISS estimate of $181.1 billion for China.

Two other key powers that have security issues with China include India ($60.5 billion) and Vietnam ($5.2 billion). If they are added to the total, China faced other Asian states that spent $199.6 billion compared to $181.1 billion for China. And the IISS estimates that China only accounted for 42% of all Asian defense spending in 2019. Even allowing for Chinese underreporting of its military spending – and other estimates for China that go as high as $250 billion a year – these strategic partner spending levels are still very significant figures.

The figures for the Middle East show the same trends. In 2019, key strategic partners like Bahrain spent $1.5 billion, Egypt spent $3.4 billion, Israel spent $19.7 billion, Jordan spent $1.7 billion, Kuwait spent $6.4 billion, Morocco spent $3.6 billion, and Saudi Arabia spent $78.4 billion. Two other key partners with high spending levels – Qatar and the UAE – did not report, but this still produces a total of $114.7 billion. Iraq – which may become a U.S. partner – spent another $20.5 billion. This compares with $17.4 billion for a hostile Iran.

To put it simply, the U.S. is far better off working with its allies and other states – particularly in view of the Coronavirus crisis – than it is by ignoring them, by alienating them through burden sharing bullying, by arbitrarily cutting the forces the U.S. deploys, or by dropping out of treaties and regional agreements like the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) Agreement.
## Chart Forty: U.S., China, and Russia Compared to the World in 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>World Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>% of World</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>% of World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nuclear Weapons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>2060</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockpiled</td>
<td>4,310</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployed</td>
<td>1,572</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>6,370</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defense Budget</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IISS</td>
<td>684.6</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>181.2</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defense Spending</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPRI</td>
<td>731.8</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>261.1</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GDP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$US current</td>
<td>20,554</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
<td>13,698</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trillions</td>
<td>1,394.0</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>141.7</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Population</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millions</td>
<td>332.6</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Adds France (290), UK (195), Pakistan (160), India (150), Israel (90), and DPRK (35).

Shifting from Competition to Confrontation

If the U.S. is to avoid a growing shift from competition to confrontation, and if it is to preserve its diplomatic options, it needs to be far more careful about the ways in which it competes with China and Russia. Taking too much of an ideological hardline and failing to offer clear alternatives for cooperation, can also undermine both deterrence and the ability to limit low levels of conflict and prevent escalation. These risks became all too clear in 2020, when the U.S. badly mismanaged what should have been a critical initiative: A U.S. announcement that the U.S. was taking a much firmer U.S. approach to competing with China.

During June and July 2020, senior U.S. officials suddenly gave a series of speeches that marked the first real attempt to define the key areas for U.S. civil and economic competition with China since the U.S. had issued its new national strategy in 2017. They cited numerous examples of Chinese civil competition, which illustrated the range of Chinese civil and economic actions that the U.S. officially condemned. And while none of the speeches addressed Russia, it was clear that many of these complaints applied to Russia as well.

The problem with the speeches was that they did not offer options for clear cooperation and launched a wide-ranging set of ideological attacks on the Chinese leadership and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) – many of which applied more to the former Soviet Union than modern China. They did not, however, present any practical strategy for dealing with these complaints and charges, and they effectively committed the U.S. to shifting from competition to confrontation without advancing any real strategy for doing so.

Competition from Information Warfare and Propaganda

The first speech was given by National Security Advisor Robert O’Brien on June 26, 2020. His speech made broad charges about the behavior of the Chinese Communist Party and criticized the lack of resistance by American businesses. He cited the following examples of Chinese use of civil propaganda, information warfare, and misinformation campaigns:

Over the past decade, the Party has invested billions of dollars into overseas propaganda operations to great effect. The CCP has moved to eliminate ‘unfriendly’ Chinese language media outlets worldwide, and is close to succeeding. Nearly every Chinese language news outlet in the U.S. is either owned by, or works closely with the Party—and it is making inroads into English language media as well. There are more than a dozen radio stations in cities across the country where Americans hear subtle pro-Beijing propaganda on their FM radio.

Recently, Chinese propaganda persuaded so many Americans that a U.S. soldier had brought the coronavirus to Wuhan—as opposed to Wuhan sending the virus to the rest of the world (a complete fabrication by the CCP) that this soldier and her family needed a personal security detail to protect them from death threats. This situation occurred in Maryland.

On TikTok, a Chinese-owned social media platform with over 40 million American users—probably a lot of your kids and younger colleagues—accounts criticize CCP policies are routinely removed or deleted.

Last week, Twitter announced the suspension of more than 23,000 CCP linked accounts for spreading propaganda on Hong Kong and COVID-19. This latest suspension was in addition to last August’s removal of more than 150,000 CCP linked accounts that were used to spread anti-American disinformation and generate the illusion of popular support for Beijing’s policies in the United States. These are just the accounts Twitter caught. How many are still out there undetected?

In March, the CCP expelled American journalists working for the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the Washington Post, almost fully eliminating independent reporting from within China on the Wuhan virus.
In addition to influencing what information American citizens receive regarding China, the CCP is increasingly using its leverage to police American speech. When the University of California at San Diego hosted the Dalai Lama as a commencement speaker in 2017, Beijing banned Chinese students from visiting UCSD on government funds.

When the general manager of the Houston Rockets tweeted his support for the peaceful Hong Kong protesters, the CCP announced its team’s games would not be shown on Chinese TV and used its economic power to pressure others in basketball, including star players, to criticize the tweet on behalf of Beijing.

Under pressure from the CCP, Marriott, and American, Delta, and United Airlines all removed references to Taiwan from their corporate websites. Mercedes Benz even apologized for posting an inspirational quote from the Dalai Lama on social media.

Beijing has used its financial might and market access to pressure Hollywood into self-censorship, incentivizing directors and producers to avoid topics that might not make it past the country’s censors in China. For example, the Japanese and Taiwanese flags were dropped from Tom Cruise’s flight jacket in the upcoming Top Gun sequel “Maverick.” MGM digitally changed the identities, post-production, of the invading military from China to North Korea in the “Red Dawn” remake.

The CCP is seeking leverage over individual Americans as well. The Party is collecting your most intimate data—your words, your actions, your purchases, your whereabouts, your health records, your social media posts, your texts, and mapping your network of friends, family, and acquaintances.

The CCP accomplishes this goal, in part, by subsidizing hardware, software, telecommunications, and even genetics companies. As a result, corporations such as Huawei and ZTE undercut competitors on price and install their equipment around the globe at a loss. This has the side effect of putting out of business American manufacturers of telecom hardware and has made it very difficult for Nokia and Ericsson. Why do they do it? Because it is not telecom hardware or software profits the CCP are after, it is your data. They use “backdoors” built into the products to obtain that data.

When the Chinese Communist Party cannot buy your data, it steals it. In 2014, the CCP hacked Anthem insurance, collecting sensitive information on 80 million Americans. In 2015, the CCP hacked the Office of Personnel Management, which holds security clearance information, acquiring sensitive data on 20 million Americans who work for the federal government. In 2017, it hacked Equifax, obtaining the names, birthdates, social security numbers, and credit scores of 145 million Americans.

In 2019, the CCP hacked Marriot, gathering information on 383 million guests, including their passport numbers. And, in 2016, a Chinese company even bought the dating app Grindr to harvest its data, including the HIV status of users, before the U.S. government forced a divestiture on national security grounds. These are just a few of the instances we know about.

How will the Chinese Communist Party use this data? In the same way it uses data within China’s borders: to target, to flatter, to cajole, to influence, to coerce, and to even blackmail individuals to say and do things that serve the Party’s interests. This is ‘micro targeting’ beyond an advertiser’s wildest dreams. China, unlike advertisers, will not be stopped by government regulations. The Chinese Communist Party simply wants to know everything about you—just as it likes to know almost everything about every individual living in China.

In addition to propaganda and influence operations, the Chinese Communist Party uses trade to coerce compliance with its dictates. When Australia called for an independent investigation of the coronavirus’ origins and spread, the Chinese Communist Party threatened to stop buying Australian agricultural products and to prevent Chinese students and tourists from traveling to Australia. When Australia refused to relent, Beijing put these threats into force, imposing an 80% tariff on Australian barley exports.

International organizations are also part of China’s plan. China has sought leadership positions within many global bodies. China now heads four out of fifteen UN specialized agencies, more than the U.S., UK, France, and Russia, the other members of the permanent members of the U.N. Security Council, combined. The PRC uses these leaders to force the international bodies to parrot Beijing’s talking points and to install Chinese telecommunications equipment in their facilities.

For example, since Zhao Houlin of the International Telecommunications Union took his post he began to aggressively promote Huawei sales. Secretary-General Fang Liu of the International Civil Aviation
Organization has blocked Taiwan’s participation in General Assembly meetings and covered up a Chinese hack of the organization. The Party has used China’s membership on the UN Human Rights Council to prevent criticism of its abuses in Xinjiang and Hong Kong.

The CCP’s reach extends to heads of international organizations who are not themselves Chinese officials. Under Beijing’s thumb, and at an unacceptable cost to human life, Director-General Tedros of the World Health Organization dutifully used Chinese talking points on the Wuhan virus. As late as mid-January, he claimed there was no human-to-human transmission of the disease. He opposed international travel restrictions. At the same time, Tedros praised China’s own domestic travel restrictions on Wuhan residents. In other words, they could travel overseas, but they could not travel and potentially take the virus to Beijing or Shanghai. These CCP tactics in international organizations, as we have seen with the coronavirus, are a major cause of concern not just for the United States, but to the world.

While the O’Brien speech – and the others that followed – focused on China, they all could just as easily have focused on similar Russian activities – some of which provide a mirror image of China’s activities; also target the U.S. and other major elections; and have a major impact in Europe, the MENA region, and South Asia.

**Competition in Cyber, Economic Espionage, Hacking, Manipulating Academia, and Research Activities**

FBI Director Cristopher Wray gave the second speech on July 7, 2020, and focused on a different set of Chinese activities – some of which again have a Russian mirror image, although at times they are more focused on Europe than the United States – which includes:111

The greatest long-term threat to our nation’s information and intellectual property, and to our economic vitality, is the counterintelligence and economic espionage threat from China. It’s a threat to our economic security—and by extension, to our national security… I will provide more detail on the Chinese threat than the FBI has ever presented in an open forum. This threat is so significant that the attorney general and secretary of state will also be addressing a lot of these issues in the next few weeks. But if you think these issues are just an intelligence issue, or a government problem, or a nuisance largely just for big corporations who can take care of themselves—you could not be more wrong.

It’s the people of the United States who are the victims of what amounts to Chinese theft on a scale so massive that it represents one of the largest transfers of wealth in human history. If you are an American adult, it is more likely than not that China has stolen your personal data.

In 2017, the Chinese military conspired to hack Equifax and made off with the sensitive personal information of 150 million Americans—we’re talking nearly half of the American population and most American adults—and as I’ll discuss in a few moments, this was hardly a standalone incident.

Our data isn’t the only thing at stake here—so are our health, our livelihoods, and our security. We’ve now reached the point where the FBI is opening a new China-related counterintelligence case about every 10 hours. Of the nearly 5,000 active FBI counterintelligence cases currently underway across the country, almost half are related to China. And at this very moment, China is working to compromise American health care organizations, pharmaceutical companies, and academic institutions conducting essential COVID-19 research.

But before I go on, let me be clear: This is not about the Chinese people, and it’s certainly not about Chinese Americans. Every year, the United States welcomes more than 100,000 Chinese students and researchers into this country. For generations, people have journeyed from China to the United States to secure the blessings of liberty for themselves and their families—and our society is better for their contributions. So, when I speak of the threat from China, I mean the government of China and the Chinese Communist Party.

…First: We need to be clear-eyed about the scope of the Chinese government’s ambition. China—the Chinese Communist Party—believes it is in a generational fight to surpass our country in economic and technological leadership…China is engaged in a whole-of-state effort to become the world’s only superpower by any means necessary.
…The second thing the American people need to understand is that China uses a diverse range of sophisticated techniques—everything from cyber intrusions to corrupting trusted insiders. They’ve even engaged in outright physical theft. And they’ve pioneered an expansive approach to stealing innovation through a wide range of actors—including not just Chinese intelligence services but state-owned enterprises, ostensibly private companies, certain kinds of graduate students and researchers, and a whole variety of other actors working on their behalf.

To achieve its goals and surpass America, China recognizes it needs to make leaps in cutting-edge technologies. But the sad fact is that instead of engaging in the hard slog of innovation, China often steals American intellectual property and then uses it to compete against the very American companies it victimized—in effect, cheating twice over. They’re targeting research on everything from military equipment to wind turbines to rice and corn seeds.

Through its talent recruitment programs, like the so-called Thousand Talents Program, the Chinese government tries to entice scientists to secretly bring our knowledge and innovation back to China—even if that means stealing proprietary information or violating our export controls and conflict-of-interest rules.

…China uses a diverse range of sophisticated techniques—everything from cyber intrusions to corrupting trusted insiders. They’ve even engaged in outright physical theft. And they’ve pioneered an expansive approach to stealing innovation through a wide range of actors—including not just Chinese intelligence services but state-owned enterprises, ostensibly private companies, certain kinds of graduate students and researchers, and a whole variety of other actors working on their behalf.

**Economic Espionage**

To achieve its goals and surpass America, China recognizes it needs to make leaps in cutting-edge technologies. But the sad fact is that instead of engaging in the hard slog of innovation, China often steals American intellectual property and then uses it to compete against the very American companies it victimized—in effect, cheating twice over. They’re targeting research on everything from military equipment to wind turbines to rice and corn seeds.

Through its talent recruitment programs, like the so-called Thousand Talents Program, the Chinese government tries to entice scientists to secretly bring our knowledge and innovation back to China—even if that means stealing proprietary information or violating our export controls and conflict-of-interest rules.

Take the case of scientist Hongjin Tan, for example, a Chinese national and American lawful permanent resident. He applied to China’s Thousand Talents Program and stole more than $1 billion—that’s with a “b”—worth of trade secrets from his former employer, an Oklahoma-based petroleum company, and got caught. A few months ago, he was convicted and sent to prison.

Or there’s the case of Shan Shi, a Texas-based scientist, also sentenced to prison earlier this year. Shi stole trade secrets regarding syntactic foam, an important naval technology used in submarines. Shi, too, had applied to China’s Thousand Talents Program, and specifically pledged to “digest” and “absorb” the relevant technology in the United States. He did this on behalf of Chinese state-owned enterprises, which ultimately planned to put the American company out of business and take over the market.

In one of the more galling and egregious aspects of the scheme, the conspirators actually patented in China the very manufacturing process they’d stolen, and then offered their victim American company a joint venture using its own stolen technology. We’re talking about an American company that spent years and millions of dollars developing that technology, and China couldn’t replicate it—so, instead, it paid to have it stolen.

And just two weeks ago, Hao Zhang was convicted of economic espionage, theft of trade secrets, and conspiracy for stealing proprietary information about wireless devices from two U.S. companies. One of those companies had spent over 20 years developing the technology Zhang stole.

These cases were among more than a thousand investigations the FBI has into China’s actual and attempted theft of American technology—which is to say nothing of over a thousand more ongoing counterintelligence investigations of other kinds related to China. We’re conducting these kinds of investigations in all 56 of our field offices. And over the past decade, we’ve seen economic espionage cases with a link to China increase by approximately 1,300 percent.
The stakes could not be higher, and the potential economic harm to American businesses and the economy as a whole almost defies calculation.

**Clandestine Efforts**

As National Security Advisor O’Brien discussed in his June remarks, the Chinese government is also making liberal use of hacking to steal our corporate and personal data—and they’re using both military and non-state hackers to do it. The Equifax intrusion I mentioned just a few moments ago, which led to the indictment of Chinese military personnel, was hardly the only time China stole the sensitive personal information of huge numbers of the American public.

For example, did any of you have health insurance through Anthem or one of its associated insurers? In 2015, China’s hackers stole the personal data of 80 millions of that company’s current and former customers.

Or maybe you’re a federal employee—or you used to be one, or you applied for a government job once, or a family member or roommate did. Well, in 2014, China’s hackers stole more than 21 million records from OPM, the federal government’s Office of Personnel Management.

Why are they doing this? First, China has made becoming an artificial intelligence world leader a priority, and these kinds of thefts feed right into China’s development of artificial intelligence tools.

Compounding the threat, the data China stole is of obvious value as they attempt to identify people for secret intelligence gathering. On that front, China is using social media platforms—the same ones Americans use to stay connected or find jobs—to identify people with access to our government’s sensitive information and then target those people to try to steal it.

Just to pick one example, a Chinese intelligence officer posing as a headhunter on a popular social media platform recently offered an American citizen a sizeable sum of money in exchange for so-called “consulting” services. That sounds benign enough until you realize those “consulting” services were related to sensitive information the American target had access to as a U.S. military intelligence specialist.

Now that particular tale has a happy ending: The American citizen did the right thing and reported the suspicious contact, and the FBI, working together with our armed forces, took it from there. I wish I could say that all such incidents ended that way.

**Threats to Academia**

It’s a troublingly similar story in academia.

Through talent recruitment programs like the Thousand Talents Program I mentioned just a few moments ago, China pays scientists at American universities to secretly bring our knowledge and innovation back to China—including valuable, federally funded research. To put it bluntly, this means American taxpayers are effectively footing the bill for China’s own technological development. China then leverages its ill-gotten gains to undercut U.S. research institutions and companies, blunting our nation’s advancement and costing American jobs. And we are seeing more and more of these cases.

In May alone, we arrested both Qing Wang, a former researcher with the Cleveland Clinic who worked on molecular medicine and the genetics of cardiovascular disease, and Simon Saw-Teong Ang, a University of Arkansas scientist doing research for NASA. Both of these guys were allegedly committing fraud by concealing their participation in Chinese talent recruitment programs while accepting millions of dollars in American federal grant funding.

That same month, former Emory University professor Xiao-Jiang Li pled guilty to filing a false tax return for failing to report the income he’d received through China’s Thousand Talents Program. Our investigation found that while Li was researching Huntington’s disease at Emory, he was also pocketing half a million unreported dollars from China.

In a similar vein, Charles Lieber, chair of Harvard’s Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, was indicted just last month for making false statements to federal authorities about his Thousand Talents participation. The United States has alleged that Lieber concealed from both Harvard and the NIH his position as a strategic scientist at a Chinese university—and the fact that the Chinese government was paying him,
through the Wuhan Institute of Technology, a $50,000 monthly stipend, more than $150,000 in living expenses, and more than $1.5 million to establish a laboratory back in China.

Malign Foreign Influence

There’s more. Another tool China and the Chinese Communist Party use to manipulate Americans is what we call malign foreign influence.

Now, traditional foreign influence is a normal, legal diplomatic activity typically conducted through diplomatic channels. But malign foreign influence efforts are subversive, undeclared, criminal, or coercive attempts to sway our government’s policies, distort our country’s public discourse, and undermine confidence in our democratic processes and values.

China is engaged in a highly sophisticated malign foreign influence campaign, and its methods include bribery, blackmail, and covert deals. Chinese diplomats also use both open, naked economic pressure and seemingly independent middlemen to push China’s preferences on American officials.

Just take one all-too-common illustration: Let’s say China gets wind that some American official is planning to travel to Taiwan—think a governor, a state senator, a member of Congress. China does not want that to happen, because that travel might appear to legitimize Taiwanese independence from China—and legitimizing Taiwan would, of course, be contrary to China’s “One China” policy.

So what does China do? Well, China has leverage over the American official’s constituents—American companies, academics, and members of the media all have legitimate and understandable reasons to want access to Chinese partners and markets. And because of the authoritarian nature of the Chinese Communist Party, China has immense power over those same partners and markets. So, China will sometimes start by trying to influence the American official overtly and directly. China might openly warn that if the American official goes ahead and takes that trip to Taiwan, China will take it out on a company from that official’s home state by withholding the company’s license to manufacture in China. That could be economically ruinous for the company, would directly pressure the American official to alter his travel plans, and the official would know that China was trying to influence him.

That would be bad enough. But the Chinese Communist Party often doesn’t stop there; it can’t stop there if it wants to stay in power—so it uses its leverage even more perniciously. If China’s more direct, overt influence campaign doesn’t do the trick, they sometimes turn to indirect, covert, deceptive influence efforts.

To continue with the illustration of the American official with travel plans that the Chinese Communist Party doesn’t like, China will work relentlessly to identify the people closest to that official—the people that official trusts most. China will then work to influence those people to act on China’s behalf as middlemen to influence the official. The co-opted middlemen may then whisper in the official’s ear and try to sway the official’s travel plans or public positions on Chinese policy. These intermediaries, of course, aren’t telling the American official that they’re Chinese Communist Party pawns—and worse still, some of these intermediaries may not even realize they’re being used as pawns, because they, too, have been deceived.

Ultimately, China doesn’t hesitate to use smoke, mirrors, and misdirection to influence Americans.

Similarly, China often pushes academics and journalists to self-censor if they want to travel into China. And we’ve seen the Chinese Communist Party pressure American media and sporting giants to ignore or suppress criticism of China’s ambitions regarding Hong Kong or Taiwan. This kind of thing is happening over and over, across the United States.

And I will note that the pandemic has unfortunately not stopped any of this—in fact, we have heard from federal, state, and even local officials that Chinese diplomats are aggressively urging support for China’s handling of the COVID-19 crisis. Yes, this is happening at both the federal and state levels. Not that long ago, we had a state senator who was recently even asked to introduce a resolution supporting China’s response to the pandemic.

The punchline is this: All of these seemingly inconsequential pressures add up to a policymaking environment in which Americans find themselves held over a barrel by the Chinese Communist Party.

Threats to the Rule of Law
All the while, China’s government and Communist Party have brazenly violated well-settled norms and the rule of law.

Since 2014, Chinese General Secretary Xi Jinping has spearheaded a program known as “Fox Hunt.” Now, China describes Fox Hunt as some kind of international anti-corruption campaign—it is not. Instead, Fox Hunt is a sweeping bid by General Secretary Xi to target Chinese nationals whom he sees as threats and who live outside China, across the world. We’re talking about political rivals, dissidents, and critics seeking to expose China’s extensive human rights violations.

Hundreds of the Fox Hunt victims that they target live right here in the United States, and many are American citizens or green card holders. The Chinese government wants to force them to return to China, and China’s tactics to accomplish that are shocking. For example, when it couldn’t locate one Fox Hunt target, the Chinese government sent an emissary to visit the target’s family here in the United States. The message they said to pass on? The target had two options: return to China promptly, or commit suicide. And what happens when Fox Hunt targets refuse to return to China? In the past, their family members both here in the United States and in China have been threatened and coerced, and those back in China have even been arrested for leverage.

**Competition as a Global Economic Challenge**

The U.S. Attorney General William Barr delivered the third speech on July 17, 2020. It was one that attacked China’s leadership and the Communist Party in even more direct terms,

I’m privileged to speak here today about what may prove to be the most important issue for our nation and the world in the twenty-first century and that is, the United States’ response to the global ambitions of the Chinese Communist Party. The CCP rules with an iron fist over one of the great ancient civilizations of the world. It seeks to leverage the immense power, productivity, and ingenuity of the Chinese people to overthrow the rule-based international system and to make the world safe for dictatorship. How the United States responds to this challenge will have historic implications and will determine whether the United States and its liberal democratic allies will continue to shape their own destiny or whether the CCP and its autocratic tributaries will continue, will control the future. Since the 1890’s, at least, the United States has been the technological leader of the world. And from that prowess, has come our prosperity, the opportunity for generations of Americans, and our security. It’s because of that that we were able to play such a pivotal role in world history, but turning back the threat of fascism and the threat of communism. What’s at stake these days is whether we can maintain that leadership position and that technological leadership. Are we going to be the generation that has allowed that to be stolen- which is really stealing the future of our children and our grandchildren?

Several weeks ago, National Security Advisor Robert O’Brien spoke about the CCP’s ideology and global ambitions. He declared, and I agree, that “the days of American passivity and naivety regarding the People’s Republic of China are over.” And last week, the FBI Director Chris Wray, described how the CCP pursues its ambitions through the nefarious and even illegal conduct, including industrial espionage, theft, extortion, cyberattacks, and malign influence activities. In the coming days, you will hear from Secretary Mike Pompeo, who will sum up what is at stake for the United States and the free world. Now, Chris Wray, told me that shortly after his speech last week, one of the leaders of the Chinese Communist Party pronounced that his speech was particularly disgusting. I told him that I was going to aim to be despicable, but I’ll settle for especially disgusting. But no matter how the Chinese seek to characterize it I do hope that my speech and Mike Pompeo speech will encourage the American people to reevaluate their relationship with China, so long as it continues to be ruled by the Chinese Communist Party. It is fitting that were here today at the Ford Presidential Museum. Gerald Ford served in the highest echelons of the government at the dawn of America’s reengagement with China, which began obviously with President Nixon in 1972, and three years later in 1975, President Ford visited China for a summit with PRC leaders including Mao Zedong.

At the time it was unthinkable that China would emerge after the Cold War as a near-peer competitor of the United States. And even then, there were signs of China’s immense latent power. In the joint report of their visit to China in 1972, House Majority Leader Hale Boggs and then minority leader Gerald Ford wrote: “If she manages to achieve as she aspires, China in the next half century can emerge as a self-sufficient power of a billion people… this last impression – of the reality of China’s colossal potential – is perhaps the most vivid of our journey. As our small party traveled through that boundless land, this sense of a giant stirring, a
dragon waking, gave us much to ponder.” It is now nearly fifty years later and the pressing pondering as of these two congressmen have come to pass.

Deng Xiaoping, whose economic reform launched China's remarkable rise had a famous motto: “hide your strength and bide your time.” That is precisely what China has done. China's economy has quietly grown from about 2 percent of the world's GDP in 1980, to nearly 20 percent today. And by some estimates based on purchasing parity, the Chinese economy is already larger than ours. The General Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party, Xi Jinping, who has centralized power to a degree not seen since the dictatorship of Mao Zedong, now speaks openly of China moving closer to the center stage, building a socialism that is superior to capitalism, and replacing the American dream with the Chinese solution. China is no longer hiding it strength nor biding its time. From the perspective of its communist rulers, China's time has arrived.

Barr then focused on what he called an “economic blitzkrieg—an aggressive, orchestrated, whole-of-government (indeed, whole-of-society) campaign to seize the commanding heights of the global economy and to surpass the United States as the world’s preeminent technological superpower.”

A centerpiece of this effort is the Chinese Communist Party’s “Made in China 2025” initiative, a plan for PRC domination of high-tech industries like robotics, advanced information technology, aviation, and electric vehicles, and many other technologies. Backed by hundreds of billions of dollars in subsidies, this initiative poses a real threat to U.S. technological leadership. Despite World Trade Organization rules prohibiting quotas for domestic output, “Made in China 2025” sets targets for domestic market share (sometimes as high as 70 percent) in core components and basic materials for industries such as robotics and telecommunications. It is clear that the PRC seeks not merely to join the ranks of other advanced industrial economies, but to replace them altogether.

“Made in China 2025” is the latest iteration of the PRC’s state-led, mercantilist economic model. For American companies in the global marketplace, free and fair competition with China has long been a fantasy. To tilt the playing field to its advantage, China’s communist government has perfected a wide array of predatory and often unlawful tactics: currency manipulation, tariffs, quotas, state-led strategic investment and acquisitions, theft and forced transfer of intellectual property, state subsidies, dumping, cyberattacks, and industrial espionage. About 80% of all federal economic espionage prosecutions have alleged conduct that would benefit the Chinese state, and about 60% of all trade secret theft cases have been connected to China.

The PRC also seeks to dominate key trade routes and infrastructure in Eurasia, Africa, and the Pacific. In the South China Sea, for example, through which about one-third of the world’s maritime trade passes, the PRC has asserted expansive and historically dubious claims to nearly the entire waterway, flouted the rulings of international courts, built artificial islands and placed military outposts on them, and harassed its neighbors’ ships and fishing boats.

Another ambitious project to spread its power and influence is the PRC’s “Belt and Road” infrastructure initiative. Although billed as “foreign aid,” in fact these investments appear designed to serve the PRC’s strategic interests and domestic economic needs. For example, the PRC has been criticized for loading poor countries up with debt, refusing to renegotiate terms, and then taking control of the infrastructure itself, as it did with the Sri Lankan port of Hambantota in 2017. This is little more than a form of modern-day colonialism.

Just as consequential, however, are the PRC’s plans to dominate the world’s digital infrastructure through its “Digital Silk Road” initiative. I have previously spoken at length about the grave risks of allowing the world’s most powerful dictatorship to build the next generation of global telecommunications networks, known as 5G. Perhaps less widely known are the PRC’s efforts to surpass the United States in other cutting-edge fields, like artificial intelligence. Through innovations such as machine learning and big data, artificial intelligence allows machines to mimic human functions, such as recognizing faces, interpreting spoken words, driving vehicles, and playing games of skill, much like chess or the even more complex Chinese game, Go. In 2017, Beijing unveiled its “Next Generation Artificial Intelligence Plan,” a blueprint for leading the world in AI by 2030. Whichever nation emerges as the global leader in AI will be best positioned to unlock not only its considerable economic potential, but a range of military applications, such as the use of computer vision to gather intelligence.
The PRC’s drive for technological supremacy is complemented by its plan to monopolize rare earth materials, which play a vital role in industries such as consumer electronics, electric vehicles, medical devices, and military hardware. According to the Congressional Research Service, from the 1960s to the 1980s, the United States led the world in rare earth production. “Since then, production has shifted almost entirely to China,” in large part due to lower labor costs and lighter economic and environmental regulation.

The United States is now dangerously dependent on the PRC for these essential materials. Overall, China is America’s top supplier, accounting for about 80 percent of our imports. The risks of dependence are real. In 2010, for example, Beijing cut exports of rare earth materials to Japan after an incident involving disputed islands in the East China Sea. The PRC could do the same to us. As China’s progress in these critical sectors illustrates, the PRC’s predatory economic policies are succeeding. For a hundred years, America was the world’s largest manufacturer — allowing us to serve as the world’s “arsenal of democracy.” China overtook the United States in manufacturing output in 2010. The PRC is now the world’s “arsenal of dictatorship.”

How did China accomplish all this? No one should underestimate the ingenuity and industry of the Chinese people. At the same time, no one should doubt that America made China’s meteoric rise possible. China has reaped enormous benefits from the free flow of American aid and trade. In 1980, Congress granted the PRC most-favored-nation trading status. In the 1990s, American companies strongly supported the PRC’s accession to the World Trade Organization and the permanent normalization of trade relations. Today, U.S.-China trade totals about $700 billion.

Last year, Newsweek ran a cover story titled “How America’s Biggest Companies Made China Great Again.” The article details how China’s communist leaders lured American business with the promise of market access, and then, having profited from American investment and know-how, turned increasingly hostile. The PRC used tariffs and quotas to pressure American companies to give up their technology and form joint ventures with Chinese companies. Regulators then discriminated against American firms, using tactics like holding up permits. Yet few companies, even Fortune 500 giants, have been willing to bring a formal trade complaint for fear of angering Beijing.

Just as American companies have become dependent on the Chinese market, the United States as a whole now relies on the PRC for many vital goods and services. The COVID-19 pandemic has shown a spotlight on that dependency. For example, China is the world’s largest producer of certain protective equipment, such as face masks and medical gowns. In March, as the pandemic spread around the world, the PRC hoarded the masks for itself, blocking producers — including American companies — from exporting them to other countries that needed them. It then attempted to exploit the shortage for propaganda purposes, shipping limited quantities of often defective equipment and requiring foreign leaders to publicly thank Beijing for these shipments.

China’s dominance of the world market for medical goods goes beyond masks and gowns. It has become the United States’ largest supplier of medical devices, while at the same time discriminating against American medical companies in China. China’s government has targeted foreign firms for greater regulatory scrutiny, instructed Chinese hospitals to buy products made in China, and pressured American firms to build factories in China, where their intellectual property is more vulnerable to theft. As one expert has observed, American medical device manufacturers are effectively “creating their own competitors.”

America also depends on Chinese supply. Chinese supply chains in other vital sectors, especially pharmaceuticals. America remains the global leader in drug discovery, but China is now the world’s largest producer of active pharmaceutical ingredients, known as “APIs.” As one Defense Health Agency official noted, “[s]hould China decide to limit or restrict the delivery of APIs to the [United States],” it “could result in severe shortages of pharmaceuticals for both domestic and military uses.”

To achieve dominance in pharmaceuticals, China’s rulers went to the same playbook they’ve used to gut other American industries. In 2008, the PRC designated pharmaceutical production as a “high-value-added-industry” and boosted Chinese companies with subsidies and export tax rebates. Meanwhile, the PRC has systematically preyed on American companies. American firms face well-known obstacles in China’s health market, including drug approval delays, unfair pricing limitations, IP theft, and counterfeiting. Chinese nationals working as employees at pharma companies have been caught stealing trade secrets both in America and in China. And the CCP has long engaged in cyber-espionage and hacking of U.S. academic medical centers and healthcare companies.
Barr also accused China of waging the equivalent of economic warfare, and he directly accused China’s leadership in the process – as well as accused a large portion of American industry for failing to defend American interests.\(^1\)

A centerpiece of this effort is the Chinese Communist Party’s “Made in China 2025” initiative, a plan for PRC domination of high-tech industries like robotics, advanced information technology, aviation, and electric vehicles, and many other technologies. Backed by hundreds of billions of dollars in subsidies, this initiative poses a real threat to U.S. technological leadership. Despite World Trade Organization rules prohibiting quotas for domestic output, “Made in China 2025” sets targets for domestic market share (sometimes as high as 70 percent) in core components and basic materials for industries such as robotics and telecommunications. It is clear that the PRC seeks not merely to join the ranks of other advanced industrial economies, but to replace them altogether.

“Made in China 2025” is the latest iteration of the PRC’s state-led, mercantilist economic model. For American companies in the global marketplace, free and fair competition with China has long been a fantasy. To tilt the playing field to its advantage, China’s communist government has perfected a wide array of predatory and often unlawful tactics: currency manipulation, tariffs, quotas, state-led strategic investment and acquisitions, theft and forced transfer of intellectual property, state subsidies, dumping, cyberattacks, and industrial espionage. About 80% of all federal economic espionage prosecutions have alleged conduct that would benefit the Chinese state, and about 60% of all trade secret theft cases have been connected to China.

The PRC also seeks to dominate key trade routes and infrastructure in Eurasia, Africa, and the Pacific. In the South China Sea, for example, through which about one-third of the world’s maritime trade passes, the PRC has asserted expansive and historically dubious claims to nearly the entire waterway, flouted the rulings of international courts, built artificial islands and placed military outposts on them, and harassed its neighbors’ ships and fishing boats.

Another ambitious project to spread its power and influence is the PRC’s “Belt and Road” infrastructure initiative. Although billed as “foreign aid,” in fact these investments appear designed to serve the PRC’s strategic interests and domestic economic needs. For example, the PRC has been criticized for loading poor countries up with debt, refusing to renegotiate terms, and then taking control of the infrastructure itself, as it did with the Sri Lankan port of Hambantota in 2017. This is little more than a form of modern-day colonialism.

Just as consequential, however, are the PRC’s plans to dominate the world’s digital infrastructure through its “Digital Silk Road” initiative. I have previously spoken at length about the grave risks of allowing the world’s most powerful dictatorship to build the next generation of global telecommunications networks, known as 5G. Perhaps less widely known are the PRC’s efforts to surpass the United States in other cutting-edge fields, like artificial intelligence. Through innovations such as machine learning and big data, artificial intelligence allows machines to mimic human functions, such as recognizing faces, interpreting spoken words, driving vehicles, and playing games of skill, much like chess or the even more complex Chinese game, Go. In 2017, Beijing unveiled its “Next Generation Artificial Intelligence Plan,” a blueprint for leading the world in AI by 2030. Whichever nation emerges as the global leader in AI will be best positioned to unlock not only its considerable economic potential, but a range of military applications, such as the use of computer vision to gather intelligence.

The PRC’s drive for technological supremacy is complemented by its plan to monopolize rare earth materials, which play a vital role in industries such as consumer electronics, electric vehicles, medical devices, and military hardware. According to the Congressional Research Service, from the 1960s to the 1980s, the United States led the world in rare earth production. “Since then, production has shifted almost entirely to China,” in large part due to lower labor costs and lighter economic and environmental regulation.

The United States is now dangerously dependent on the PRC for these essential materials. Overall, China is America’s top supplier, accounting for about 80 percent of our imports. The risks of dependence are real. In 2010, for example, Beijing cut exports of rare earth materials to Japan after an incident involving disputed islands in the East China Sea. The PRC could do the same to us. As China’s progress in these critical sectors illustrates, the PRC’s predatory economic policies are succeeding. For a hundred years, America was the
world’s largest manufacturer — allowing us to serve as the world’s “arsenal of democracy.” China overtook the United States in manufacturing output in 2010. The PRC is now the world’s “arsenal of dictatorship.”

How did China accomplish all this? No one should underestimate the ingenuity and industry of the Chinese people. At the same time, no one should doubt that America made China’s meteoric rise possible. China has reaped enormous benefits from the free flow of American aid and trade. In 1980, Congress granted the PRC most-favored-nation trading status. In the 1990s, American companies strongly supported the PRC’s accession to the World Trade Organization and the permanent normalization of trade relations. Today, U.S.-China trade totals about $700 billion.

Last year, Newsweek ran a cover story titled “How America’s Biggest Companies Made China Great Again.” The article details how China’s communist leaders lured American business with the promise of market access, and then, having profited from American investment and know-how, turned increasingly hostile. The PRC used tariffs and quotas to pressure American companies to give up their technology and form joint ventures with Chinese companies. Regulators then discriminated against American firms, using tactics like holding up permits. Yet few companies, even Fortune 500 giants, have been willing to bring a formal trade complaint for fear of angering Beijing.

Just as American companies have become dependent on the Chinese market, the United States as a whole now relies on the PRC for many vital goods and services. The COVID-19 pandemic has shown a spotlight on that dependency. For example, China is the world’s largest producer of certain protective equipment, such as face masks and medical gowns. In March, as the pandemic spread around the world, the PRC hoarded the masks for itself, blocking producers — including American companies — from exporting them to other countries that needed them. It then attempted to exploit the shortage for propaganda purposes, shipping limited quantities of often defective equipment and requiring foreign leaders to publicly thank Beijing for these shipments.

China’s dominance of the world market for medical goods goes beyond masks and gowns. It has become the United States’ largest supplier of medical devices, while at the same time discriminating against American medical companies in China. China’s government has targeted foreign firms for greater regulatory scrutiny, instructed Chinese hospitals to buy products made in China, and pressured American firms to build factories in China, where their intellectual property is more vulnerable to theft. As one expert has observed, American medical device manufacturers are effectively “creating their own competitors.”

America also depends on Chinese supply, Chinese supply chains in other vital sectors, especially pharmaceuticals. America remains the global leader in drug discovery, but China is now the world’s largest producer of active pharmaceutical ingredients, known as “APIs.” As one Defense Health Agency official noted, “[s]hould China decide to limit or restrict the delivery of APIs to the [United States],” it “could result in severe shortages of pharmaceuticals for both domestic and military uses.”

To achieve dominance in pharmaceuticals, China’s rulers went to the same playbook they’ve used to gut other American industries. In 2008, the PRC designated pharmaceutical production as a “high-value-added-industry” and boosted Chinese companies with subsidies and export tax rebates. Meanwhile, the PRC has systematically preyed on American companies. American firms face well-known obstacles in China’s health market, including drug approval delays, unfair pricing limitations, IP theft, and counterfeiting. Chinese nationals working as employees at pharma companies have been caught stealing trade secrets both in America and in China. And the CCP has long engaged in cyber-espionage and hacking of U.S. academic medical centers and healthcare companies.

…In fact, PRC-linked hackers have targeted American universities and firms in a bid to steal IP related to coronavirus treatments and vaccines, sometimes disrupting the work of our researchers. Having been caught covering up the coronavirus outbreak, Beijing is desperate for a public relations coup, and may hope that it will be able to claim credit for any medical breakthroughs.

…Take Hollywood. Hollywood’s actors, producers, and directors pride themselves on celebrating freedom and the human spirit. And every year at the Academy Awards, Americans are lectured about how this country falls short of Hollywood’s ideals of social justice. But Hollywood now regularly censors its own movies to appease the Chinese Communist Party, the world’s most powerful violator of human rights. This censorship
In the Marvel Studios blockbuster *Dr. Strange*, filmmakers changed the nationality of a major character known as the “Ancient One,” a Tibetan monk in the comic book, changed it from Tibetan to Celtic. When challenged about this, a screenwriter explained that “if you acknowledge that Tibet is a place and that he’s Tibetan, you risk alienating one billion people.” Or, as the Chinese government might say, “[w]e’re not going to show your movie because you decided to get political.”

These are just two examples of the many Hollywood films that have been altered, one way or another, to please the CCP. National Security Advisor O’Brien offered even more examples in his remarks. But many more scripts never see the light of day, because writers and producers know not to even test the limits. Chinese government censors don’t need to say a word, because Hollywood is doing their work for them. This is a massive propaganda coup for the Chinese Communist Party.

The story of the film industry’s submission to the CCP is a familiar one. In the past two decades, China has …Hollywood is far from alone in kowtowing to the PRC. America’s big tech companies have also allowed themselves to become pawns of Chinese influence. In the year 2000, when the United States normalized trade relations with China, President Clinton hailed the new century as one in which “liberty will be spread by cell phone and cable modem.” Instead, over the course of the next decade, American companies, such as Cisco, helped the Communist Party build the Great Firewall of China—the world’s most sophisticated system for Internet surveillance and censorship.

Over the years, corporations such as Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, and Apple have shown themselves all too willing to collaborate with the CCP. For example, Apple recently removed the news app Quartz from its app store in China, after the Chinese government complained about the coverage of the Hong Kong democracy protests. Apple also removed apps for virtual private networks, which had allowed users to circumvent the Great Firewall, and eliminated pro-democracy songs from its Chinese music store. Meanwhile, the company announced that it would be transferring some of its iCloud data to servers in China, despite concerns that the move would give the Communist Party easier access to e-mails, text messages, and other user information stored in the iCloud.

Recently, we were able to get into two cell phones used by the Al-Qaeda terrorist who shot eight Americans at the Pensacola Naval Air Station. During the gun fight with him, he stopped, disengaged, put his cell phones down and tried to destroy them, shooting a bullet into one of his two cell phones and we thought that suggested that there may be very important information about terrorist activities in those cell phones. And for four and a half months we tried to get in, without any help at all from Apple. Apple failed to give us any help getting into the cell phones. We were ultimately able to get in through a fluke that we will not be able to reproduce in the future, where we found communications with Al-Qaeda operatives in the Middle East up to the day before the attack. Do you think when Apple sells phones in China that Apple phones in China are impervious to penetration by Chinese authorities? They wouldn't be sold if they were impervious to Chinese authorities. And what we've asked for is a warrant – when we have a warrant from a court – that we should be able to get into because cellphones. That's the double standard that has been emerging among American tech companies.

The CCP has long used public threats of retaliation and barred market access to exert influence. More recently, however, the CCP has also stepped up behind-the-scenes efforts to cultivate and coerce American business executives to further its political objectives—efforts that are all the more pernicious because they are largely hidden from public view.

As China’s government loses credibility around the world, the Justice Department has seen more and more PRC officials and their proxies reaching out to corporate leaders and inveighing them to favor policies and actions favored by the Chinese Communist Party. Their objective varies, but their pitch is generally the same: the businessperson has economic interests in China, and there is a suggestion that things will go better (or
worse) for them depending on their response to the PRC’s request. Privately pressuring or courting American corporate leaders to promote policies (or U.S. politicians) presents a significant threat, because hiding behind American voices allows the Chinese government to elevate its influence campaigns and put a “friendly face” on pro-regime policies. The legislator or policymaker who hears from these American businessmen is properly more sympathetic to that constituent than to a foreigner. And by masking its participation in our political process, the PRC avoids accountability for its influence efforts and the public outcry that might result, if its lobbying were exposed.

America’s corporate leaders might not think of themselves as lobbyists. You might think, for example, that cultivating a mutually beneficial relationship is just part of the “guanxi”—or system of influential social networking—necessary to do business with the PRC. But you should be alert to how you might be used, and how your efforts on behalf of a foreign company or government could implicate the Foreign Agents Registration Act. FARA does not prohibit any speech or conduct. But it does require those who are acting as the “agents” of foreign principals to publicly disclose that relationship, and their political or other similar activities, by registering with the Justice Department, allowing the audience to take into account the origin of the speech when evaluating credibility.

By focusing on American business leaders, of course, I don’t mean to suggest that they are the only targets of Chinese influence operations in the United States. The Chinese Communist Party also seeks to infiltrate, censor, or co-opt American academic and research institutions. For example, dozens of American universities host Chinese government-funded “Confucius Institutes,” which have been accused of pressuring host universities to silence discussion or cancel events on topics considered controversial by Beijing. Universities must stand up for each other; refuse to let the CCP dictate research efforts or suppress diverse voices; support colleagues and students who wish to speak their minds; and consider whether any sacrifice of academic integrity or freedom is worth the price of appeasing the CCP’s demands.

In a globalized world, American corporations and universities alike may view themselves as global citizens, rather than American institutions. But they should remember that what allowed them to succeed in the first place was the American free enterprise system, the rule of law, and the security afforded by America’s economic, technological, and military strength.

Globalization does not always point in the direction of greater freedom. A world marching to the beat of Communist China’s drums will not be a hospitable one for institutions that depend on free markets, free trade, or the free exchange of ideas. There was a time American companies understood this and they saw themselves as American and proudly defended American values.

…American companies must understand the stakes. The Chinese Communist Party thinks in terms of decades and centuries, while we tend to focus on the next quarter’s earnings report. But if Disney and other American corporations continue to bow to Beijing, they risk undermining both their own future competitiveness and prosperity, as well as the classical liberal order that has allowed them to thrive.

These are areas where Russia lacks the economic strength to compete with the U.S., and it faces serious limits in competing with many other states. Russia does, however, use its gas exports to gain leverage over Europe, use economic and military aid as the equivalent of weapons, and has used technology transfer selectively to gain strategic leverage.

**China as a Hostile State and Illegitimate Regime**

Secretary of State Michael Pompeo gave the fourth speech in this series on July 23, 2020, and the one that is perhaps the worst example of dealing with Chinese attitudes and preserving U.S. diplomatic options. He focused on the broader issue of dealing with Chinese civil and military competition, but he also made broad ideological criticisms of China’s leadership and political structure that attacked it as “Marxist-Leninist,” and as something approaching the equivalent to Stalinist Russia. He called for major changes in the way the U.S. and its allies competed with China.113
We know that trading with China is not like trading with a normal, law-abiding nation. Beijing threatens international agreements as – treats international suggestions as – or agreements as suggestions, as conduits for global dominance…But by insisting on fair terms, as our trade representative did when he secured our phase one trade deal, we can force China to reckon with its intellectual property theft and policies that harmed American workers.

We know too that doing business with a CCP-backed company is not the same as doing business with, say, a Canadian company. They don’t answer to independent boards, and many of them are state-sponsored and so have no need to pursue profits.

A good example is Huawei. We stopped pretending Huawei is an innocent telecommunications company that’s just showing up to make sure you can talk to your friends. We’ve called it what it is – a true national security threat – and we’ve taken action accordingly.

We know too that if our companies invest in China, they may wittingly or unwittingly support the Communist Party’s gross human rights violations…Our Departments of Treasury and Commerce have thus sanctioned and blacklisted Chinese leaders and entities that are harming and abusing the most basic rights for people all across the world. Several agencies have worked together on a business advisory to make certain our CEOs are informed of how their supply chains are behaving inside of China.

We know too, we know too that not all Chinese students and employees are just normal students and workers that are coming here to make a little bit of money and to garner themselves some knowledge. Too many of them come here to steal our intellectual property and to take this back to their country…The Department of Justice and other agencies have vigorously pursued punishment for these crimes.

We know that the People’s Liberation Army is not a normal army, too. Its purpose is to uphold the absolute rule of the Chinese Communist Party elites and expand a Chinese empire, not to protect the Chinese people…And so our Department of Defense has ramped up its efforts, freedom of navigation operations out and throughout the East and South China Seas, and in the Taiwan Strait as well. And we’ve created a Space Force to help deter China from aggression on that final frontier.

…Just this week, we announced the closure of the Chinese consulate in Houston because it was a hub of spying and intellectual property theft. (Applause.)…We reversed, two weeks ago, eight years of cheek-turning with respect to international law in the South China Sea….We’ve called on China to conform its nuclear capabilities to the strategic realities of our time….And the State Department – at every level, all across the world – has engaged with our Chinese counterparts simply to demand fairness and reciprocity.

Secretary of State Pompeo also made the most ideological of these four speeches by stating that,

…we have to admit a hard truth. We must admit a hard truth that should guide us in the years and decades to come, that if we want to have a free 21st century, and not the Chinese century of which Xi Jinping dreams, the old paradigm of blind engagement with China simply won’t get it done. We must not continue it and we must not return to it.

…We opened our arms to Chinese citizens, only to see the Chinese Communist Party exploit our free and open society. China sent propagandists into our press conferences, our research centers, our high-schools, our colleges, and even into our PTA meetings….We marginalized our friends in Taiwan, which later blossomed into a vigorous democracy…We gave the Chinese Communist Party and the regime itself special economic treatment, only to see the CCP insist on silence over its human rights abuses as the price of admission for Western companies entering China.

…we have to keep in mind that the CCP regime is a Marxist-Leninist regime. General Secretary Xi Jinping is a true believer in a bankrupt totalitarian ideology. It’s this ideology, it’s this ideology that informs his decades-long desire for global hegemony of Chinese communism. America can no longer ignore the fundamental political and ideological differences between our countries, just as the CCP has never ignored them.

…the only way to truly change communist China is to act not on the basis of what Chinese leaders say, but how they behave. And you can see American policy responding to this conclusion. President Reagan said that he dealt with the Soviet Union on the basis of “trust but verify.” When it comes to the CCP, I say we must distrust and verify.
We, the freedom-loving nations of the world, must induce China to change, just as President Nixon wanted. We must induce China to change in more creative and assertive ways, because Beijing’s actions threaten our people and our prosperity.

We must start by changing how our people and our partners perceive the Chinese Communist Party. We have to tell the truth. We can’t treat this incarnation of China as a normal country, just like any other.

**The Problems with the “Four Speech” Approach**

Taken together, these speeches called for a major shift in America’s strategic position relative to the China in ways that implied that the U.S. should focus on China rather than the rest of America’s commitments and strategic partnerships. While no speaker referred to the shift as being one from “competition” to “confrontation” – and Secretary Pompeo only broadly suggested that the U.S. should seek a major change in the structure of American alliances and the international order – the speeches collectively called for what could become be the most decisive shift in U.S. strategy since Secretary Marshall announced a U.S. commitment to confronting the Soviet Union on a global basis in 1947 and threatened to undermine the very foundations of America’s strategic partnerships.

None of the four speeches actually addressed the issue of how the U.S. should change its approach to competing with China in practical ways, and none addressed Russia at all. The end result was that they left five key issues that the United States – not simply the current Administration – will now have to address:

- Is this view of China correct, and does it offer the best option for dealing with China in the future?
- Is this view of China one that has bipartisan support in the U.S. and that will endure beyond the coming election?
- The current U.S. national strategy addresses both China and Russia as major competitors, as well as far less serious threats from nations like Iran and North Korea. What is the U.S. position on Russia?
- What changes are required in U.S. strategy and to what extent can the U.S. create global support for its position?
- How do does the U.S. build domestic and international support for a new approach to China, and show that its stance is valid?

In each case, the speeches raised critical challenges, but they did not provide workable answers to any of these questions.

**China’s Efforts to Manipulate Territorial Claims**

It is worth noting that these four speeches occurred at a time when the U.S. military ships and aircraft were actively confronting China in the South China Sea and near Taiwan, and when China was putting added pressure on Japan over its claims to the Senkaku Islands. As a result, Secretary Pompeo had given an additional address earlier in July 2020, that addressed a more specific area of Chinese civil competition that had more direct military implications: China’s use of civil maritime and air zone claims to gain both civil and military advantages:

In the South China Sea, we seek to preserve peace and stability, uphold freedom of the seas in a manner consistent with international law, maintain the unimpeded flow of commerce, and oppose any attempt to use coercion or force to settle disputes. We share these deep and abiding interests with our many allies and partners who have long endorsed a rules-based international order.

These shared interests have come under unprecedented threat from the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Beijing uses intimidation to undermine the sovereign rights of Southeast Asian coastal states in the South
China Sea, bully them out of offshore resources, assert unilateral dominion, and replace international law with “might makes right.” Beijing’s approach has been clear for years. In 2010, then-PRC Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi told his ASEAN counterparts that “China is a big country and other countries are small countries and that is just a fact.” The PRC’s predatory world view has no place in the 21st century.

The PRC has no legal grounds to unilaterally impose its will on the region. Beijing has offered no coherent legal basis for its “Nine-Dashed Line” claim in the South China Sea since formally announcing it in 2009. In a unanimous decision on July 12, 2016, an Arbitral Tribunal constituted under the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention – to which the PRC is a state party – rejected the PRC’s maritime claims as having no basis in international law. The Tribunal sided squarely with the Philippines, which brought the arbitration case, on almost all claims.

As the United States has previously stated, and as specifically provided in the Convention, the Arbitral Tribunal’s decision is final and legally binding on both parties. Today we are aligning the U.S. position on the PRC’s maritime claims in the SCS with the Tribunal’s decision.

The PRC cannot lawfully assert a maritime claim – including any Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) claims derived from Scarborough Reef and the Spratly Islands – vis-a-vis the Philippines in areas that the Tribunal found to be in the Philippines’ EEZ or on its continental shelf. Beijing’s harassment of Philippine fisheries and offshore energy development within those areas is unlawful, as are any unilateral PRC actions to exploit those resources. In line with the Tribunal’s legally binding decision, the PRC has no lawful territorial or maritime claim to Mischief Reef or Second Thomas Shoal, both of which fall fully under the Philippines’ sovereign rights and jurisdiction, nor does Beijing have any territorial or maritime claims generated from these features.

As Beijing has failed to put forth a lawful, coherent maritime claim in the South China Sea, the United States rejects any PRC claim to waters beyond a 12-nautical mile territorial sea derived from islands it claims in the Spratly Islands (without prejudice to other states’ sovereignty claims over such islands). As such, the United States rejects any PRC maritime claim in the waters surrounding Vanguard Bank (off Vietnam), Luconia Shoals (off Malaysia), waters in Brunei’s EEZ, and Natuna Besar (off Indonesia). Any PRC action to harass other states’ fishing or hydrocarbon development in these waters – or to carry out such activities unilaterally – is unlawful.

The PRC has no lawful territorial or maritime claim to (or derived from) James Shoal, an entirely submerged feature only 50 nautical miles from Malaysia and some 1,000 nautical miles from China’s coast. James Shoal is often cited in PRC propaganda as the “southernmost territory of China.” International law is clear: An underwater feature like James Shoal cannot be claimed by any state and is incapable of generating maritime zones. James Shoal (roughly 20 meters below the surface) is not and never was PRC territory, nor can Beijing assert any lawful maritime rights from it.

The world will not allow Beijing to treat the South China Sea as its maritime empire. America stands with our Southeast Asian allies and partners in protecting their sovereign rights to offshore resources, consistent with their rights and obligations under international law. We stand with the international community in defense of freedom of the seas and respect for sovereignty and reject any push to impose “might makes right” in the South China Sea or the wider region.

**Is this View of China Correct, and Does It Offer the Best Option for Dealing with China in the Future?**

Each speech, and the additional speech dealing with the South China Sea, did raise valid issues about China’s conduct; its approach to economic competition; and its use of espionage, gray area methods, and military actions bordering on hybrid warfare. Each made valid arguments that the United States needed to make major changes in its relations with China and matching changes in its relations with other states to gain their support.

The speeches also, however, took hardline ideological positions which seemed to make China the focus of a new Cold War – a focus also on communism rather than the actual character and
behavior of China’s regime. None took account of China’s recent history, the world that China had faced in the years since the Opium Wars, or the many other historical reasons for its behavior.

The speeches treated China’s motives as a product of a communist ideology while ignoring the fact that the high levels of state control of China’s politics and economy are highly nationalist in character and take place in any country that mixes state capitalism with private enterprise. They applied U.S. standards as the equivalent of international legitimacy and focused on China’s real human rights abuses without noting the immense progress that has taken place in reducing poverty and improving civil living standards and opportunities.

The Wray speech, for example, stated that,

> Let us be clear, the Chinese Communist Party is a Marxist-Leninist organization. The Party General Secretary Xi Jinping sees himself as Josef Stalin’s successor. In fact, as the journalist and former Australian government official John Garnaut has noted, the Chinese Communist Party is the last “ruling communist party that never split with Stalin, with the partial exception of North Korea.” Yes, Stalin – the man whose brutal dictatorship and disastrous policies killed roughly 20 million Russians and others through famine, forced collectivization, executions, and labor camps. As interpreted and practiced by Lenin, Stalin, and Mao, communism is a totalitarian ideology.

Under communism, individuals are merely a means to be used toward the achievement of the ends of the collective nation state. Thus, individuals can be easily sacrificed for the nation state’s goals. Individuals do not have inherent value under Marxism-Leninism. They exist to serve the state; the state does not exist to serve them.

This is not an accurate summary of Marxist-Leninist ideology, and ignores the fact that China’s authoritarian character does have real limits and that China’s immense Communist Party is more of an instrument of state control than a meaningful ideology. It also ignores the fact that some current Chinese goals – like its claims to the South China Sea – originated under Chiang Kai-shek in response to a long history of outside attacks on China, instead of being solely a product of its “Communist” regime.

Accordingly, valid as the charges about China’s conduct were, the sections on ideology were weak to the point of being ridiculous. They failed to describe the real structure of Chinese government, politics, and motives. Far too many of their comments about ideology apply more to the Former Soviet Union than modern China. Somewhat ironically, the DIA reports on Chinese Military Power – which naturally focuses on China as a military threat – do a rather comprehensive job of describing the structure and character of the Chinese government than these speeches made by senior American political policymakers.

If the U.S. is to deal with the issues raised in these speeches, it needs to do a far better job of assessing the structure and nature of the Chinese government and political system, its actions overseas and how other states perceive those actions, as well as how the U.S. can best compete. The U.S. also needs to very carefully assess the best way to change Chinese behavior, whether opportunities still do exist for cooperation in many areas, and also how the U.S. must change its own behavior to win the support of other states.

Is this View of China One that Has Bipartisan Support and that Will Endure Beyond the Coming Election?

Public opinion surveys do show deep popular distrust of China in the United States. This is very different, however, from supporting the particular views Secretary Pompeo expressed in terms of U.S. policy goals and from agreeing on any practical course of action. Many who do agree with
the charges made about China’s conduct will feel that these positions are too strong; discount the ability to negotiate too much; and risk going from competition to open political, economic, and military conflict.

Any consensus that leads to coherent U.S. action in dealing with problems this diverse will have to be built over time on the basis of far more evidence regarding China’s behavior, analysis of how it makes decisions and acts, and assessments of the practical ability of to change China’s behavior rather than the current sentiment that is presented in these speeches. The timing is also awkward because it was so close to the 2020 U.S. presidential election, the partisan-nature of the broad political climate, and the many other immediate crises and issues to address.

Building serious bipartisan support for a new approach to China probably can only begin after Biden becomes President. It will also require far more planning and research than these speeches indicate have taken place to date, as well as a far more informed and intelligent debate on the course of action the U.S. should pursue.

**The Current U.S. National Strategy Addresses Both China and Russia as Major Competitors. What Should the U.S. position Towards Russia Now Be?**

It is also striking that all four speeches targeted China without addressing the threat from Russia. This followed a nearly four year period in which the White House failed to address many of Russia’s hostile actions, its status as a major competitor with the U.S., and the pressure it put on many of America’s strategic partners. The new U.S. national strategy adopted in 2017 had made Russia an equal threat to China, but the White House, State Department and many other parts of the government never followed up. At the end of 2020, the Administration was still debating the extent to which Russia has targeted the 2016 U.S. elections – and largely ignoring the fact that Russia has conducted other disinformation, gray area, and hybrid operations hostile to the United States, as well as begun a major nuclear and missile modernization program.

The potential importance of this failure to address Russia was made all too clear after Secretary Pompeo gave his final speech on China. Other statements by a senior Administration official warned that the 2020 U.S. election was being targeted with disinformation campaigns conducted by China, Russia, and Iran.

The Director of the National Counterintelligence and Security Center (NCSC), William Evanina, issued a press release on July 24, 2020, stating that “Election security remains a top priority for the Intelligence Community.” The release was relatively short, but it addressed a critical aspect of both Russian and Chinese behavior,¹¹⁵

Today, we see our adversaries seeking to compromise the private communications of U.S. political campaigns, candidates and other political targets. Our adversaries also seek to compromise our election infrastructure, and we continue to monitor malicious cyber actors trying to gain access to U.S. state and federal networks, including those responsible for managing elections. However, the diversity of election systems among the states, multiple checks and redundancies in those systems, and post-election auditing all make it extraordinarily difficult for foreign adversaries to broadly disrupt or change vote tallies without detection.

In addition, foreign nations continue to use influence measures in social and traditional media in an effort to sway U.S. voters’ preferences and perspectives, to shift U.S. policies, to increase discord and to undermine confidence in our democratic process. The coronavirus pandemic and recent protests, for instance, continue to serve as fodder for foreign influence and disinformation efforts in America.
At this time, we’re primarily concerned with China, Russia and Iran – although other nation states and non-state actors could also do harm to our electoral process. Our insights and judgments will evolve as the election season progresses.

Equally important, an outside report indicates that the NCSC release did add China and Iran to the list of countries trying to influence the elections, but failed to fully describe intelligence assessments indicating that the goal of Russia’s intervention in the 2016 election to elect Donald Trump as President.

Open-source material does not provide sufficient evidence to fully support such a conclusion, but an article by Robert Draper called “Unwanted Truths: Inside Trump’s Battles With U.S. Intelligence Agencies,” that was printed in the New York Times Magazine on August 8, 2020, raises critical questions about the way Russia’s actions have been covered and on the political pressure on U.S. intelligence reporting which deserves full public examination.¹¹⁶

As of late December 2020, the level of Russian and Chinese interference in the 2020 election seems minimal, although Russia has been shown to have conducted a massive hacking exercise against U.S. corporations and security structures in 2020. One thing is clear, however, cyberwarfare and information warfare do present critical threats as areas of competition with China and Russia. Moreover, short of actual war, the operational civil political and economic threat from such cyber and information warfare will normally be more serious than the military one.

The U.S. must give this threat priority, and it must do so openly in the form of unclassified “campaigns.” It cannot compete with Russia, China, or other states in information “warfare” or disinformation campaigns if the knowledge of their activities is overclassified or manipulated for political purposes. The key to shaping U.S. public opinion and political response, as well as to persuading the governments and peoples of other states, is public exposure in open-source reporting to gain public confidence that such reporting is factual and tells the truth.

More broadly, over-classification and the failure to report actions by other countries makes the covert attempt a self-inflicted wound. Failing to report convincingly and objectively denies U.S. credibility and influence. Failing to report because another state attempts to divide the U.S. along political lines – and favor one side of domestic U.S. politics over another – makes every political faction in the U.S. potentially vulnerable to spoiler or divide-and-conquer tactics. Americans should be educated in order to understand that choosing sides and seeking to divide the U.S. along domestic political lines is the very core of information warfare.

Russia may fall far short of China as an emerging economic power, but it is still a massive nuclear power and poses a major threat to NATO. Its disinformation campaigns as well as its gray zone and hybrid operations pose an ongoing threat to the U.S. and many allies. Its activities in Libya, Syria, and the Ukraine show this threat is both operational and serious. The U.S. cannot focus on China at the expense of Russia or other commitments without carefully assessing the consequences and making major revisions to its overall strategy. The timing will also be awkward because the U.S. must simultaneously deal with the economic impact of the Coronavirus and formulating the FY2021 budget request.

One thing is clear in dealing with both China and Russia. Fully engaging in the civil sector offers a range of cost-effective solutions for the United States in undermining both Russian and Chinese gray zone operations. Although the Kremlin attempts to hide its motivations and project an image of invincibility, Russia’s weak points can be identified through its hostile reaction and overreaction to perceived threats.
Exploiting the popular reaction to Putin’s growing chokehold on Russia’s civil society, specifically its non-governmental organizations (NGOs) reveal that these groups can present a real threat to the legitimacy of the Kremlin – especially if they are backed by Western funding. The recent poisoning of Putin’s rival, Alexei Navalny, also demonstrates that a charismatic figurehead has the potential to convince the Russian people to turn towards a more democratic model. The United States need to capitalize on the opportunities from targeting Russia in the civil sector.

Similarly, the U.S. will be far better off in terms of both economic and strategic benefits if it can work successfully with its strategic partners in Asia, Europe, and the rest of the world to compete successfully with China at the economic level in ways that enhance the strength of all the nations involved by preserving free trade and an open economic system. The U.S. will also greatly ease its burdens in competing at a technological level if it continues to develop both civil markets in advanced technology and share military technology with its more advanced strategic partners.

Winning at strategic competition is an open-ended long-term game, and winning the civil side of the gray zone competition may well be even more important than winning the military one.

**What Changes Are Required in U.S. Strategy and to What Extent Can the U.S. Create Global Support for Its position?**

To date, the U.S. has made far too little effort in these areas. Identifying major challenges is very different from offering credible ways to deal with them. The speeches summarized in this analysis indicted China’s leadership, government, economic sector, civil sector, and military claims without suggesting any strategy for countering these problems, or negotiating some settlement or new relationship with China.

As is the case in every area of competition covered in this study, a real-world strategy requires a practical course of action, an actual plan to implement it as well as the resources required to execute it. The new U.S. national strategy that in announced in 2017 failed to offer a positive approach to competition. So did the new national defense strategy announced in 2018. The U.S. made no real progress in developing a tangible strategy on 2019 and 2020, and all four of the speeches on China did little more than highlight one part of the threat.

The four speeches just discussed did not even succeed in achieving broad public recognition in the United States. They took a major policy stand in ways that certainly attracted China’s attention, but got minimal visibility even in the U.S., much less to the international community. Moreover, the examples of Chinese conduct cited in the various speeches were made without any factual backing, white papers, or explanatory detail. This was the case, although many had never been given the same level of official attention or visibility before.

The U.S. has provided – if sporadic – detailed official assessments of Chinese and Russian military power over the years, but it has never attempted to establish an adequate open-source flow of such data and reporting on the Russian threat has been a particularly inconsistent. There is no ongoing set of official reports that provide detailed chronologies and evidence to the points about China and Russia’s methods of economic competition, information warfare, and other largely civil activities – particularly as they apply to Chinese (or Russian) actions in countries that the U.S. needs to influence.

The United States has failed to tie Department of Defense and U.S. military reporting to any form of public net assessment, and comparative analysis by the State Department and USAID on the
civil side of competition is largely non-existent. If it has done better at the classified level, it is one of the few government-wide secrets the U.S. has actually managed to keep.

This failure reflects a far broader problem within the U.S. government. The U.S. knows how to complain about hostile information warfare and disinformation campaigns, but it does not know how to counter them in public or at a political level. It does not attempt to counter malign forms of information warfare by fully and consistently communicating the facts in the many areas where only the government can gather the necessary data.

For example, the U.S. government no longer provides an annual assessment of statistical patterns in terrorism. Its last issue report on Russian Military Power was issued in 2017. It fails to properly update the CIA World Factbook. It fails to require its major combatant commands to issue meaningful open-source strategy documents and net assessments. It provides almost no real strategic justification of its annual defense budget requests.

The State Department and USAID budget submissions and webpages are little more than an incoherent mess. And, the U.S. has effectively given up its effort to produce a workable assessment of World Military Expenditures and Arms Transfers (WMEAT). Its recent attempt to revive it as a website is almost a model of how not to structure a functional database.

The annual reports on terrorism no longer have a statistical annex showing the global patterns in terrorism and extremism, and they have never included analyses of state terrorism, extremism, and major abuses of human rights – as distinguished only as weak attempts to describe state support of non-state terrorism. Ironically, its analysis of Iran as a center of world terrorism largely ignores the need to list and describe Iran’s action in any detail.

As for the intelligence community, the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) did not issue an annual threat assessment for 2020, and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI)’s assessments for 2016-2019 provided only passing mentions of some Russian and Chinese activities and intentions without addressing the overall patterns of competition by either power in any detail.117

There are exceptions like Chinese Military Power and the recent report on Russian disinformation activities discussed earlier, but the U.S. does an appallingly bad job of using declassified information to counter the information warfare and disinformation activities of countries like China and Russia. It has steadily cut back on such reporting over the years, relied heavily on topical short-term public affairs efforts, and now needs to develop a whole new stream of reporting.

Many of the areas involved in assessing China’s methods of competing and actions are ones where there is little open-source reporting that is not ideological or highly politicized, and also where gross over-classification is the rule rather than the exception. A narrow focus on the cost of reports adds to the problem because they are perhaps the cheapest weapon available. Competing in these areas means credible transparency – an art form where the U.S. is sadly lacking.

Transitioning from Competition to Civil-Military Confrontation with China without Having a Clear Strategy for Addressing Russia

There are two other aspects of these speeches that should be a subject of deep concern if the U.S. is to compete effectively and gain international support: First, the speeches indict China’s leadership, government, economic sector, civil sector, and military claims without suggesting any
clear strategy for either countering the problems they highlight or negotiating some settlement or new relationship with China.

Second, the U.S. must acknowledge that its approach to China is not isolated to its bilateral relationship, but it is also facing the same problems with Russia and even Iran. Instead, the following considerations are needed when creating a strategy:

- China is expanding its influence efforts to shape the policy environment in the United States, pressuring political figures that it views as an opposition to China’s interests and countering criticism of China. Beijing recognizes its efforts might affect the presidential race.

- Russia’s persistent objective is to weaken the United States and diminish the U.S. global role. Using a range of efforts, including internet trolls and other proxies, Russia continues to spread disinformation in the U.S. that is designed to undermine confidence in our democratic process and denigrate what it sees as an anti-Russian “establishment” in America.

In regard to Russia, if one considers Evanina’s statement in the context of the fact there still is no final report on the accuracy of the FBI’s investigation in Russia’s role in the 2016 election, no reports on Russian nuclear and space warfare developments, and no reports on Russia’s role in British and other foreign disinformation campaigns, then it is clear that the failure to address Russia is a critical omission. This is particularly true given the fact that the new National Security Strategy that the U.S. adopted in 2017, the new National Defense Strategy that the U.S. adopted in 2018, and both the defense budget submissions and the annual threat assessments by the Director of National Intelligence from 2012 to the present have all focused on Russia as well as China.

This need to address both Russia and China is critical. Russia is still sustaining the fighting in the Ukraine; putting steady pressure on NATO, particularly in Russia’s border areas; testing anti-satellite systems in space; executing a major nuclear and missile program; developing long-range hypersonic pression strike systems; carrying out gray area and hybrid operations in Syria and Libya; and playing a major role in trying to shape world petroleum prices.

**Diplomacy as a Key Tactic to Confront Civil Competition**

The U.S. needs to realize that taking hardline rhetorical positions is not a substitute for diplomacy. The Chinese response to the U.S. illustrates the difference. When the U.S. released the series of four speeches cited earlier, the Chinese Foreign Ministry replied by stating that, 118

The current situation between China and the United States is something China does not want to see, and the responsibility rests entirely with the United States. We once again urge the U.S. to immediately revoke the erroneous decision to create necessary conditions for the return of bilateral relations to normal.

The U.S. did not provide positive diplomatic initiatives. It followed up the speeches by some of the most senior officials in the U.S. government by closing China’s consulate in Houston – after determining that the it had facilitated the theft of scientific and technological material. This consulate did recruit people through the Thousand Talents Program, which paid researchers overseas to assist in China’s modernization – and used any means including the theft of intellectual property from abroad companies and universities.119 In response, China ordered the U.S. to shut its consulate in Chengdu, which had a staff of about 15 American diplomats. These tit for tat
actions will not halt China’s espionage campaign, but they may well have acted to restrict the dialogue between the U.S. and China – and even on U.S. capabilities to gather data on China.

Sticks are useful in their way, but they are not a substitute for carrots. Diplomatic maneuvering and strategy are just as important as military and economic maneuvering and strategy, but they should be used to offer benefits, rather than as an attempt to punish. For example, sending the right signals to China can be a key form of diplomacy, especially preceding military action and announcing U.S. posture. When U.S. aircraft carriers Nimitz and Ronald Reagan carried out operations in the South China Sea, the Chinese PLA responded that the American presence was allowed at the pleasure of the Chinese government. 120 Secretary of Defense Esper responded with,

“I don’t know what the Chinese meant by that hollow statement about American carriers being there by the pleasure of the PLA or something. Look, American aircraft carriers have been in the South China Sea in the Indo-Pacific since World War II and we’ll continue to be there, and we’re not going to be stopped by anybody. We’re going to sail, fly and operate where international law allows and we do that, again, to assert international law and rights to back up the sovereignty of our friends and partners and to reassure them that we will be there to defend those things.”

The U.S. needs to be far more careful about using diplomatic meetings productively, rather than as public relations or political visibility exercises. Although Secretary of State Pompeo and China’s top diplomatic aide Yang Jiechi did meet in June 2020, little was accomplished during the two-day meeting to deescalate growing hostility between China and the United States. 121 Diplomacy does not equate to concessions, but non-negotiable U.S. conditions can be relayed in multitude of ways that are not simply harsh rhetoric.

It is also critical that the U.S. offer positive alternatives to confrontation and make it clear that it feels different political and economic systems can cooperate and coexist if China and Russia make reasonable, negotiable changes in their behavior. Over the last four years, the U.S. has increasingly taken hardline positions – many of which are justified – without providing clear options for cooperation. In some cases, the only implied alternative is a total change in the other nation’s regime or conduct, and the U.S. has applied sanctions, trade barriers, tariffs, and other punitive measures without presenting credible options. At the same time, the U.S. has threatened its partners with force cuts or withdrawals if they do not support its position by focusing on burden sharing rather than creating more functional and effective partnerships and alliances.

The U.S. does need to promote core values like human rights, democracy, freedom of trade, and international law. At the same time, it needs to recognize that there is no near-term prospect that every country will adopt the U.S. system of government or adopt these values. Nothing it does to improve its capability to compete will allow it to impose its values on an increasingly multipolar world or change many aspects of other governments and regimes. Stable patterns of competition mean cooperation and compromise as well as selected areas of competition and even confrontation. Put bluntly and in the simplest possible terms, the U.S. cannot succeed in competing with a diplomacy that is all sticks and no carrots.
The Need to Integrate U.S. Military and Civil Strategy and Focus on Global Competition

“All men can see these tactics whereby I conquer, but what none can see is the strategy out of which victory is evolved...Be extremely subtle, even to the point of formlessness. Be extremely mysterious, even to the point of soundlessness. Thereby you can be the director of the opponent's fate.” – Sun Tzu, The Art of War

In summary, the U.S. needs to revise its strategy to focus at least as much on the use of its military forces in gray area and limited operations by country and region as it does on worst case threats and competition on a global level. Competition with China and Russia must also be assessed on a civil-military level, and in ways that provide clear assessments of current trends and the requirement for the U.S. to act on grand strategic terms.

This requires transforming a “hole in government” approach to competing with China and Russia into a real “whole of government” approach. It requires major changes in the way the Department of Defense (DoD) now approaches the planning, programming, and budgeting, process (PPB) and in the ways the National Security Council (NSC), the State Department, Homeland Security, and the other civil departments and intelligence operations of the U.S. government now operate. It requires far better classified and open-source analysis of all the ways in which China and Russia compete with the United States.

It requires far better analysis of how their leadership and structures of government in China and Russia plan and operate such efforts. Key U.S. intelligence assessments – like the DIA’s annual assessment of China’s military power – do highlight the critical importance of China’s economic growth. There does not seem to be any clear open-source literature on how the Chinese and Russian governments plan and operate other than their broad statements about national intentions from those of Xi and Putin.

**Integrating U.S. and Civil Strategy**

Developing an effective response to all the forms of Chinese and Russian competition requires a comprehensive rethinking of how the U.S. government operates and what it needs to change to compete more effectively. The United States has never had the same focus on a state-driven exploitation of economic power as that of China and Russia. The U.S. focus on capitalism has tended to drive U.S. economic strategy to rely on making independent market forces as efficient as possible, rather than on setting government-driven strategies and programs for development, technology, and international competition.

The current compartmentalization of strategy and the roles of the military and civil side of government has been the American norm. The major exceptions have been World War I, the Great Depression, World War II, and the Great Recession. In all four cases, the U.S. federal government was forced by events to create a more unified approach to national strategy to at least some degree. It also did so to a lesser degree during the Cold War and in dealing with the Former Soviet Union (FSU).

The “Great Recession” in 2008 – the main pre-Coronavirus crisis challenge in the post-Cold War era – did briefly force the U.S. to create a national effort, but the effort focused almost completely on the recovery of the U.S. economy, rather than on politics and social issues and instead of any effort to balance domestic civil spending and national security. If anything, the end result of the
efforts to counter the recession was a period of high growth and economic success that focused the U.S. on the market, private sector development, and the growth of the domestic economy.

**Focusing Resources on the Right Aspects of Global Competition**

The massive civil relief and recovery costs of the Coronavirus provide even more evidence that the U.S. must focus its resources more effectively. As noted earlier, U.S. national security focused largely on the threat posed by terrorism and extremism, and it did so from roughly 2001 to 2017. This had a massive impact on U.S. defense spending and the U.S. economy, as well as on the readiness and structure of U.S. forces – an impact that was combined with the other limits and caps on spending imposed by the Budget Control Act.

The end results have so far fallen far short of their cost, particularly in the case of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. As Chart Forty-One shows, an official Department of Defense (DoD) estimate of the direct military cost of the U.S. engagement in Afghanistan and Iraq from FY2001-FY2019 involved total obligations of over $1.8 billion, and this chart does not include the costs of State Department, USAID, CIA, or other civil department and agency spending. Actual direct spending came close to $2 trillion by the end of FY2019, and the proposed Department of Defense budget for FY2021 indicates the Department requested $66 billion more in FY2020 and $53 billion more in FY2021.\(^{122}\)

NGO estimates of these costs can be much higher. The Watson Institute at Brown University puts total military spending on Overseas Contingency Costs (OCO) at $1,959 billion during FY2001-FY2020, and it adds $131 billion in State Department costs; $808.3 billion for added costs to the rest of the Defense budget; $926 billion in federal interest payments; $437 billion in Veteran’s care; and $1,054 billion for Homeland security.\(^{123}\) These costs go far beyond any normal way of counting federal expenditures, but both their analysis and the DoD’s analysis compared to the amount of some $3.7 trillion in U.S. spending on the Coronavirus crisis as of May 10, 2020.

The net strategic impact of the Afghan and Iraq wars is still uncertain, but it is all too clear that both wars were each conducted without a consistent strategy and little regard for strategic competition.

**The Strategic Benefits Must Match the Costs**

In the case of Afghanistan, the grand strategic need for a U.S. commitment made at that size is dubious at best. The end result has failed to produce any form of lasting victory, and the current peace efforts offer little hope of lasting stability. The net regional impact has been no better. It has pushed Pakistan closer to China and easing regional pressure on both China and Russia.

In the case of Iraq, the U.S. invaded for the wrong reasons because of major miscalculations about the threat Iraq posed in terms of weapons of mass destruction. So far, the U.S. military effort and U.S. aid have not produced unity, effective governance and development, or security. The break-up of the “caliphate” has hurt ISIS without defeating it. The cuts in U.S. forces in Iraq and Syria in 2020 have greatly increased Iran’s relative military position in the Middle East and its influence in Iraq and the Levant. The U.S. failure to act decisively in Syria has opened Syria up to a major Russian presence and increased Russian regional influence. At this point, the net strategic benefits to the U.S. of some seventeen years of war will only exceed the net strategic benefits to Russia if the U.S. cannot establish a lasting and stable relationship with Iraq.
More broadly, the lack of any consistent U.S. approach to competition with Russia has produced at least some impact on Russia’s actions in the Ukraine, its growing influence in Turkey, its arms sales to Iran, and its destabilizing role in Libya. This approach has also affected China’s actions, as well as had an impact on China’s decisions to increase its presence in the Red Sea and Djibouti.

The Need for Interagency Cooperation

The previous chapters have addressed a long list of areas where the U.S. needs to compete more effectively. One key area is the need for a coordinated whole of government approach. It is apparent that the U.S. needs a coordinated effort from all of its agencies including DoD, CIA, FBI, USAID, and State.

This kind of Interagency cooperation is always an organizational nightmare, but there are limited examples of success. During the Cold War, DoD, CIA, State, FBI, and the USIA – an agency created to present a positive message about America – were all brought together by the Reagan administration in the Active Measures Working Group (AMWG).\textsuperscript{124} It was intended to expose false Soviet propaganda and was subsequently dismantled after the collapse of the Soviet Union while the role of USIA was subsumed into the State Department.

The U.S. also has some have agencies that are already focused on are combatting gray zone operations. For example, the National Security Council has a Policy Coordination Committee (PCC) on Information Statecraft; however, it serves mostly as a forum to exchange ideas rather than execute action.\textsuperscript{125} The Global Engagement Center (GEC) under the State Department is intended to “direct, lead, synchronize, integrate and coordinate efforts of the Federal Government to recognize, understand, expose, and counter foreign state and non-state propaganda and disinformation efforts.”\textsuperscript{126} However, it is essentially a center of 100 people which has limited access to monitoring the activity inside the United States.

Even in this case, however, cooperation is still far from effective. USAID and DoD are attempting to combat cyber warfare while the U.S. Treasury Department is placing sanctions on a multitude of actors engaging in hostile gray zone operations. As a result, the motivations and efforts of these agencies still fall short of an effective interagency effort.

Goals and Intentions Are Not a Strategy

Throughout this study, it becomes all too clear that the U.S. confuses stating goals and intentions with having an actual strategy. The changes in the U.S. strategy in 2017 have led the United States to increasingly focus on Chinese and Russian military forces, but it is far from clear that they have been effective in actually dealing with these critical real-world challenges.

The U.S. has not demonstrated that it can effectively tie its regional strategies to its strategies for competing with the great powers of China and Russia. This will be even more critical in the world that will emerge from the Coronavirus crisis. Nation after nation will have major new stability problems as a result of the economic cost of the crisis, and they will be more vulnerable to outside investments and to spoiler operations by China and Russia. Nature may abhor a vacuum, but power exploits one.

The U.S. has largely separated its military and economic efforts in dealing with each state, and it has largely decoupled its strategy for fighting its current wars from this competition. The U.S. has talked about rebalancing U.S. strategy and military forces to deal with China’s emerging military power, but it has focused separately on trade issues in dealing with China’s economic rise.

The U.S. did react to Russia’s increased military pressure once Russia seized Crimea and sent “little green men” into the Ukraine in late February 2014, and the U.S. also did combine economic sanctions and a shift back to a concern with NATO. However, its strategic focus on Russia has been relatively narrow and is still short-term.
Exploiting Chinese and Russian Vulnerabilities

At the same time, Russia and China have their own vulnerabilities, which the United States must exploit. For example, China’s Belt and Road Initiative often provides loans or projects that exploit the country involved, providing an opportunity for a U.S. response. These include a wide range of Chinese deals with African and Asian nations, that are outlined in the Chinese Chronology, that may provide leverage in one country or area but provoke anger in other states.

Russia is attempting to claim a role as an international mediator, but by doing so, it has taken on the difficult task of appeasing both its Syrian and Turkish relations in a volatile war in Syria. Russia cannot operate in the Balkans, export gas, attempt to manipulate world energy prices, carry out information warfare, or interfere in foreign elections without provoking other states, thereby offering the United States an opportunity to strengthen U.S. strategic partnerships and take countermeasures.

The U.S. has the advantage when it comes to having strategic partners and operating in free markets. It does not have to imitate Chinese and Russian gray zone tactics, and it can often take advantage of its already existing military strengths, allied partnerships, and development programs. Arguably, most nations would rather work with a willing U.S. than a less capable Russia or China, but it is clear that some countries have accepted to partner with the “next best thing” after observing an increasingly neo-isolationist United States.

At the same time, the United States should continue to actively counter aggressive Chinese or Russian gray zone operations. For example, the U.S. should actively resist Chinese aggression in the South China Sea and Russian intimidation in Europe and Central Asia where U.S. allies or interests are threatened. It should also assign a high priority to recognizing and identifying gray zone operations, which sometimes can be concealed as harmless forms of competition. However, it is clear that the U.S. is losing significant status as a global competitor by turning a blind eye to acts of gray zone operations.

The Role of Cooperation amidst Great Power Competition

The U.S. must not let competition become a hardline form of confrontation. Great power competition and cooperation are not mutually exclusive. With the nature of gray zone and hybrid “warfare” not operating in a state of war, the United States will need to engage in both competition and cooperation in order to assert and keep its influence.

In 2018, the Joint Chiefs of Staff released the Joint Concept for Integrated Campaigning, which defines the current operating space in three states of relations:

1. In armed conflict, the use of violence is the primary means by which an actor seeks to satisfy its interests. Armed conflict varies in intensity and ranges from limited warfare to major wars between great powers.

2. Competition below armed conflict exists when two or more actors in the international system have incompatible interests but neither seeks to escalate to armed conflict. The Joint Force will have a great deal of utility in securing strategic objectives in competition, but it will typically offer support to other USG departments and actors.

3. Cooperation includes mutually beneficial relationships between strategic actors with similar or compatible interests. Although interests will only rarely be in complete alignment, relations that are fundamentally cooperative are strategically important for the United States because they underpin the international order, enhance collective security, help to ensure access, enable burden-sharing, and deter conflict.
The U.S. is increasingly focusing its efforts on competition, and it is neglecting the opportunities provided by cooperation with Russia and China. Not only does the current U.S.-China trade war severely undermine the global economy, but it severs China’s dependence on U.S. industries and supports China’s growing relationship with third parties like Russia or the Gulf countries. The U.S. also recently announced it would leave the Open Skies Treaty (OST), thereby cutting off another channel of communication with Russia.

The U.S. can simultaneously carry out competition and cooperation in ways that both reduce an escalation of conflict and assert U.S. priorities. Against China’s growing maritime power, the U.S. can renounce the development of artificial islands in the South China Sea while also partnering with Chinese counter-piracy operations in the Indian Ocean. The U.S. can enhance its competition with Russia’s nuclear development program by cooperating with Moscow to enact the New START accord.

**Countering Gray Zone Operations from the Defensive to the Offensive**

With all that being said, the U.S. must take a hard stand when it is confronted with gray zone operation carried out by Russia and China to decrease its great power status. The United States has so far been reacting to gray zone attacks, but it should be preparing to not just counter them, but also to prevent them.

One area of vulnerability which serves as a case study is the U.S. cyber infrastructure. Although China had already revealed weaknesses in the infrastructure back in 2015 during the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) hack, the U.S. did not properly overhaul its cyber security, allowing for Russian hackers to infiltrate U.S. federal networks in December 2020.\(^{127}\)

A successful strategy will not only be defensive in preventing attacks but should go on the offensive to prevent attacks from occurring the first place – whether that strategy involves making major changes to improve the security of the cyber infrastructure or if it involves making the repercussions of hacking the U.S. government too great to risk.

**Five Critical Priorities for Strategic Competition**

Finally, if the United States is to develop a more effective approach to national security strategy, it needs to look beyond the need to focus on military competition, and it cannot take its strategic partners and other states for granted.

If the U.S. is to compete effectively, it must:

- **Focus on all Chinese and Russian uses of civil, military, and economic gray zone tactics and their accumulating impact on a given strategic interest.** The U.S. cannot ignore the destabilizing activities of Russian and Chinese gray zone operations due to its own compartmentalization of civil, economic, and military actions.

- **Take a true whole of government approach to making joint military and economic assessments in the ways similar to which China, Russia, and other states compete with the United States and its strategic partners.** These are not priorities the U.S. can ignore because of the Coronavirus crisis. If anything, the crisis makes effective competition more urgent.

- **Approach the military side of competition by addressing all gray area military operations and to develop suitable strategies for each country and region by using its major combatant...**
commands. The U.S. needs to give the right priority to the abilities of the functional commands to support such operations – including the Strategic and Space Commands to provide mutual assured deterrence (MAD).

- **Focus on building and strengthening strategic partnerships in ways that look far beyond the narrow area of direct U.S. competition with China and Russia.** The U.S needs to seek a broad allied recovery from the Coronavirus crisis as a key strategic objective and to find ways to work with its strategic partners and allies to contain and deter Chinese and Russian competitive efforts and push them towards global cooperation where possible.

- **Develop an integrated strategy based on net assessments that address all areas of competition together.** The U.S. needs to respond by directly comparing its capabilities to deter, conduct gray area and lower-level military operations, and provide economic growth and development.

The U.S. must also compete far more effectively on an unclassified level. Many aspects of such efforts have to be classified, but a primary emphasis should be placed on open-source reporting, revealing areas where competition is illicit or covert, exposing Chinese and Russian official and covert activities by name, citing the use of third countries and non-state actors, and showing the history and patterns in such activities. Public information is the key to building an understanding of these threats posed by such forms of competition, recognizing the need to counter them, and growing an awareness that using information is a weapon in countering disinformation.

Finally, the U.S. will need to develop plans, programs, and budgets that actually implement a practical and cost-effective strategy to counter the Chinese and Russian challenge, and one tailored to addressing the new issues raised by the new emerging industrial age and the lasting repercussions from the Coronavirus. The U.S. needs to be smarter in utilizing its current resources and allies at their highest potential, but it is also clear that if the U.S. does act more wisely, it has the strategic partners and the domestic resources in its civil and economic sector to compete successfully with both China and Russia

**The broader issues in the U.S. strategy and the present U.S. planning, programming, and budgeting process (PPB) highlighted in this paper are addressed in more detail in four other Burke Chair studies:**
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